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Abstract
Hill, Ian R. (PhD. Physics)
Development of an Apparatus for a Strontium Optical Lattice Optical Fre-
quency Standard
Accurate time keeping is critical to the function and advancement of many
human endeavours. Atomic clocks based on a microwave transition in atomic
Cs have served as primary frequency standards to realise the SI second since
their formal adoption in 1967. State-of-the-art, laser cooled, Cs fountains now
routinely operate with fractional frequency uncertainties below the 10−15 level
in laboratories throughout the world. Over the last decade, efforts to build
frequency standards based on optical transitions have come to fruition and
potential inaccuracies below the 10−17 level have been demonstrated. Such
standards point to the future of time keeping and much development is being
pursued to realise the potential of these ‘next generation’ optical clocks. One
such approach, on which this work focusses, relies on a ‘magic’ wavelength
optical lattice trap to provide (almost) Doppler- and recoil-free confinement
of atoms during clock interrogation. At this ‘magic’ wavelength, light induced
perturbation of the clock states is equal and so cancels precisely. This the-
sis describes the design and implementation of an optical lattice frequency
standard apparatus based on 88Sr held in a 1D optical lattice. A review of the
development of atomic frequency metrology is given from a historical viewpoint
and the technology and limitations of current methods discussed. To tackle
the blackbody radiation shift, which currently presents the greatest limitation
to the Sr lattice clock, imposing at the 10−16 level, a scheme to measure the
blackbody radiation shift coefficient at the 10−17 level is developed. Techniques
to laser cool and trap atomic strontium are described and the implementation
detailed. All laser systems required for clock operation are described including
the design and implementation of extended-cavity diode lasers for precision
spectroscopy. Details relevant to the eventual operation of the apparatus are
discussed.
To my loving parents Rennie and Elizabeth,
“Back off man, I’m a scientist!”.
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1Introduction to the Measurement
of Time
“We are measuring something with extreme precision...
...but who know’s what?” – Tom O’Brian, Chief of the Time and Frequency Division,
NIST.
1.1 A Brief History of Timekeeping
For millennia mankind has puzzled over the concept of time, pursued with great interest
its measure, and endeavoured to use its passing wisely. The apparent predictable nature
of time, which is so readily observed within the periodic mechanisms of our solar system
and beyond, has played a key role in the success of civilisation. Through tracking the
motion of celestial bodies in the sky, such as star constellations, the sun, and the moon
and its phases, time-scales of years, months, days, or even hours have been maintained
allowing for the organisation and synchronisation of events to take place within society.
However, an ever increasingly complex society demands an ever increasing division of time
and devices to count smaller intervals of time have been and continue to be developed.
1.1.1 The Birth of Atomic Time
For a great many years the duration of the mean solar day defined a universal time scale
(UT) where 1/86 400 of a mean solar day represented 1 mean solar second. Thought
at one time to be invariable, this provided a reference for mechanical clocks serving as
time interval standards for both civil and scientific duties well into the early part of the
20th century. As the precision of astronomical observation improved, it became apparent
that the rate of the Earth’s rotation fluctuated on a number of characteristic time scales,
deviating from the mean by as much as one second in a year (∆T/T ∼ 3× 10−8).
By the 1900s it was generally accepted that a long-term deceleration of the Earth’s
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angular velocity existed due to tidal friction. In addition to a periodic nutation, stellar
observations revealed the effects of an irregular polar motion, unpredictably shifting the
Earth’s rotation axis. However, it wasn’t until the invention of William H. Shortt’s dual
pendulum clock in 1920, typically losing or gaining no more than 1 second in a year
(∆T/T ∼ 3 × 10−8), that horologists were finally able to perceive the Earth’s rotational
variation.
A few years later, time-interval standards based on piezoelectric resonances in quartz-
crystal oscillators were established, demonstrating fractional frequency instabilities of a
few parts in 1010. The development marked a significant step in the use of time interval
standards in national laboratories, as now the frequency at which the time interval was
generated leapt from a single cycle per second as for the pendulum clock to hundreds
of thousands of cycles per second in quartz, allowing time interval standards to operate
simultaneously as standards of frequency.
Discrepancies evident between astronomical observation (using UT based on the mean
solar day) and the internationally agreed ephemerides, derived from celestial mechanics,
led the International Astronomical Union (IAU), in 1952, to recommend the second of
ephemeris time (ET), defined by the orbital motion of the Earth around the Sun, be used
as the basis of uniform astronomical time. In practice, ET was more conveniently obtained
by observing the orbit of the Moon around the Earth. A dual-rate moon position camera,
designed and operated by Dr. William Markowitz, Director of the Time Division at the US
Naval Observatory (USNO), enabled precise observation of the epoch of a lunar ephemeris
in terms of UT. Photographic zenith tubes (PZT), operated at the USNO and Richmond
Naval Air Base, provided Markowitz with a version of UT to which the comparisons with
ET at a number of epochs were made [1]. The difference, quantified by ∆T = ET − UT ,
revealed a lag in UT with a year upon year increase of approximately 0.17 s owing to
a decline in the Earths rotation period [2]. The standard second of UT was no longer
adequate.
Shown to offer greater stability, the International Committee of Weights and Measures
(CIPM), in 1956, adopted the second of ET and defined it as the fraction 1/31 556 925.9747
of the tropical year 1900 [3]. This was not especially well received in the field of radio
communications due to the necessarily lengthy and tedious practical means of obtaining the
unit, which was not directly or easily accessible, and with little prospect for improvement.
As early as 1879 Sir William Thomson (later to become Lord Kelvin) alluded to the use
of a mode of vibration intrinsic to a particular element, referring to the strong spectral lines
at 589 nm in sodium, to serve as an abundant and universal reference of time. Following
on from this idea, in 1945, Isidor Isaac Rabi proposed possibly the first apparatus of an
atomic frequency standard. It was to be based on his technique of magnetic resonance
spectroscopy [4] applied to the ground state hyperfine microwave transition in caesium1
1Cs being relatively heavy and with high vapour pressure meant it was relatively easy to produce
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in an atomic-beam apparatus, but was not realised for several years. Instead, claim to
the first atomic frequency standard was held by Harold Lyons and his ‘ammonia clock’ at
the US National Bureau of Standards (NBS) which was based on the nitrogen inversion
transition at 23.870 GHz in the ammonia molecule [5]. It consisted of a quartz-crystal
oscillator electronically stabilised to the ‘absorption line’ of the inversion transition, and
while it caused quite a stir at the time, it failed to improve upon quartz-crystal oscillators
and in its final revision only achieved a stability of 2 parts in 108.
In 1955 at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) Louis Essen1 and John V. L.
Parry demonstrated the first atomic frequency standard2 with accuracy exceeding the best
astronomical observations, based on the 133Cs microwave ground state hyperfine transition
(|F = 3, mF = 0〉 → |F = 4, mF = 0〉, where F is the vector sum of total angular
momentum J and nuclear spin I and mF is the Zeeman sub-state) [6]. The apparatus
exploited Ramsey spectroscopy3 of a magnetically state selected thermal caesium-beam,
with two ‘identical’ spatially separated ‘Ramsey cavities’ providing the required separated
field excitation to achieve the desired narrow resonance feature of the ‘clock’ transition
[7]. Prior attempts to build an atomic clock using Rabi’s atomic beam magnetic resonance
technique were thwarted by prohibitively broad resonance features, resulting from a failure
to realise in an atomic beam apparatus sufficient length of homogeneous interrogation of
the clock transition.
A comprehensive appraisal of systematic frequency biases with reference to an ensemble
of Essen ring ‘flywheel’ oscillators allowed Essen to measure the ‘second’ of caesium to an
accuracy of 1 part in 1010, limited largely by the stability of the flywheel reference over
the period of days required to assess the biases [8]. It should be noted that astronomical
observations required significantly greater time periods to reach comparable uncertainties.
A PZT could resolve UT to an uncertainty approaching 1 part in 109 after a month of
averaging and further to that some four years would be required to match the precision
of the caesium standard.
intense atomic beams with moderate velocities ∼ 130 m s−1. The clock transition was also convenient
benefiting from its relatively high frequency while still easily accessible with microwave technology.
1Essen was already well known for his highly stable piezoelectric quartz-ring oscillators, or Essen rings,
as they were known.
2A similar standard was simultaneously under development at the NBS but its completion was delayed
partly due to it moving labs from Washington to the then new facilities in Boulder.
3Here, the atomic ensemble is interrogated by two coherent-field excitations of frequency ω, separated
by time T , with duration of each corresponding to a Rabi pi/2 pulse. When tuned to resonance, ω = ω0,
the first pulse excites the atoms, initially prepared in the ground state, to an equal superposition of the
ground and excited states. During time T , the ensemble evolves with frequency ω0 and develops a phase
offset relative to the excitation field of ∆ωT ; ∆ω = (ω−ω0). Clearly this is zero for the resonant case and
the subsequent pi/2 pulse completes the excitation. Varying ω for a fixed T , or T for a fixed detuning ∆ω,
results in the ensemble acquiring a phase offset relative to the excitation field, such that the projection onto
the axis of excitation transition probability shows sinusoidal variation as a function of ∆ωT . A narrow
Ramsey fringe resolution can therefore be achieved for long transit time interactions, independent of the
duration of the interrogating pulses. The result is a Ramsey spectrum which consists of many fringes
imposed on a Rabi pedestal.
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Figure 1.1: Early Cs Thermal-Beam Frequency Standard Apparatus - (Top)
Schematic of apparatus: An effusive oven source provides a collimated stream of atomic
Cs in a mixture of F = 3 and F = 4 states. State selection occurs by magnetic deflection,
with strong field seeking F = 3 state atoms guided towards the apparatus centre, and
atoms in the weak field seeking state F = 4 rejected from the beam. Centre guided atoms
experience a two-pulse, spatially separated, Ramsey excitation and the excitation fraction
at the exit of the microwave cavity is measured with the aid of a second state selection
magnet and hot wire ionising detector. A control loop is used to maintain resonance of
the microwave cavity and the atomic frequency is readout directly. (Bottom) The NPL
Cs apparatus with Louis Essen (right) and colleague John Parry.
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From June 1955 to January 1957 Essen compared the second of UT against that
of his caesium standard. Similarly to Markowitz, a suitably agreeable drift in UT of
approximately 0.16 s yr−2, compared to atomic time (AT), defined in the literature as
∆A = AT − UT , was clearly evident in the data [9]. Collaboration between Essen and
Markowitz, detailed in various review papers [10, 11], in which the quantity ∆T − ∆A
was evaluated (in this way eliminating UT), finally led to a value of the caesium second
in terms of the ephemeris second, published in 1958, of 9 192 631 770± 20 Hz [9]. The
uncertainty was largely due to the difficulty associated with obtaining ET. In 1967 at the
13th meeting of the General Conference on Weights and Measures (CGPM) this value was
formally adopted as the International Standard (SI) second. An atomic time standard,
eventually to be known as International Atomic Time (TAI) – regulated by the Interna-
tional Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) and later adjusted to correspond to proper
time at the geoid – was quickly established. Many atomic clocks located worldwide now
contribute to TAI which provides the time-interval standard for Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC), adjusted to track UT1 (a global realisation of UT) to a convenient degree
by the addition or subtraction of a leap second, as recommended by the International
Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS).
1.1.2 Perfecting the Second
1.1.2.1 Thermal-Beam Frequency Standards
In 1956, Jerrold Zacharias at MIT together with the National Company announced the
worlds first commercially available atomic clock (also the first self-contained portable
clock), named the Atomichron, which was based on a 200 cm vertical Ramsey cavity
design derived from Zacharias’s failed earlier work on atomic fountains (see Sec. 1.1.2.2).
Over 50 were sold, primarily to the US military and some to metrology laboratories [12].
Subsequently, and with the prospect of a redefinition of the second based on Cs in sight,
various universities, national laboratories and scientific industries worked to ‘perfect’ and
miniaturise the technology.
In 1964 Hewlett-Packard released their first in a line of commercially available atomic
frequency standards, the HP 5060, which weighed less than 30 kg, with a horizontal Ram-
sey cavity of only 12.4 cm, and fit into a standard equipment rack. By 1966 the specified
accuracy had reached 1 part in 1011 making it suitable for use as a primary frequency
standard in many calibration and metrology laboratories worldwide. A collaborative ef-
fort between Hewlett-Packard and NBS (renamed the National Institute of Standards and
Technology or NIST in 1988) saw the development of the NBS-4; the smallest of all NBS
built primary frequency standards with a Ramsey cavity of just 52.4 cm [13]. The most
recent design iteration, the HP 5071, introduced in 1991, implemented microprocessor con-
trol of many of the key operating parameters that could sway the determined frequency,
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which when coupled to an improved caesium beam tube increased the specified accuracy
to 5 parts in 1013 with long-term stability better than 1 part in 1014 at 5 days of averaging.
‘No-compromise’ high performance clocks, built and operated at national laboratories,
utilised various combinations of beam velocity and microwave cavity separation, with some
laboratories, such as PTB (in Braunschweig, Germany), opting for shorter beam paths
∼ 0.8 m and slower atomic beams ∼ 90 m s−1 and others, for example NIST, SYRTE (in
Paris, France), and NICT (in Tokyo, Japan), utilising higher velocity beams ∼ 230 m s−1
and longer beam paths ∼ 1.5 m, each with the view to maintaining a long transit time
between microwave cavities. While this aided achieving narrow resonance features, various
physical effects needed to be addressed to improve the standard’s accuracy.
The accuracy of early thermal-beam standards was limited by the uncertainty of the
perturbation caused by the quadratic Zeeman effect, which provided the largest of all
known frequency shifts. The combination of large state selection fields and the bias field
required to separate the magnetic sub-states and define the quantisation axis made the
appraisal and control of the shift difficult, with the uncertainty determined by the extent
of magnetic field inhomogeneity and imprecise knowledge of the field. A related effect
resulting from an overlap in the excitation probability of neighbouring transitions (of dif-
fering mF ), termed frequency- or line-pulling, is reduced for a larger Zeeman-splitting of
the magnetic sub-states. Later, optical state-preparation schemes removed the need for
magnetic state selection, allowing for much improved uniformity of the bias field. Instead
of filtering out atoms in unwanted states, atoms are ‘optically pumped’ by selective pop-
ulation transfer into the desired mF = 0 sub-state of the chosen hyperfine level, depleting
population in the unwanted mF 6= 0 sub-states [14]. As no atoms are lost, the atomic
beam is prepared in the desired state while retaining the familiar Maxwell-Boltzmann dis-
tribution, thereby simplifying the estimation of velocity-related shifts, and with increased
atom flux a higher signal-to-noise ratio is achieved. In addition, lower population of un-
wanted mF 6= 0 states, responsible for line pulling effects, allows for a reduction of the
bias field, further reducing the quadratic Zeeman shift.
Two of the largest uncertainties are usually attributed to cavity phase shifts caused by
non-ideal physical properties of the Ramsey cavity. The cavity consists of two ‘identical’
microwave cavities situated at the end zones of a U-shaped waveguide resonator. An
asymmetry in the length of the waveguide arms of ∆L introduces a so-called end-to-end
phase shift of δφ = k∆L, resulting in a frequency shift of δν = δφ/2piT , where k is the
wave-vector of the microwave radiation and T is the transit time between cavities. The
shift can be measured by reversing the direction of the beam. For example, the CS2 at
PTB was built with an oven and detector at each end so that the direction of beam can
be easily reversed without breaking vacuum. They estimated the fractional uncertainty
of this shift in CS2 as 1 part in 1014 [15]. Phase shifts also arise due to ohmic losses in
the microwave cavity where a finite conductivity in the walls of the waveguide leads to
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a reduction in the reflected wave compared to the incident wave. This imbalance results
in a small travelling wave contribution to the ideal standing wave, producing a spatial
variation in the phase of the microwave field, which is larger nearer the cavity walls. The
shift experienced by an atom, similar in nature to the Doppler shift, is thus dependent
on its transverse position in the beam and for this reason is often termed the distributed
cavity phase shift. Ring cavities, where a standing wave split into two opposing travelling
waves superimpose to form a standing wave at the interaction region, have successfully
acted to reduce the distributed cavity phase shift [16].
Ultimately, velocity related problems inherent to the operation of thermal-beam stan-
dards limit the final achievable accuracy of the standard. Finite velocity distributions both
transverse and longitudinal to the atomic beam direction act to reduce the coherence of
the Ramsey spectroscopy resulting in a ‘wash out’ of the fringes1. Second-order Doppler
shifts arising from relativistic time-dilation phenomena are significantly reduced for slow
atomic beams, however without sufficient beam collimation much of the signal would be
lost. Potentially, increasing the transit time by lengthening the Ramsey cavity would
decrease the Ramsey fringe width, but due to difficulties in maintaining a homogeneous
magnetic field over a larger extent, and velocity related signal losses, nothing would be
gained. The ‘best’ published accuracy of a caesium-beam standard is of 5 parts in 1015
belonging to the NIST-7 apparatus [17], although standards at SYRTE, PTB, NRLM and
NICT are very close and in some cases offer greater stability; summerised in the review
article by Vanier and Audoin [18].
1.1.2.2 Laser Cooling and the Atomic Fountain
In 1953 Zacharias proposed (unpublished) a novel method of increasing the transit time
of atoms in the Ramsey cavity. By launching the atoms vertically against gravity they
would follow a ballistic flight path, passing once through a single excitation cavity on
the way up and, crucially, the same cavity again some time later on return. Zacharias’
fountain promised to eradicate problems associated with end-to-end cavity phase shifts,
as each interrogation would take place in the same cavity, and so only distributed cavity
phase shifts would remain. However, at the time of conception, techniques to control
atomic velocities proved inadequate and his attempts to realise such an experiment were
unsuccessful – the flux of returning atoms was insufficient to detect [12].
The advent of laser cooling techniques allowing experimenters to cool and trap atomic
vapours at the µK level revived interest in the Zacharias fountain [19]. Detailed analyses
were carried out with the view to establishing the fountain as an improved frequency
standard, addressing the fundamental problems of the thermal Cs beam apparatus [20, 21].
1This is easily understood by considering the conditions required to obtain a pi rotation of the pseudo
spin vector. Atoms of non-zero transverse velocity experience a first order Doppler shift away from res-
onance and those with a longitudinal velocity other than the mean result in a spread in transit times
through each cavity; both effects leading to non-ideal excitation coherence.
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In 1989 the first successful realisation of the Zacharias fountain was demonstrated by Mark
Kasevich and co-workers using laser cooled sodium atoms [22]. The atoms were first cooled,
to around 1 mK, and held in a magneto optical trap (MOT) consisting of 6 intersecting
optical molasses (OM) beams and a magnetic field gradient trap produced using an anti-
helmholtz coil pair. The magnetic field was then switched off allowing further cooling
by molasses to ∼ 50µK corresponding to a velocity of 14 cm s−1. An additional upward
facing “pushing” beam was used to launch the atomic cloud to a mean vertical velocity
of 240 cm s−1. A Ramsey fringe linewidth of 2 Hz, corresponding to a flight time of 0.25 s
and a peak height above the cavity of 77 mm, was achieved for the clock transition in
Na, measured to an accuracy of 1 part in 109. With an integration time of 1000 s the
central fringe could be resolved to within ±10 mHz. The measured instability was at 1
part in 1010 at 1 s; two orders of magnitude worse than thermal beam standards of the
time, the NBS-6 and the commercial Hewlett-Packard 5061B, but clearly demonstrated
the potential of the technique.
Meanwhile, Christopher Monroe and Carl Weiman, of JILA and NIST respectively,
measured the clock-transition of laser cooled Cs atoms in a vapour cell MOT. The appa-
ratus was compact with just two diffraction grating-stabilised diode lasers operating to
cool and optically pump the atoms. Using a MOT/OM configuration, temperatures of
10µK were reached after the molasses phase and on completion of optical pumping to
the F = 4,mF = 0 excited state atoms were released at an estimated 20µK. A single
microwave horn was used to provide time-separated Ramsey interrogation of the clock-
transition. For the duration of the Ramsey spectroscopy, the MOT was switched off to
avoid light induced ac Stark shifts and magnetic field related Zeeman shifts. Without the
presence of the trapping fields the atom cloud undergoes ballistic expansion, due to ther-
mally related velocities resulting from the finite temperature of the atoms, and acceleration
due to gravity takes place. The fall results in a phase shift of the second interrogation
pulse, relative to the first, caused by a slight curvature of the microwave radiation wave-
front. Expansion of the atom cloud leads to reduction of the excitation coherence, as in
the Cs beam standards, acting to ‘wash-out’ the pattern of Ramsey fringes. It is there-
fore necessary to reduce the temperature of the atoms maximally before spectroscopy and
avoid any potential heating mechanisms during the process. Nevertheless, in Monroe’s
and Weiman’s experiment, an 8 Hz linewidth and a short-term fractional frequency insta-
bility of 6.5 parts in 1012 at 1 s was measured [23]. Shortly afterwards Andre´ Clairon et
al. published results from their caesium fountain [24]. Using similar techniques to pre-
pare and launch the atoms they achieved a linewidth of 2 Hz and instability of 2 parts in
1012 at 1 s, at least as good as contemporary thermal beam standards. Fountains were
soon being built for use in metrology and by the late 1990’s several were operating as
primary frequency standards [25–27]. Flight chambers are now typically ∼ 1 m with the
Ramsey cavity located about half way up providing interaction times of over half a second
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corresponding to Ramsey fringe linewidths of ∼ 1 Hz (∆ν = 1/2T ), depicted in Fig. 1.2.
With velocity related problems somewhat under control in laser-cooled atomic foun-
tains, the contribution of density related collisional (spin-exchange) shifts, to the uncer-
tainty budget, becomes significant (see for example details in Ref. [26]). The shift may
be measured by operating the fountain at various atomic densities and an extrapolation
to zero density provides the unperturbed frequency, with some error. To this end, a new
state selection technique was developed at SYRTE exploiting the adiabatic rapid passage
method allowing preparation of the atomic sample at a repeatable ratio of 1:2 with preci-
sion 10−3 [28]. However such a method potentially limits the stability of the fountain as
time must be spent measuring at two differing frequencies. At NIST the shift has been
reduced by cooling the atoms in an extended molasses to give a cigar shaped atom cloud,
thereby increasing the volume and decreasing the density while maintaining atom number.
Additionally, a lin-perp-lin cooling geometry is adopted as opposed to the conventional
σ+/σ− molasses, reaching temperatures < 500 nK, leading to a higher fraction of atoms
being detected after the launch. As a result, fewer atoms can be launched to maintain a
given signal to noise ratio [29].
Shifts caused by collisions of atoms in the F = 4 state have an opposite sign to those
in the F = 3 state but with different magnitude. By carefully preparing the relative
populations of the upper and lower states in the correct proportions it should be possible
to cancel the shift [30, 31]. An NPL led collaboration with PTB and NIST confirmed
experimentally this result [32]. However, the technique relies on an initial pre-measurement
and an assumption that conditions thereafter are unchanged, which at present is not
satisfied and so has not yet been implemented in normal operation.
In 1997 theoretical work of Gibble1 and co-workers predicted a factor of 15 reduction
in the collision-induced fractional frequency shift of ultracold atomic 87Rb [34], spurring
on construction of the first Rb fountains, built at SYRTE and Yale University. Further
encouragement came from experimental measurements of the collision-induced frequency
shift in 87Rb which gave closer to a factor of 30 reduced sensitivity in comparison to 133Cs
atoms [35, 36]. Fountains operated with Rb atoms therefore offer intrinsically greater
stability and have allowed measurement of the clock transition frequency in 87Rb with
associated uncertainty currently comparable to that of the primary Cs standard and with
scope to surpass them by almost an order of magnitude [37]. As a result six Rb fountains
are currently under construction at the USNO to be used as part of the Master Clock
ensemble, which contributes approximately one third of UTC, exploiting the robust op-
eration of Rb to characterise more rapidly the frequency drift of the ‘flywheel’ hydrogen
maser [38]. Following measurements of the Rb frequency relative to Cs [39, 40], a recom-
mendation by the Consultative Committee for Time and Frequency (CCTF) to adopt the
frequency 6 834 682 610.904 324 Hz of 87Rb as a secondary representation of the SI second
1Previous work of Gibble dealt with frequency shifts in Cs due to ultracold collisions [33].
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Figure 1.2: Atomic fountain apparatus - (Top) Ramsey fringes as measured for the
Rb fountain at NPL. The central fringe is blown up (inset) and has linewidth of ∼1 Hz.
(Bottom) Schematic of laser cooled atom fountain microwave frequency standard.
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was accepted by the BIPM [41]. Dual species fountains, operating Cs and Rb in the same
apparatus, have been used to explore variation, as suggested by some cosmological obser-
vations, of the fine-structure constant, α. by measuring the relative hyperfine transition
frequencies over a period of five years [40]. Although no statistically significant variation
was recorded the data allowed an upper limit to be placed on the possible size of the
variation, albeit not the most stringent one.
Once a comparatively small effect, the black body radiation (BBR) shift in Cs (and to
a similar extent in Rb) also accounts for a significant portion of the uncertainty budget.
At a meeting of the CIPM in 1997 the definition of the second was amended to clarify that
the hyperfine transition frequency corresponds to an atom at rest at a temperature of 0 K.
A correction due to the BBR induced shift of the atoms at room temperature (∼ 300 K)
must then be applied. As the BBR shift (to the lowest order) scales with temperature to
the fourth power as,
∆νBB
ν0
≈ β
(
T
T0
)4
(1.1)
where T0 is usually given as 300 K, cryogenic cooling (down to T ∼ 90 K) of the fountain
flight chamber would decrease the BBR shift by a factor of ∼ 100 to the 1 part in 1016
level, with a corresponding reduction in the uncertainty of the shift. For a given desired
uncertainty the constraint on the exact knowledge of the temperature is then relaxed, with
an uncertainty of ∼ 3 parts in 1017 relating to 90± 4 K, in contrast to a room temperature
apparatus for which the temperature must be known and controlled to within ±0.1 K; not
an easy task. Additionally, the coefficient β (−1.711× 10−14 for Cs [42]) must preferably
be known sufficiently so as not to limit determination of the shift. Much work, both
theoretical and experimental, has been carried out to this end. Implementation of this
cryogenic arrangement is currently being evaluated in the NIST-F2 and INRIM IT-CsF2
fountains [43].
Steady improvements over the last 50 years or so have led to current microwave primary
frequency standards demonstrating inaccuracies into the 10−16 range [44] and quantum-
limited1 instabilities at the level 10−14 at 1 s [47]. The total uncertainties of the NIST-F1
and SYRTE-FO2, two of the best fountains in operation, are evaluated at near 4 parts in
1016 and expected to reach 1 part in 1016 through better control of the BBR shift [48, 49].
The NPL Cs-F2 fountain was recently evaluated with type-B uncertainties (i.e., those that
must be measured or otherwise determined, see Sec. 2.1.1) of 2.3× 10−16 owing to a better
1To reach this limit the short-term instability of the microwave oscillator must be sufficiently low. State-
of-the-art quartz crystal oscillator technology typically limits this to ∼ 1 part in 1013 at 1s. Cryogenic
sapphire oscillators (CSO) developed at the University of Western Australia [45] have demonstrated a
frequency instability of 3 parts in 1015 at 1s. As an alternative, microwave synthesis from a stabilised
optical frequency, utilising an optical frequency comb as a transfer oscillator, demonstrated at PTB,
currently offers frequency instability of ∼ 1 part in 1014 [46]
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understanding of cavity distributed phase shifts and the effect of cavity lensing1. However,
like Cs beam standards before, Cs fountains are approaching the limit of their practical
implementation and efforts to advance frequency metrology further may be better spent
elsewhere. Just as we have moved from pendulums (1 Hz) to quartz (∼ 100 kHz) and
further again to Cs (∼ 10 GHz), each time gaining from an increase in frequency, a better
frequency standard can come from operating at higher frequencies again – in the optical
domain.
1.2 Clocks in Context
The SI system of units conists of seven base units; the second, metre, kilogram, ampere,
kelvin, mole, and candela. The accuracy in which the defined SI second can be realised far
surpasses that of any other measurement of a fundamental unit. Currently this is at the
level of parts in 1016 which to put into real terms corresponds to a clock losing or gaining
only 1 second in 300 million years! As a consequence the SI unit of length, the metre, was
redefined in terms of the SI second as “. . .the length of the path travelled by light in a
vacuum during a time interval of 1/299 792 458 of a second” [51].
As the precision and accuracy to which we can ‘keep time’ grows, so do the applications.
Many technologies and sciences rely on the accuracy and stability of the modern frequency
standard. So, to answer the much asked question, “. . .why do you need a clock that good?”,
here are some answers:
• Definition of the SI second (Cs)
• Secondary representations of the SI second (Mircrowave:Rb, H, Optical: Sr Hg )
• Length metrology
• Global navigation satellite systems (GPS, GLONASS, Compass, Galileo)
• Communication synchronisation (the internet)
• Deep space navigation
• Radio telescopes (very long baseline interferometry)
• Geodesy (gravitational red-shift)
• Gravitational wave detection
• Tests of Einstein’s equivalence principle
• Tests of special and general relativity
1A consequence of microwave-photon recoil. Lensing results from a roughly quadratic microwave field
amplitude distribution acting on the atoms wavefunction, in analogy with the optical dipole force [50]
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• Extremely high precision probe of ultracold physics
Atomic clocks are no doubt a highlight of atomic physics.
1.3 Thesis Outline
A brief account of the history, development, and role of accurate time measurement has
been provided in this introduction. The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
• In Chapter 2 I build on the fundamental ideas of precision frequency metrology,
discuss the operating principles of optical frequency standards, and compare the
merits of the two most prominent approaches: ‘ion clocks’, which are based on a
laser cooled trapped ion, and ‘lattice clocks’, based on many laser cooled atoms
trapped in an optical lattice. The current status of each approach is summarised
and consideration given to their current limitations and future prospects.
• In Chapter 3 a Sr optical lattice clock is described. A description of the apparatus
and techniques required to laser cool and trap atomic Sr, in preparation for clock
spectroscopy, is given. The design and implementation of the NPL experimental
apparatus is detailed throughout and where possible experimental data included.
• Chapter 4 explores the design principles of an extended cavity diode laser (ECDL) for
high precision spectroscopy and reports on the implementation and characterisation
of two designs.
• In Chapter 5, the ac dipole polarisability of each Sr clock state is calculated by sum-
ming individual contributions from coupled states, and further to this, an estimation
of the blackbody radiation (BBR) shift is provided. Methods to tackle to BBR shift
are discussed and an experiment to measure directly the BBR shift proposed. Steps
towards realisation of the experimental apparatus are detailed.
Finally, in Chapter 6, I conclude with a brief outlook for the future prospects of the NPL
Sr lattice experiment and in a broader sense the challenges and opportunities facing the
field of frequency metrology.
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2Optical Frequency Standards
So, we have seen what has been and what is current, but what is next? A continuation
of the trend in development of time standards moves us towards clock frequencies in the
optical domain. The benefits of optical clocks are no secret but have until recently been
sidelined by technical limitations. However, over the last decade, seeing the invention of
the femtosecond optical frequency comb and laser linewidths creeping below the Hz level,
the promise of clocks with inaccuracies at the level of 1 part in 1018 or better is becoming
a reality. The following discussion briefly describes some of the prerequisites of precision
optical spectroscopy and reviews progress of optical frequency standards to date.
2.1 Better Clocks Q Up
We are all familiar with the measurement of length by means of a ruler. If asked to
measure the length of an object precisely we would all choose a ruler with well-defined
narrow markings, or ticks, spaced as closely as we could reasonably read (such as ruler C
in figure 2.1). Our measure would then involve counting the ticks of the ruler up to the
length of the object. A smaller tick interval (or the more frequent they are) means we
count more for a given length. Assuming we can count to the nearest tick, the fractional
uncertainty in our measurement is < 1/(number of ticks counted). By simply having more
ticks per unit length, our fractional length uncertainty is reduced. For example, an object
close in length to 5 ticks of ruler A when measured with ruler A gives us a fractional length
uncertainty of < 1/5, but when measured with ruler B this is reduced to < 1/25. The
width of the tick, ∆L, also factors into our measurement. For rulers A and B the ticks
are broad and so we have to estimate the position of the centre. Our estimation might
get us close, but there will be some doubt. If we assume we can find the centre of a tick
to within 1/10th of its width, regardless of its size, then a narrower tick gives us a lower
uncertainty of its exact position. The ticks of ruler C are 1/4 the width of those of rulers
A and B. Our uncertainty in the position of the centre of the tick is then reduced by 1/4,
which in absolute terms goes from ∆L/10 to ∆L/40. Our original choice of ruler was then
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Figure 2.1: Rulers - Reducing the measurement uncertainty.
a good one. This principle is key to building better frequency standards. In a quantum
frequency standard, our length scale represents an energy scale, related to frequency by
ν = E/h. A quantum resonator will absorb energy corresponding to the precise spacing of
energy levels. This energy spacing is effectively what we measure, by means of a frequency
measurement, in a quantum frequency standard.
We can characterise the ability of a resonator to store energy by the quality-factor or
Q. The Q is defined as the ratio of energy stored to energy lost per oscillation cycle, or
put another way, the oscillation angular frequency times the exponential decay time of the
stored energy. In a two level atom with electronic ground state |1〉 (energy E1) and excited
state |2〉 (energy E2), and populations c1 and c2, we may express the dissipation of stored
energy as the fraction of population in the excited state as, c2(t)/c2(0) = exp(−Γ t), where
Γ is the exponential decay rate of the excited state population (equivalent to the Einstein
A21 coefficient) and t is time. The time t = 1/Γ, for which the population reaches 1/e
of its initial value, defines the excited state lifetime. The Q is then given in terms of the
resonant frequency ν0 = (E2 − E1)/h as,
Q =
ν0
γ
(2.1)
where γ = Γ/2pi is the natural linewidth of the atomic transition |1〉 ↔ |2〉. We may write
this more generally as Q = ν0/∆ν where ∆ν is the resonator linewidth. High-Q resonators
offer a high precision so effort developing frequency standards is spent to increase the Q
of the measured resonance. For atomic frequency standards we achieve this by reducing
the measured width of the resonance feature or by choosing an atomic transition of higher
frequency.
2.1.1 Clock Characteristics
The performance of a clock can be described in the main by the two quantities accuracy
and precision. The (in)accuracy of an atomic clock is determined by the (un)certainty in
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which the natural (unperturbed) frequency of the atomic resonance is known. A number
of factors contribute to shift the measured clock frequency from that of the unperturbed
frequency. How well we know these shifts, so that we can correct for them, determines the
final accuracy that we can attribute to the standard. A measure of the standard’s absolute
frequency brings with it an additional absolute frequency uncertainty. Currently, a primary
frequency standard must, by definition, operate with 133Cs to realise the SI second or serve
as an absolute frequency reference. The frequency inaccuracy associated with the primary
standard, separated into type-A (statistical) and type-B (other, determined primarily by
parametric model based predictions and measurement) uncertainties, must be included in
the uncertainty budget of the absolute frequency measurement.
The precision is a measure of the repeatability of the observed clock frequency and is
more commonly referred to as (in)stability for a given averaging time τ . This instability
is characterised by the “Allan variance” or “two-sample variance” denoted σ2y (τ) and is
usually expressed as the Allan deviation [52], σy (τ) =
√
σ2y (τ), which can be written as,
σ (τ) ≈ 1
Q (S/N)
√
tc
τ
(2.2)
where tc is the period of the cycle required to correct the oscillator frequency, (S/N) is the
signal to noise ratio associated with the frequency measurement, and τ is the averaging
time.
It is clear that adopting a clock transition with higher frequency (as Q = ν/∆ν),
given all else equal, will improve the frequency stability of the standard. A jump from
the microwave (∼ 1010 Hz) to the optical regime (on the order of hundreds of terahertz,
1014 Hz), offers the potential to greatly reduce the instability by a factor of 104 - 105!
Since many of the frequency shifts that affect accuracy are independent of ν we can also
expect to gain similarly here too.
2.1.2 Narrowing the ‘Line’
The linewidth of the atomic resonator is fundamentally set by its “natural-linewidth”
which is a consequence of the energy-time uncertainty principle, ∆E∆t & ~/2. A “long-
lived” excited clock state such that ∆t is large then gives us a well defined energy and ergo a
natural linewidth which is small. It is not uncommon to find atoms with transitions offering
ultra-narrow (∼mHz or less) natural linewidths in the optical domain. Such transitions
are typically forbidden by one or more atomic selection rules and termed “weakly allowed”
as the chances of exciting one are pretty slim. An extreme example is that of the electric-
octupole transition at 467 nm (2S1/2, F = 1 → 2F7/2, F = 0) in a Ytterbium ion (171Yb+)
which has a natural linewidth ∼nHz. That corresponds to an excited state lifetime on the
order of 10 years! Ultimately the lifetime of the excited state will limit the coherence time
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of the clock spectroscopy but with the availability of ultra-narrow transitions this seems
a long way off.
Before we get too carried away with the prospect of ultra-narrow resonance features
we must deal with the motion of the atoms. An atom at rest in the laboratory frame
will absorb radiation emitted by the interrogating oscillator at frequency νosc = ν0 with
maximum probability. Now consider the atom to be moving with velocity v towards
the source of radiation. In the rest frame of the atom the frequency of the incoming
radiation ν ′osc appears higher due to the ‘compressing’ effect of the atom’s motion toward
the source. This is known as the Doppler effect and it is simple to show that ν ′osc =
νosc/ (1− v/c) where c is the speed of light. The energy of the incoming photon as seen
by the atom is then shifted away from resonance by ∆E = h (ν ′osc − ν0), known as the
Doppler shift, and the probability of absorption by the atom is reduced. The atom will
instead prefer to absorb radiation emitted by the source at a frequency νosc = ν0 (1− v/c).
This principle is fundamental to laser cooling (in particular Doppler cooling) as we will
see later (section 3.3). For a thermally distributed cloud of atoms obeying Maxwell-
Boltzmann statistics the contribution of many Doppler shifted atoms result in a new
Doppler broadened linewidth ∆νD ∝ ν0
√
kT/m where k is the Boltzmann constant, T
the temperature of the atom cloud, and m the mass of an atom. We can see from this
that the Doppler effect is a bigger problem at higher frequencies and is reduced for heavier
atoms and lower temperatures.
Ideally, we would like the measured linewidth ∆ν to be Fourier-limited such that
the linewidths of both the resonator ∆νatom and probing oscillator ∆νosc are less than
∆ν ≈ 1/tint where tint is the time for which the atoms are interrogated. It is then the
aim to maximise the time tint of this interrogation while satisfying the previous condition.
It is often the case that the limit to tint is otherwise imposed. In Cs beam and fountain
clocks this occurs due to the limited flight time of the atoms through the microwave
cavity. Another example is the “ballistic clock”, discussed previously (see paragraph three
section 1.1.2.2), which also suffers as a result of the motion of atoms. So why not just
make the interrogation region MUCH bigger to ensure we interact with the atom for
longer? To an extent this is what the development of Cs standards aimed to do, however,
the homogeneity of the interrogation must be preserved and this becomes increasingly
difficult as the region of interrogation is increased. If we are to do better then we must
find a way of confining atoms to a small region where they can be held for the duration
of the interrogation.
Thankfully, solutions exist. At present there are two main approaches, both similar in
aim, to address the problem of atomic motion for frequency metrology: the ion-trap (sec-
tion 2.3), and the relatively recent “magic-wavelength” optical lattice trap (section 2.4).
The aim in each case is to confine the atom in a well-defined environment and with min-
imal perturbation to the clock transition. But first, we examine the anatomy of a clock
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and the technology required to realise a clock in the optical domain.
2.2 A Clock in Pieces
A high performance clock, broadly speaking, can be broken into three components, de-
picted in Fig. 2.2:
1. a short-term-stable local oscillator, which is disciplined in the long term to
2. a frequency reference, and
3. a counter to measure the oscillations and output in a usable form
2.2.1 Oscillator: The Clock Laser
An oscillator is required to sustain the time interval, or frequency, of the reference with
suitably high short-term-stability. For early standards based on the length of the mean
solar day the role of the local oscillator was well served by the humble pendulum. For
microwave standards, piezoelectric oscillators provide a microwave signal close to the tran-
sition frequency. In the case of optical standards, “cavity-stabilised-lasers” invariably play
the role of the local oscillator. From here on in we shall refer to this oscillator as the
“clock laser” operating at frequency νc(t).
A laser alone, said to be “free-running”, is insufficiently stable to controllably (and
coherently) interrogate the atomic reference. Therefore before being stabilised to the
atomic reference it must be pre-stabilised to a short-term-stable passive optical resonator
– the optical cavity. The simplest stable configuration of an optical cavity is the Fabry-
Perot resonator which generally consists of two partially transmissive curved mirrors, of
reflectance R, separated by a distance L. Light coupled into the lowest order transverse
spatial mode (TEM00) of the optical cavity is transmitted only at resonances defined by
L = nλ/2, where n is an integer, and λ the wavelength of the coupled light, such that a
standing wave is formed. The cavity is often characterised by its finesse, given by,
F =
pi
√
R
1−R ≈
FSR
∆νcavity
(2.3)
where FSR is the cavity free-spectral-range and ∆νcavity the cavity bandwidth. For clock
laser systems, the laser frequency is typically servo locked to a resonance feature of a high-
finesse (∼250 000) optical cavity using the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) method [55]. Since
the frequency of the cavity resonance and therefore the laser, provided a sufficient lock is
obtained [56, 57], depends on the length of the cavity’s optical path, defined primarily by
the mirror and spacer dimensions, measures must be taken to minimise variation of this
dimension. For example a variation in optical path length of about 1 fm for a cavity 100 mm
long would result in a frequency shift of about 4 Hz for light at 698 nm (the wavelength
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Figure 2.2: A High-Performance Clock - Schematic depicting the general operating
principle of an atomic clock
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Figure 2.3: Optical Cavities for Highly-Stabilised Lasers - Example of vibration
insensitive optical cavity spacer designs, courtesy of S. Webster, NPL. Left to right: the
“cut-out” cavity [53], and the “omni-g” force insensitive cavity [54], both shown here
unmounted.)
of the clock transition in neutral strontium). This corresponds to a change in length
of the order of an atomic nuclei, or to put it another way, equivalent to increasing the
diameter of the sun by no more than the thickness of a human hair! ULE – a TiO2 doped
fused silica glass – is generally used as the cavity spacer due to its property of ultra-low-
expansion at close to room temperature. Various spacer geometries have been explored
with a view to reduce acceleration-induced deformation from environmental vibrational
and gravitational effects. A reduction by more than a factor of 1000 in the response of a
cavity to vertical vibrations – an acceleration sensitivity of about 1× 10−10 g−1 – has been
demonstrated for cavities operated in the laboratory [53, 58] and later with transportable
mountings [59, 60]. Subsequently, driven by the growing interest in spaceborne applications
[61], ‘field-compatible’ cavities have been developed with greater intrinsic insensitivity to
acceleration in all directions [54, 62, 63]. Furthermore, active cancellation of vibration-
induced phase noise has been demonstrated [64].
Sub-hertz linewidths at several seconds (fractional frequency instability of ∼1× 10−15)
have been demonstrated for a range of laser systems [58, 65, 66], where further reduction
is limited by the fundamental noise limit of the cavity due to thermal-related Brownian
motion effects on the mirror substrates and coatings [58, 67]. Reduction of the thermal
noise limit is now the primary focus of oscillator development for high performance clocks
with the prospect of short-term fractional frequency instabilities <1× 10−16 in sight [68–
70].
2.2.2 Reference
Artefacts. One might consider a reference based on the periodic motion of an electrical
or mechanical artefact. For example, the rate at which a pendulum clock ‘ticks’ relies on
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the precise period of the ‘swing’ of the pendulum which is primarily determined by its
length. To build a second clock which ‘ticks’ at the same rate as the first would require
an exact copy of the original pendulum. In practice such reproducibility is not achieved
and unintended differences in the manufacture of the second clock result in it ticking at
a different rate. In any case the pendulum of each clock will inevitably ‘age’ producing a
gradual change in the period of each ‘swing’, before eventually wearing out. In the end
we are left with two clocks each claiming a different amount of time has passed, so how
do we know what time it really is?!
Such a device is suitable to provide a ‘flywheel’ time-interval (or frequency) reference in
the short term, but must be regularly calibrated by a superior, repeatable, long-term-stable
reference.
Atoms. Quantum frequency standards utilise an internal (generally electronic) tran-
sition in an atom to serve as the frequency reference for our clock laser. This “clock
transition” has frequency centred at ν0 given by,
ν0 = (E2 − E1)/h (2.4)
where E1 and E2 are the quantised energies of the ground |1〉 and excited |2〉 states of the
transition, and h is the Planck constant. The precise spacing of these energies defines the
rate at which the clock ‘ticks’ and it is this energy gap, free of environmental perturbations,
that we aim to measure. In contrast to an artefact reference, an atomic reference is made,
by nature, indistinguishable from another of the same type in a given environment, its
frequency is constant in time – providing fundamental constants remain constant(!) – and
it will not ‘wear-out’, making it the ideal candidate for a frequency reference.
Referencing the line. It is desirable to use ultra-narrow clock transitions for reasons
of precision, however, detecting the occurrence of such a transition directly is difficult.
Instead, spectroscopy is generally accomplished with an electron shelving scheme [71],
which utilises an auxiliary detection state |3〉, see Fig. 2.4. Following interrogation by the
clock laser, the atom is excited to a superposition quantum state |ψ〉 = c1 |1〉 + c2 |2〉.
The excitation probability p = |c2|2 is measured by projecting state |ψ〉 onto state |2〉
by application of a second laser resonant with the |1〉 ↔ |3〉 auxiliary transition. For
a single measurement p is either 0 or 1, detected by observing the fluorescence (or lack
of) from the auxiliary transition, depending on whether or not the electron was ‘shelved’
in state |2〉. Successful shelving of the electron is referred to as a “quantum jump”.
Fluctuations in the clock readout, termed quantum projection noise (QPN), δp = 1/
√
N
for N uncorrelated atoms (improved to δp = 1/N for a maximally entangled ensemble),
provide a fundamental limit to the clock stability [72]. Clock operation relies on the
averaging of many measurements to obtain an accurate representation of p at a given probe
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frequency νc. To “lock” the clock laser to the atomic reference, see Fig. 2.2, p = |c2|2 is
measured at νs = νc ± γ/2 where νc is kept to ν0 by steering the clock laser to maintain
p = 0.5. The slope of the line shape here is steepest, offering the greatest sensitivity to
clock laser drift δνc(t) ≈ κγδp, where κ (close to 1) depends on details of the lineshape.
An error signal is extracted from the deviation of p from the value 0.5 and corrections are
made to the clock laser frequency with a cycle time tc. The quantum-limited instability
is then [73],
σ (τ) ≈ δνc(t)
ν0
=
κ
Q
√
N
(2.5)
where a total of N = ncτ/tc atoms are measured over an averaging time τ and a number
nc measured per cycle time tc. Furthermore, nc = tcnat/(tint + td) where nat is the total
number of atoms interrogated in time tint and td is the measurement dead-time. For a
single atom or ion (nat = 1) knowledge of the excitation probability must be accumulated
over a sequence of measurements. In contrast, for a many-atom system (nat  1) sufficient
knowledge can be gained in a single measurement, reducing tc, and in turn, the instability.
However, dead-time can be pronounced in neutral atom systems due to the destructive
nature of the measurement, which requires preparation of a new ultracold atomic sample
per measurement cycle. This dead-time leads to the phenomenon of the Dick-effect [74–76]
in which residual frequency noise inherent in the clock laser is converted to low Fourier
frequencies as a consequence of aliasing due to the cyclic nature of the clock interroga-
tion. This effect is reduced for short dead-time periods [77], however, longer td can be
accommodated providing the local oscillator noise is suitably low.
Frequency shifts. It is generally the case that we do not actually measure ν0 in the
first instance. A number of factors contribute to shift the measured clock frequency from
that of the natural unperturbed frequency, such that,
ν0 = νc − δν0 ±∆νuncert (2.6)
where ∆νuncert is the uncertainty in our determination of ν0. The origin of these frequency
shifts can be broadly grouped into those:
1. intrinsic to physical atomic properties,
2. introduced in the atomic interrogation, and
3. present in the electronic servo scheme.
At the head of these are those intrinsic to the physical atomic properties. Primarily
these are field-related shifts, largely a consequence of the Zeeman and Stark effects. The
particular sensitivity to these shifts depends critically on the configuration of the atom;
the nature of the clock transition and transitions surrounding it. The second point covers,
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Figure 2.4: Electron Shelving Detection Scheme - The clock transition is too weak
to observe directly so instead a strong transition, usually the cooling transition, is used
to probe the position of the electron. If the clock excitation is a success the electron will
be “shelved” in the meta-stable excited clock state. The subsequent probe light will not
interact and there will be no fluorescence.
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for example, Doppler shifts resulting from motion of the atoms during interrogation, or
the effect of inhomogeneity of the probing radiation such as wavefront curvature.
Each known shift, accounted for in an error budget, must be characterised and mea-
sured and a correction made to νc. Where possible, it is desirable to eliminate the presence
of frequency shifts in the first instance. A careful initial choice of atomic reference can
yield a clock with favourable performance.
2.2.3 Frequency Counter
Finally, an electronic frequency counter is used to determine the frequency of the oscillator
of the standard under measure, by comparison with a reference oscillator, serviced by the SI
second. This occurs either directly – for radiation countable within the means of electronic
devices (microwave counters extend to ∼ 50 GHz) – or via a ‘clockwork’ – capable of linking
optical frequencies to microwave in some countable way. RF-to-optical frequency chains
– notably that developed at PTB; used for the first frequency measurements of the Ca
optical frequency standard operating at 456 THz [78] – allowed the measurement and
comparison of optical frequencies relative to Cs. However, such frequency chains offered
limited measurement accuracy and universality, so the progress of frequency standards
based on optical transitions was hampered.
A revolutionary step forward came with the invention of the femtosecond optical fre-
quency comb. Ultrashort (∼ 10−15 s) pulses from a mode-locked laser, separated in time
by τ = 1/frep (where frep is the pulse repetition rate), produce a well-defined broad-band
of discrete optical frequencies, or ‘comb modes’, separated in the frequency domain by frep.
Optical frequencies are measured by down-conversion to the microwave band via beat note
generation between the referenced optical oscillator and a nearby referenced comb mode
of known frequency. Optical frequency combs provide a convenient, universal ‘clockwork’
with measurement inaccuracies ∼ 10−19 [79], clearing the way for development of optical
frequency standards (for a detailed description of the femtosecond optical frequency comb
see the book edited by J. Ye and S.T. Cundiff [80]).
2.3 Single Ion Clocks: Quality over Quantity
An ion trap exploits the relatively large Lorentz force experienced by a charged particle
in the presence of an electromagnetic field. Ideally, we would like our trap to be a static
harmonic potential with the minima at zero electric potential but as Earnshaw’s theorem
tells us this is not possible (∇ ·E = 0). Ion traps (in particular the Paul trap) get around
this by using both dynamic (ac) and static (dc) electric fields to generate an approximately
harmonic trapping quadrupole pseudo-potential. The pseudo-potential can be thought of
as a rotating “saddle” potential which on average keeps the ion in the centre of the trap
where the field is null (see analogy with ball on rotating saddle under a gravitational
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potential). Therefore we can think of the ion as being held in free-space, relatively free of
any Stark shift1, but with the benefits of tight confinement – explained in the following
discussion.
2.3.1 Doppler- and Recoil-Free Spectroscopy
Ion traps typically offer very deep conservative trapping potentials, ∼ 1 eV or ∼ 104 K, and
will readily capture “hot” ions. If we are to take advantage of the long coherence times
offered by ultra-narrow features we must first cool the ion, ideally to the ground state of
the trap. As the ion cools and occupies lower motional states the trap better approximates
a harmonic potential and the motional states can be described by the well-known quantum
harmonic oscillator model with quantised motional energies,
En = hνz
(
n+
1
2
)
(2.7)
where νz is the vibrational frequency associated with the trapping potential - often used to
characterise the trap. The ion can then make two types of transition: carrier transitions,
where the ion changes its internal quantum state only, or sideband transitions, where the
ion changes both its internal quantum state and external motional (vibrational) state.
The extent of the ion’s motion in the trap is characterised by the oscillator length z0 =√
~/4pimνz and may be parameterised relative to the wavelength of the transition we are
probing by the Lamb-Dicke parameter η, which in a 1D harmonic potential along z is,
ηz = kz0 =
1
λP
√
h
2mνz
=
√
νR
νz
(2.8)
where k = 2pi/λP is the wavenumber of the carrier transition, and λP is the probe laser
wavelength. We can see here that this also parameterises the confinement of motion in
terms of the frequency shift due to the atom recoil when absorbing a carrier photon, given
by νR = h/2mλ
2
P , relative to the trap vibrational frequency.
Our Doppler broadened feature can now be thought of as a carrier modulated at
frequency νz by the quantised atomic motion. The relative strength of sideband transitions
to the carrier is determined by η2 times a factor that depends on whether motional energy is
gained or lost. A “blue-detuned” sideband from n→ n+1 with frequency νP +νz gains one
motional quantum ∆n = +1 and is suppressed by the factor η2 (n+ 1). A “red-detuned”
sideband from n → n − 1 and frequency νP − νz loses one motional quantum ∆n = −1
and is suppressed by the factor η2n. Clearly then at n = 0 transitions of ∆n = −1
can no longer take place and the red sideband vanishes indicating we have reached the
motional ground state. For confinement on the order of λP or less such that the spatial
1Transitions in ions with a quadrupole moment experience a shift as a result of an interaction with
static electric field gradients, which exist at some level, depending on the trap.
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Figure 2.5: Lamb-Dicke Confinement - Motional energies in a near harmonic potential.
excursion of the atoms motion is constrained to the order of the relevant clock wavelength
η < 1 (or modulation index < 1) we are said to be in the Lamb-Dicke regime and the
carrier amplitude is dominant. For a sufficiently narrow feature or large depth of trap the
motional sidebands are resolved from the carrier. The issues resulting from atomic motion
present in free-space spectroscopy are now reduced to that of a small potential effect of
line pulling between carrier and sidebands. As the carrier does not depend on n we can
probe it (almost) free of Doppler and recoil effects [81, 82].
Doppler cooling is typically not sufficient to reach the motional ground state and so
additional techniques, namely resolved sideband cooling on narrow transitions [71, 83],
and resolved Raman sideband cooling, have been developed.
2.3.2 Current Status of Ion Optical Clocks
The reduction of motional, collisional, and electromagnetic perturbations offered by laser-
cooled trapped ions provides a promising environment to operate an optical clock. As
nat = 1, high clock stability requires the realisation of a high Q resonance feature. A com-
parison highlighting the potential and achieved Q of several ion optical clock transitions
implemented at various laboratories around the world is shown in Table 2.1.
2.3.2.1 Outperforming Cs: Useful for fundamental physics
Systematic frequency uncertainties of optical standards are now, in several cases, esti-
mated as smaller than those of Cs microwave primary standards (see Table 2.2) and in
many cases offer greater stability as a result of high-Q. Interest has thus focussed on mea-
suring frequency ratios between optical standards. Sub-hertz level (ν1/ν2 = 3.8× 10−16)
comparisons between two single-ion frequency standards based on the electric-quadrupole
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Table 2.1: Q comparison of ion optical clocks
Species Transitiona λ
(nm)
γnat
(Hz)
Qtheory Qexp Lab(s)
171Yb+ 2S 1
2
−2F 7
2
467 ∼ 10−9 ∼ 1024 4.9× 1013 [84] NPL, PTB
204Tl+ 1S0−3P0 202 <0.01 >1.5× 1017 – –
27Al+ 1S0−3P0 267 0.008 1.4× 1017 4.2× 1014 [85] NIST, PTB
40Ca+ 2S 1
2
−2D 5
2
729 0.2 2.1× 1015 – Innsbruck, NICT
115In+ 1S0−3P0 237 0.8 1.6× 1015 2.9× 1013 [86] MPQ, NICT, PTB
88Sr+ 2S 1
2
−2D 5
2
674 0.4 1.1× 1015 – NPL, NRC
199Hg+ 2S 1
2
−2D 5
2
282 1.9 5.6× 1014 1.6× 1014 [87] NIST
171Yb+ 2S 1
2
−2D 3
2
436 3.1 2.2× 1014 6.8× 1013 [84] PTB, NPL
aWe use here the standard Russell-Saunders notation for the term symbol, 2S+1LJ , where S is the
total spin and 2S + 1 the spin multiplicity, L is the total orbital angular momentum, and J is the total
angular momentum.
transition in 171Yb+, with a natural linewidth of 3.1 Hz, have been demonstrated at PTB
[88]. Frequency ratios offer a useful probe into the potential time variation of the fine-
structure constant αf , which determines the splitting scale of atomic fine-structure. By
selecting transitions with maximally dissimilar dependence on αf an increased sensitivity
is achieved. One such example is the measurement of the ratio of the 171Yb+ quadrupole
to the ultra-narrow octupole transition in the same ion [89], being actively pursued at
NPL and PTB, which offers a very sensitive measure of possible time variation of αf in
the convenience of a single apparatus. Another example is the frequency ratio of two
standards based on trapped 27Al+ and 199Hg+ single ions which was measured at NIST
with a fractional frequency uncertainty of 5.2 parts in 1017, dominated by the statistical
uncertainty of 4 parts in 1017. This measurement placed a constraint on the possible
variation of αf of α˙f/αf =−1.6± 2.3× 10−17 yr−1 [90].
2.3.2.2 Al+ QLC: A note worthy performer
Convential ion frequency standards utilise spherical radio-frequency (rf) Paul traps, oc-
cupied by a single ion which is laser-cooled and probed directly. This then limits the
choice of ion to one that has both an accessible cooling transition and a clock transition
with favourable properties. To circumvent this a quantum logic clock scheme has been
developed[98] and implemented at NIST [99, 100]. In a linear rf Paul trap a “spectroscopy”
ion, which possesses the desired clock transition, is motionally coupled via the Coulomb
interaction to an auxiliary “logic” ion. Unlike the spectroscopy ion, the logic ion can be
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Table 2.2: Ion optical clock status as of the year 2010
Species Transition Inaccuracy δν/ν
(best reported)
Abs.
Uncertainty
(best reported)
BBR shift at
300 K
(10−16)
Quadrupole
moment
(ea20)
a
27Al+ 1S0−3P0 8.6× 10−18 [91] – -0.08 0
199Hg+ 2S 1
2
−2D 5
2
1.9× 10−17 [90] 6.5× 10−16 [92] ? -0.51
171Yb+ 2S 1
2
−2D 3
2
4.5× 10−16 [93] 1.1× 10−15 [93] -2.4 -0.22
40Ca+ 2S 1
2
−2D 5
2
2.0× 10−15 [94] 2.4× 10−15 [94] 9.3 1.83
88Sr+ 2S 1
2
−2D 5
2
2.5× 10−15 [95] 3.4× 10−15 [95] 7.4 2.6
171Yb+ 2S 1
2
−2F 7
2
5.5× 10−16 [96] 1.0× 10−15 [96] -5.4 2.08
115In+ 1S0−3P0 1.4× 10−14 [86] 1.8× 10−13 [97] 0.2 0
aExpressed in atomic units (a.u.), where e is the elementary charge and a0 is the bohr radius.
directly laser-cooled, allowing sympathetic cooling and clock readout of the spectroscopy
ion in the absence of a suitable cooling/detection transition. A comparison of two 27Al+
quantum logic clocks (QLC) at NIST, the first with a 9Be+ logic ion (frequently used
in quantum information processing (QIP) experiments at NIST) and to better effect the
second with 25Mg+, similar in mass to Al, demonstrated a fractional frequency difference
of only νAlMg/νAlBe =−1.8± 0.7× 10−17 after a series of 56 separate measurements. The
systematic fractional frequency uncertainty of the best clock was evaluated at 8.6 parts
in 1018, losing 1 second in 3.7 billion years (which is just over a quarter of the age of
the universe!), limited predominantly by relativistic time dilation effects from secular and
micromotion of the ion held in the trap (enhanced due to the relatively small mass of Al).
By deliberately displacing the ion in one of the clocks from the confining quadrupole field
null, thereby inducing a well defined harmonic motion (perpendicular to the probe laser
wave vector, k) with velocity vrms =
√〈v2〉 ranging from ∼ 1 m s−1 to 35 m s−1, Chou
and co-workers were able to clearly demonstrate the effects of relativistic time dilation
(second-order Doppler-shift) at speeds experienced by people on an everyday basis. Fur-
thermore, disparate ‘tick’ rates due to the effects of gravitational red-shift were observed
for a clock height displacement ∆h = 33 cm. The resulting fractional frequency shift of
(4.1± 1.6)× 10−17 was used to determine a change in height of 37± 15 cm (∆ν/ν = g∆h/c
where g ' 9.8 m s−1), in good agreement with the known displacement [85].
2.3.2.3 On the horizon
The success of the Al+ clock is largely a result of the reduced intrinsic sensitivity of
the clock transition to field-related shifts. This is a feature common to group-13 post-
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transition metal elements (boron (B), aluminium (Al), gallium (Ga), indium (In), thallium
(Tl)), which typically offer high frequency, high-Q clock transitions with zero quadrupole
moment and small fractional BBR shift, as first noted by Dehmelt in several proposals
[71, 101, 102]. Several groups are now exploring sympathetic cooling of a number of these
‘exotic’ clock ions in linear Paul traps. For example, some attention (NICT and PTB) is
going towards an improved 115In+ standard with sympathetic cooling via 40Ca+, 171Yb+,
and 115Cd+ being explored. No doubt spurred on by the success of Al+, new schemes,
aside from quantum-logic spectroscopy, are being developed to enable direct readout of
‘difficult’ clock transitions. For example, vacuum ultra-violet (VUV) spectroscopy using
the conventional cooling transition in the clock ion (for 115In+, 1S0−1P1 at 159 nm with
Γ/2pi ' 1.1 GHz), or alternatively using the much weaker but more easily accessed inter-
combination line (1S0−3P1 at 230 nm with Γ/2pi ' 360 kHz). The latter will likely result
in a reduced photon counting rate which may increase the readout time needed between
corrections to the clock laser, and in turn increase the stability requirements of the clock
laser. To compensate, we might consider constructing a hybrid clock where the stability of
a neutral atom optical clock serves to stabilise the ion clock laser between measurements,
thereby achieving the stability of a many-atom clock with the accuracy of a single-ion
clock. Such a scheme has been proposed for 115In+ utilising a Sr optical lattice clock
[103]. It is possible that ‘piggybacking’ in this way will lead to the best results.
2.4 Optical Lattice Clocks: Quality and Quantity
In addition to high Q, optical neutral many-atom (nat  1) standards aim to take advan-
tage of the increased stability offered by the reduced measurement time required of large
atom ensembles (Eq. 2.5).
2.4.1 Ballistic Clock
An early such example, developed at NIST [104] and PTB [105], is the “ballistic” clock
based on a freely expanding cloud of Ca atoms. Atoms are initially prepared in a magneto-
optical-trap (MOT), but in order to avoid large Zeeman and Stark shifts these confining
fields must be switched off for the duration of the spectroscopy, leaving the atoms free to
move under gravity and by their thermal energy. Due to the scaling of Doppler effects (∝ ν)
in the optical domain, traditional two-pulse Ramsey spectroscopy is severly hindered by
relatively large distributions of first-order Doppler shifts, which integrate to reduce fringe
contrast. To combat this a four-pulse Ramsey-Borde´ technique [106] was developed where
an additional two pulses probe from the opposing direction giving rise to two distinct
interactions; the interaction of interest cancels the initial Doppler de-phasing and the
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Figure 2.6: Ballistic Clock Interrogation - A laser cooled ensemble of Ca atoms are
released from the constraints of a MOT for field-free clock interrogation. The residual
thermal atomic motion and acceleration due to gravity coupled with the wavefront cur-
vature of the interrogating laser beam, results in a distribution of Doppler shifted atomic
resonances.
Ramsey fringe signal is recovered1. Owing to the relatively simple operation, a very fast
measurement duty cycle (<10 ms) is achieved aiding the stability to better than 4 parts
in 1015 at 1 s [107]. However, even with the addition of narrow line laser-cooling to sub-
recoil temperatures [108], residual Doppler shifts, from thermal and gravitational effects
in free-space interrogation, limit the potential accuracy of this approach.
2.4.2 Light-shift cancellation at the “magic-wavelength”
Ideally, we would like to take advantage of the benefits of perturbation-free confinement
available to trapped ion standards. We can trap neutral atoms in optical traps utilising
the dipole force but this relies on a perturbation of the trapped state. This perturbation
is a consequence of the interaction of the atom’s charge distribution with an oscillating
electric field – referred to as the ac Stark effect. The size of the perturbation is controlled
primarily by the intensity I = 0c〈|E|2〉, and wavelength λ, of the trapping light and varies
between states depending on the polarisability α(λ, eˆ); 0 is the vacuum permittivity, c
the speed of light in a vacuum, and eˆ is the polarisation vector. An expansion of the ac
Stark-shift in even powers of electric-field amplitude, where E = 〈|E|〉 = E0/
√
2 is the
time-averaged electric-field amplitude, can be expressed as a perturbation of state |a〉 as
(see for example [109]),
δEStarka (λ, eˆ) = −
1
2
αa (λ, eˆ)E
2 − 1
16
γa (λ, eˆ)E
4 + . . . (2.9)
1It should be noted that the maximum theoretical fringe contrast that can be achieved in this way is
0.5, compared to 1 in the two-pulse scheme, as symmetry denotes half the interaction results in doubling
of the dephasing.
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where αa(λ, eˆ) and γa(λ, eˆ) are the generalised dynamic polarisability and (second) hyper-
polarisability, respectively, of state |a〉. A transition from state |a〉 → |b〉 will be shifted in
frequency by δν depending on the residual polarisability ∆α = αa − αb and hyperpolaris-
ability ∆γ = γa − γb as,
δνStarkab (λ, eˆ) = −
1
2h
∆α (λ, eˆ)E2 − 1
16h
∆γ (λ, eˆ)E4 + . . . (2.10)
Residual frequency shifts can easily be as large as δν ∼100 kHz, which if uncharacterised
lead to an inaccuracy of ∼10−9, placing unrealistic constraints on the trapping laser inten-
sity. Additionally, due to the form of the trapping potential, the shift will be non-uniform
across the atomic ensemble.
To negate the effect of the trapping light on the clock transition we require a situation
where both the ground and excited clock states of an atom are perturbed equally, regardless
of their position in the trap, such that the residual shift cancels. This occurs in the electric
dipole approximation for ∆αE1 (λ, eˆ) = 0, providing higher order effects (∝ E4) [110] are
negligible at the level of interest [111, 112].
At the 6th Symposium on Frequency Standards and Metrology, Hidetoshi Katori, from
the university of Tokyo, proposed such a scheme for Sr atoms trapped in a red-detuned
(α(λ, e) > 0) optical lattice tuned to the “magic-wavelength” (λ = λm), allowing ef-
fectively Stark-free confinement of atoms, independent, to a good approximation, of the
lattice intensity [113]. Furthermore, using a clock transition of J = 0→ J ′ = 0 we become
sensitive only to the scaler component of the light-shift (see. Sec. 2.4.3). This technique
promises to marry the Doppler- and recoil-free spectroscopy of single-ion standards (with
sub-wavelength confinement in the Lamb-Dicke regime), with the increased signal-to-noise
ratio of conventional neutral atom standards, afforded by sheer atom number. In doing
so a moderate number of atoms nat ∼104 can potentially decrease the clock instability
by a factor of
√
nat ∼100 in comparison to single-ion standards. Coupled with the re-
alisation of high Q features in optical traps emulating an array of Paul-like traps, we
can then aim to reach QPN limited instabilities on the order of 1× 10−17 /√τ with no
expected lattice-imposed limit to clock inaccuracy to the level of <1× 10−17, depending
on trapping parameters [112, 114, 115]. Initial experiments using Sr demonstrated first-
order cancellation of the light-induced frequency-shift for magic-wavelength-tuned optical
lattices [111, 116, 117]. Subsequently, magic trapping wavelengths have been identified
for a number of candidate reference atoms [118–122], summarised in the review article by
Derevianko and Katori [123].
Of additional help, for magic wavelengths far from atomic resonances, the sensitivity
to lattice frequency detuning is relatively small. For the red-detuned magic wavelength in
Sr, λm = c/νm ≈ 813 nm,
∣∣δνStark/δνm∣∣ ≈ 1× 10−9 for lattice intensity IL = 10 kW cm−2.
This corresponds to an absolute frequency determination of νL to within ∼1 MHz to pro-
vide a cancellation of ∆αE1 at the level of 1× 10−18 – not a particularly difficult task for
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Figure 2.7: Stark-Free Trapping at the Magic-Wavelength - A 1D optical lattice
potential with Lamb-Dicke confinement. The ground and excited clock states are equally
perturbed leading to a cancellation of the Stark-shift.
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a frequency metrology lab.
2.4.3 Optical lattice trap and higher order effects
It is my aim here to give the reader an insight into effects of the trapping potential that
may intrude on the ultimate accuracy of this technique, with examples given for the case
of Sr (for a detailed description see, for example, theses of Boyd [124] and Westergaard
[125]). Details of the lattice potential relevant to the following discussion are given in
Sec. 3.7.2.
2.4.3.1 Polarisability: Scalar, Vector, Tensor
We can start by considering the higher-order terms of the electric dipole dynamic polaris-
ability. A rigorous application of perturbation theory to second-order (found in Ref. [42])
gives,
αFM (λ, eˆ) = α
S
F (λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Scalar
+ (kˆ · Bˆ)AMF
2F
αVF (λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vector
+
(
3|eˆ · Bˆ|2 − 1
2
)
3M2F − F (F + 1)
F (2F − 1) α
T
F (λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tensor
(2.11)
where αSF (λ), α
V
F (λ), α
T
F (λ), are the scalar, vector, and tensor polarisabilities, respec-
tively. F = I + J is the total angular momentum with sub-states MF (I is the nuclear
spin quantum number). The unit vectors kˆ and Bˆ represent the lattice wavevector and
quantising magnetic field, respectively. A is the degree of circular polarisation, A = ±1
for σ± circularly polarised light, and zero for linear polarisation.
Clearly, for states with F = MF = 0, the vector and tensor light shifts vanish. This
occurs for bosonic isotopes with zero nuclear spin. For fermions of minimal (I = 1/2)
nuclear spin, such as 171Yb and 199Hg, we see that the tensor contribution vanishes. For
other fermions, such as 87Sr and 173Yb, the presence of nuclear spin > 1/2 means all terms
contribute and the total shift becomes sensitive to polarisation and magnetic field vectors,
which must be carefully controlled.
In fermions, due to the hyperfine interaction, the clock transition develops a non-zero
differential Lande´ factor (which is larger in the excited clock state (µS  µI)) leading to
a first order Zeeman-shift. To find the un-shifted transition frequency ν0, a measurement
scheme alternating between stretched +MF states and −MF of both ground and excited
states is used to average the shift. For example in 87Sr with nuclear spin I = 9/2,
transitions ν+ (MF = +9/2 → M ′F = +9/2) and ν− (MF = −9/2 → M ′F = −9/2) are
measured and ν0 determined as ν0 = (ν+ + ν−)/2. Conveniently, the vector light shift has
a similar dependence on MF and so is absorbed into this field cancellation technique [126].
An added complication comes when considering the size of the polarisabilities them-
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selves. For a J = 0 → J ′ = 0 transition, where the state is spherically isotropic, αV and
αT are expected to not contribute [113]. In fermions, the addition of nuclear-spin leads to
two effects: 1) hyperfine structure, and 2) state mixing.
To an extent, providing the detuning of the lattice (or coupling) laser is much bigger
than the hyperfine splitting, we can approximate the interaction of the lattice as acting
on a simplified J system and ignore the hyperfine structure [113]. However, in our quest
of making an accurate clock this may not be satisfactory. Since the size of the hyperfine
splitting of the excited triplet state 3S1 (which dominates the shift of the
3P0 clock state)
is much larger than the 1S1 state (responsible for the ground state shift), we may consider
the approximation breaking down first for the 3P0 clock state and investigate the vector
and tensor contributions from this state only as a reasonable estimate of αV and αT [124].
Additionally, as a result of the nuclear-spin-induced state mixing, the clock state does
not perfectly satisfy J = 0. The resulting mixing of the nearby 5s5p 3P1 state with the
excited 5s5p 3P0 clock state has an undesirable effect on vector and tensor polarisabilities,
i.e. they increase. In Sr, this effect is most significant for the tensor polarisability which
increases dramatically, although it is still orders of magnitude down on the scalar polar-
isability. In bosonic isotopes utilising the technique of magnetically induced spectroscopy
(MIS), which to some extent simulates the effect of nuclear spin, the pure J = 0 clock state
is mixed with the J = 1 triplet P state (see Sec. 3.8.1) resulting in a tensor and vector
contribution to the total polarisability. It turns out, however, that the size of the field re-
quired in MIS is much lower (∼10 G) than the effective nuclear-spin-induced field (∼104 G)
and so we can expect the vector and tensor terms, mediated by the field-dependent mixing
coefficients, to be negligible for bosons.
Both effects have been considered for Sr and shown to be manageable [124, 127].
2.4.3.2 Polarisability: M1, E2
The polarisability to a higher-order of multipolar interaction is given by,
αEM (λ, eˆ) = αE1(λ, eˆ) + αM1(λ, eˆ) + αE2(λ, eˆ) (2.12)
So far we have neglected the magnetic dipole αM1 and electric quadrupole αE2 contribu-
tions to the dynamic polarisability as the size relative to αE1 is estimated to be ∼10−7
[110]. However, as pointed out in Ref. [128], the multipolar contributions could in fact be
significant at the level of 1× 10−16 fractional frequency due to a spatial mismatch of the
lattice potentials . This becomes clear if we consider the field of a 1D optical lattice, which
we can describe as a standing wave with electric field amplitude E = E0eˆy sin(kz) cos(ωt).
Following Maxwell’s equation ∇ × E = −1c ∂B∂t , the corresponding magnetic field is given
by B = −E0eˆx cos(kz) sin(ωt), which is out of phase with the electric field by λ/4 (see
Fig. 2.8). Since the electric quadrupole (E2) interaction scales with electric field gradient,
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Figure 2.8: EM Standing Wave - Depiction of the electric and magnetic fields of a
standing wave optical lattice shown to inform consideration of the contribution of magnetic
dipole and electric quadrupole interactions.
this is clearly also maximum λ/4 out from E and shares the cos(kz) spatial dependence of
the B-field. Scalar multipole clock frequency shifts are therefore dependent on the position
of the atom in the trap which is modulated by the atomic motion. The shift is calculated
to have a
√
I dependence so we can not rely on lowering trap depths to moderate the
effect. In reply, Katori et al. addressed the potentially problematic shift with an atomic-
motion-free definition of the magic wavelength, at the cost of a small but measurable
trap dependent offset perturbation δν [115]. The correction to δν is found by measuring
properties of the trap via the motional sidebands and is expected to be measurable at
the 10−18 level, with the multipolar interaction effectively removed [115]. Its contribution
has been investigated experimentally for 87Sr, but with no resolvable shift at the level of
10−17, even for moderately high trap depths of 150ER, the shift is suggested to be much
smaller than first expected [112].
2.4.3.3 Hyperpolarisability
To trap neutral atoms requires the application of very large fields (∼ 10 to 100 kW cm−2),
especially when compared to trapped ions. We must then consider shifts arising from
the interaction of the trapping field with the second order electric susceptibility of an
atom, termed hyperpolarisability, γ(λ, eˆ), which scales as I2 and does not cancel at the
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magic wavelength. One contribution to γ is from two-photon transitions, which could be
problematic if λ2P ≈ λm. In Sr, with λm ≈ 813.43 nm, two such transitions exist; the
first order forbidden 5s5p 3P0 ↔ 5s7p 1P1 transition at 2× 813.36 nm, only 30 GHz away
from the magic wavelength, and the fully allowed 5s5p 3P0 ↔ 5s4f 3F2 at 2× 818.57 nm.
The contribution of each to the frequency of the 1S0 ↔3P0 clock transition has been
investigated experimentally for Sr [111]. Trapping intensities about 10 times greater than is
normal were used to leverage an enhancement factor of 100 to the measurement sensitivity
(since γ contribution ∝ I2). Fortunately, for λL = λm, the residual shift due to two photon
transitions was shown to be negligible. A later experiment [112] placed an improved limit of
δνHyper = 0.46± 0.18µHz (U0/ER)2 on the size of the shift, demonstrating no impediment
to clock performance at the level of <10−17 for trap depths <150 ER, in line with the
original estimate of 5× 10−18 in fractional frequency units for U0 = 150 [110]. A similar
investigation has been carried out for Yb [119].
A typical trap depth for Sr operated at the magic wavelength is on the order of 100ER
or ∼15µK, corresponding to axial vibrational sidebands at ±68 kHz (compare with ion-
traps with νz ∼ ±1 MHz). Perhaps naively, one might think to reduce the trap depth
to reduce the size of lattice related shifts. This is problematic in two ways: 1) The
depth of the trap is already shallow, lowering it further may reduce trap lifetimes through
tunnelling loses and necessitate further cooling of the atoms, 2) Tunnelling between lattice
sites is increased, leading to a more pronounced Bloch band-structure with an associated
frequency broadening and shift. In a uniform lattice potential with degenerate eigenstates
across lattice sites, the site-to-site tunnelling follows a resonant process and is therefore
strongly enhanced, requiring tight confinement in deep potentials to impede the effect.
The key to minimising tunnelling is then in removing the resonance. This occurs for
an accelerated lattice, such that each adjacent lattice site is shifted in energy by maz,
with m the mass of the atom, a the acceleration, and z the position along the lattice.
Such an arrangement can be implemented experimentally by simply orientating the lattice
vertically so that gravity provides the acceleration [129]. In doing so trap depths of 5 to
10 ER should be sufficient to suppress the tunnelling induced shift to the level of 10
−18 or
below [129], with the hyperpolarisability contribution reduced to the level of 1× 10−19 or
less.
It has also been proposed that a “magic-ellipticity” of the lattice field may exist in
which the shift vanishes [130].
2.4.3.4 Blue detuned optical lattice
An alternative approach is to use a so-called blue-detuned optical lattice where atoms are
trapped in the intensity minima of the lattice field. This occurs for a lattice frequency
tuned to the blue side of the dominant interacting dipole transition such that α(λ, e) < 0.
To confine atoms in three-dimensions (3D) we can no longer rely on the radial intensity
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Figure 2.9: Blue Detuned Lattice Potential - Atoms are confined at the nodes of the
standing wave in regions of low intensity. Successful trapping requires a 3D geometry of
optical lattice.
Table 2.3: Neutral-atom optical clocks current status as of mid 2011
Species Transition Inaccuracy δν/ν
(best reported)
Abs. Uncertainty
(best reported)
Other Abs. Freq.
Measurements
87Sr 1S0−3P0 1.4× 10−16 [131] 8.6× 10−16 [131] [132] [117] [126]
[131] [133] [134]
[135]
171Yb 1S0 →3P0 3.4× 10−16 [136] 1.4× 10−15 [136] [137]
174Yb 1S0 →3P0 1.5× 10−15 [138] 1.8× 10−15 [138] –
88Sr 1S0 →3P0 2.9× 10−15 [139] 3.0× 10−15 [139] [140]
40Ca 1S0 →3P1 6.6× 10−15 [141] 7.5× 10−15 [141] [142]
distribution of a 1D optical lattice and instead adopt a 3D lattice geometry. We also
require that a magic wavelength exist for α(λ, e) < 0. A quick look at the calculated
polarisabilities of states 1S0 and
3P0 (see Sec. 5.1) we see that two such wavelengths exist
at λmB1 ≈ 390 nm and λmB2 ≈ 360 nm. By measuring the null light shift resulting from the
application of a ‘blue’ laser to atoms trapped in a red-detuned magic wavelength lattice,
λmB1 was measured to be 389.889± 0.009 nm [114]. In such a trap the hyperpolarisability
is calculated to be 2× 10−19 for trap depths of ∼60 ER.
2.4.4 Current Status of Neutral Atom Optical Clocks
Since the initial proposals by Katori [110, 113] and first implementation in 2003 [143]
optical lattice clock (OLC) development has flourished. By 2006 several absolute frequency
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Figure 2.10: 87Sr Clock Frequency Measurement Comparison - Latest absolute
frequency measurements from PTB, Tokyo, JILA, and SYRTE are plotted for 87Sr
and weighted mean with standard error shown (thin blue bar). Large (light-blue) bar
shows CIPM recommended value of 429 288 004 229 873.7 Hz with associated uncertainty
1× 10−15, from initial measurements in 2006 (inset).
measurements of 87Sr had been reported by labs around the world [117, 126, 132] (Fig. 2.10
inset) culminating in the acceptance of the clock frequency 429 288 004 229 873.7 Hz, with
a fractional uncertainty of 1× 10−15, as a secondary representation of the SI second [144].
Measurements of the bosonic isotopes 174Yb [138] and 88Sr [140] soon followed. The last
four measurements of 87Sr (Fig. 2.10) agree to 2.8× 10−15 – within the combined error
bars, which are largely imposed by the reference to Cs. As a result of the lattice clock
technique, record level quality-factors where achieved [145], although recently pipped by
the Al+ ion standard (see Table 2.1). Competitive measurements of 171Yb have also been
made [136, 137]. A summary of lattice clock accuracy evaluation is given in Table 2.3.
2.4.4.1 Current Limitation: Black-body radiation shift
Black-body radiation (BBR) shifts currently dominate OLC uncertainty budgets (see for
example Sr [131, 135] and Yb [136]). At room temperatures (∼300 K) the fractional
frequency shifts of Sr and Yb are ∼10−15 with uncertainty ∼1× 10−16 (see Table 2.5)
which is comparable to the best uncertainty evaluations (see Table 2.3).
The BBR shift arises from an unmatched perturbation of the ground and excited clock
states when bathed in thermal radiation of temperature Tenv, described by Planck’s Law
with radiation energy density uBBR, related to the square of the time-averaged electric field
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Table 2.4: Q comparison of neutral atom optical clock candidates
Species I Transition λclk
(nm)
γnat
(mHz)
Qtheory Qexp Lab(s)
87Sr 9/2 1S0 →3P0 698 1.2a 3.5× 1017 2.4× 1014 [145] JILA, Tokyo, SYRTE,
PTB, NIM, LENS,
NPL
88Sr 0 1S0 →3P0 698 – – 1.7× 1014 [73]
171Yb 1/2 1S0 →3P0 578 6.9a 7.5× 1016 NIST, NMIJ, KRISS,
INRIM, Duesseldorf
173Yb 5/2 1S0 →3P0 578 6.1a 8.5× 1016
174Yb 0 1S0 →3P0 578 – – 1.3× 1014 [147]
199Hg 1/2 1S0 →3P0 265.6 99b 1.1× 1016 2.7× 1011 [149] SYRTE, Tokyo
201Hg 3/2 1S0 →3P0 265.6 66b 1.7× 1016 –
25Mg 5/2 1S0 →3P0 457 0.07a 9.2× 1018 – Hannover
24Mg 0 1S0 →3P0 457 – – –
43Ca 7/2 1S0 →3P0 659 0.35a 1.3× 1018 – Western Australia
40Ca 0 1S0 →3P1 657 470 000 9.7× 1011 2.3× 1012c NIST, PTB
67Zn 5/2 1S0 →3P0 309.5 2.5d 3.9× 1017 – –
aRef. [146]
bRef. [148] - Avg. of theory and experiment.
cA 200 Hz fringe width is reported (NIST) using the Ramsey-Borde´ technique.
dRef. [150]
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by,
E2BBR =
uBBR(Tenv)
0
=
8pih
0c3
∫ ∞
0
ν3
exp(hν/kBTenv)− 1 (ν) dν =
8pi5k4B
150h3c3︸ ︷︷ ︸
c1
·T 4env (2.13)
where (ν) is a frequency dependent factor which is unity everywhere for a perfect black-
body. In atomic units (kB = ~ = 14pi0 = 1, and c = 1/αf ), as is often written in the
literature, the attenuation factor c1 =
4
15 (piαf )
3, which is related to the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant, σ, by σ = c10c/4. At room temperature (300 K) the radiation peaks at around
10µm. This is much longer than the relevant transitions which couple to the
∣∣1S0〉 and∣∣3P0〉 states (see Sec. 5.2) and so we can treat the perturbation as quasi-static, using the
static polarisability α(0), with a small dynamic correction ηj . The shift of state |j〉 is then
calculated in the usual way as,
δνBBR |j〉 = − 1
2h
α|j〉(0)E2BBR [1 + ηj ] = −
c1
2h
α|j〉(0)T 4env [1 + ηj ] (2.14)
with the differential shift of the clock transition as,
δνBBR = δνBBR
∣∣3P0〉− δνBBR ∣∣1S0〉 (2.15)
Due to the isotropy of the field, the vector and tensor contributions average out and
we consider only the scalar polarisability term, which is dominated by electric-dipole (E1)
transitions. For Sr, the BBR-induced shift of the ground and excited clock states in the
E1 approximation are [151],
δνE1BBR
∣∣1S0〉 = −1.698± 0.002 Hz (2.16)
δνE1BBR
∣∣3P0〉 = −4.052± 0.032 Hz (2.17)
and the differential shift of the clock transition is,
δνBBR = −2.354± 0.032 Hz (2.18)
The 1.4% error, which encroaches at the 7.5× 10−17 level, is dominated by the uncertainty
in the calculated excited state polarisability [151, 152]. Around 97 % of the ground state
shift arises from the E1 interaction with the 1P1 state which is well-characterised, leading
to an uncertainty at the level of 0.1 % [152]. The dynamic contribution is neglected in the
ground state but contributes 2.7 % to the excited state shift (or 5 % of the total shift),
primarily as a result of coupling to the 5s4d 3D1 state in the infra-red (at 2.6µm, see
Fig. 3.1) [151].
For completeness, we should briefly mention here the contribution of higher order mul-
tipole terms, in particular the magnetic-dipole (M1) and electric-quadrupole (E2) terms
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which follow the electric-dipole term (E1) in the decay rate expansion of ei(k·r). It is noted
by Porsev [151] that multipolar terms (EJ, MJ) scale as (in atomic units) α2J+1f T
2J+2
env ,
providing the relevant transition energies are much greater than the thermal radiation
energy (see for example Eq. (2.13) cast in the E1 approximation). The M1 interaction,
in comparison to E1, is anyway suppressed by a factor of α2f ∼ 10−4. The E2 term is
suppressed by α2f
(
kBTenv
Eh
)2 ∼ 10−10, where Eh is the Hartree energy (the atomic unit of
energy), as noted. For the Sr ground state and Tenv = 300 K the E2 term is negligible and
can be ignored, however, the M1 term contributes at the level δνM1BBR
∣∣1S0〉 ≈ 2× 10−4 Hz
or 5× 10−19 in fractional units. We need not worry about this for the time being but keep
in mind that it may eventually require consideration at the projected OLC inaccuracy of
1× 10−18 [116].
Dealing with the excited state is complicated by the existence of transitions between
states of the 3PJ fine-structure manifold which have wavelengths in the region of thermal
wavelengths – the M1 allowed 3P0 → 3P1 transition at 53.5µm and E2 allowed 3P0 → 3P2
transition at 17.2µm – so we may expect a large contribution. However, owing to the
broad thermal radiation distribution their contribution is washed out and they are further
attenuated by powers of the coupling constant αf . The shifts have been calculated as
δνM1g = 2.4× 10−5 Hz and δνE2g = 2.5× 10−8 Hz and can be completely neglected [151].
For convenience, the fractional BBR shift is often written in the form,
δνBBR
ν0
≈ β
(
Tenv
T0
)4
(2.19)
where β is the dimensionless BBR static shift coefficient, defined in terms of the scalar
Stark coefficient ks as,
β = c1 · T
4
0
ν0
ks ; ks = −1
2
[
αSe (0)− αSg (0)
]
= −1
2
∆α(0) (2.20)
Values of δνBBR/ν0 at 300 K (≈ β for η  1) for several divalent atoms are listed in
Table 2.5.
Clearly, knowledge of the shift coefficient is only half the story and we must also con-
cern ourselves with measurement of the black-body environment surrounding the atoms.
Modifying Eqn. 2.14 to include the temperature uncertainty ∆Tenv, the BBR shift uncer-
tainty can be written as,
∆ |δνBBR |j〉| =
∣∣∣ c1
2h
α|j〉(0)T 3env [1 + ηj ]
∣∣∣∆Tenv (2.21)
For example, for Sr, a ∆Tenv of 1 K around 300 K corresponds to a fractional uncertainty
of 7.3× 10−17. When added in quadrature with the uncertainty in the shift coefficient,
the total BBR related uncertainty is at the level of 1× 10−16. This imposes the limit to
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Table 2.5: Comparison of BBR-induced shifts of the
1S0 →3P0 clock transition in neutral atom optical clocks.
BBR Shift @ 300 K
Species ν0 (×1014 Hz) δνBBR (Hz) δνBBR/ν0 (×10−16) Ref.
Sr 4.29 −2.354± 0.032 −55.0± 0.7 [151]
Ca 4.54 −1.171± 0.017 −26.0± 0.4 [151]
Yb 5.18 −1.25± 0.13 −24± 3 [151]
Mg 6.55 −0.258± 0.007 −3.9± 0.1 [151]
Hg 11.3 −0.181 −1.6 [120]
the current inaccuracy evaluation of Sr OLCs, as previously mentioned.
The black-body environment surrounding the atomic sample in a typical apparatus
can be difficult to characterise for a number of reasons. Firstly, many atomic species
considered here (Ca, Sr, Yb, Mg) have low vapour pressures at room temperature and
therefore must be heated to obtain a sufficient atom flux in the trapping region. For Sr,
an oven source (see Sec. 3.2) operating at Toven ∼ 900 K is typical. The corresponding
BBR shift depends on the exposure of the atomic sample to the oven radiation which is
primarily determined by considering the direct line-of-sight radiation seen by the atoms
in a solid angle Θ, given as,
δνBBR |j〉 =
Θ
4pi
(
− c1
2h
α|j〉(0)T 4oven [1 + ηj ]
)
=
Θ
4pi
δνovenBBR |j〉 (2.22)
For radiation at 900 K the BBR shift in Sr is around 180 Hz (= δνovenBBR |j〉). While this
is potentially highly problematic, by designing the vacuum system to minimise Θ it is
feasible to reduce the contribution of shift to the level of 1× 10−19 (for example a 1 mm
aperture placed half a metre from the atomic sample in line with the oven).
In addition, there will be an influence by indirect radiation from the oven which is
channelled down the vacuum apparatus interior walls. Again, this may be reduced by
introducing apertures between the oven and atomic sample but only to the limit of the
required atomic beam diameter. To further reduce the channelling the relevant vacuum
chamber interior walls may be treated with ‘black’ (IR absorptive) coatings, although it
is often undesirable to introduce additional substances into the vacuum. An alternative is
to introduce a baﬄe structure to prevent grazing incidence guiding of radiation; perhaps
most simply this can be achieved by threading the interior of the atomic beam tube.
Of course, if we could block the atomic beam and therefore oven radiation during the
interrogation period we could quite reasonably neglect all influence of the oven, except
perhaps conductive heating of the vacuum system which may produce a temperature
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Figure 2.11: Looking into the oven - A photograph showing the black-body radiation
visible in the optical domain emitted from a hot oven (∼900 K). Photograph taken through
end viewport ∼1 m downstream of oven. Centre dot is direct emission and the surrounding
halo indirect as channelled by the stainless steel DN16 atomic beam tube.
gradient in the interrogation region of the vacuum system (this, however, is unlikely to
be significant, especially in oven designs where the heaters are appropriately shielded
and at best are inside the vacuum system). To effect this a mechanical shutter could be
introduced into the vacuum system, although this brings with it added complexity and
operational risk. Perhaps a more satisfying solution is to deflect or transport atoms out
of the line-of-sight of the oven by exploiting optical forces acting on the atomic sample.
The next difficulty comes in defining the majority environment (most of the 4pi stera-
dian) seen by the atoms. The surrounding vacuum system is largely composed of stainless
steel and quartz-glass (fused silica is common) windows. The emissivity of these surfaces
differs and complicates the evaluation of the BBR field.
To address the influence of the BBR shift, we can consider two approaches: i) charac-
terisation and control, and ii) minimisation.
Characterisation and control. At the projected inaccuracy level of 1× 10−18, the
room temperature BBR shift of Sr must be known to approximately 0.02 %. This requires
sufficient knowledge of both the shift coefficient, and the blackbody environment of the
atoms, which must be controlled to the level of 0.02 K for an inaccuracy approaching
1× 10−18. The shift coefficient can be calculated from the atomic polarisabilities of the
clock states, much like in the determination of the magic wavelength, only here we must
consider the coupling of states across a broad BBR spectrum. This requires a precise
knowledge of the frequencies and oscillator strengths of the transitions dominating the
shift (see Sec. 5.2), which can be measured experimentally [152].
Alternatively, we may aim to measure the shift directly by varying the temperature of
a well-defined blackbody environment, or BBR chamber, which surrounds the atoms dur-
ing clock interrogation. Atoms may be moved into such a chamber using a moving lattice
arrangement [153, 154]. The coefficient can then be determined by a fit to the function
in Eq. 2.19. The BBR chamber can also serve in normal clock operation to ensure the
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BBR environment remains well-defined, with the hope of achieving 0.02 K temperature
uncertainty (for our ultimate accuracy goal). This is of course very challenging and it is
more realistic to expect a 0.1 K temperature uncertainty, stemming from temperature gra-
dients and instabilities, and measurement inaccuracies, which corresponds to a fractional
uncertainty of 7.3× 10−18.
Minimisation. Another approach is to reduce the temperature of the environment seen
by the atoms with a cryogenic apparatus [154]. Operation at 77 K (with liquid nitro-
gen) reduces the shift to approximately 10 mHz or 2.4× 10−17 in fractional units and the
associated uncertainty is 3.0× 10−19. In doing so the constraint on knowledge of the
temperature is relaxed to 1 K for an uncertainty of 1.2× 10−18.
To tackle the shift from the other side, an optical clock based on Hg has been pro-
posed [120]. The room temperature shift is −0.181 Hz which, coupled with the high clock
frequency of ∼1.13× 1015 Hz, gives a fractional shift of 1.6× 10−16. A temperature un-
certainty of 1 K around room temperature provides a 2.1× 10−18 factional uncertainty,
without the added complexities of a cryogenic apparatus. Furthermore, if we did want
to go to cryogenic temperatures the shift is reduced to ∼7× 10−19 and the uncertainty is
relaxed to plus ∼20 K – the contribution of the BBR shift is well and truly minimised.
The relevant transitions in Hg (in the UV) are in most part out of range of semicon-
ductor laser systems, requiring more complex and sizable laser apparatus. In contrast,
Sr OLC operation can utilise all-semiconductor laser technology, yielding a much simpler
apparatus. So, we will stick with Sr for now and explore some of the techniques discussed
to manage the BBR shift.
2.5 Conclusion
To summarise, the hyperpolarisability contribution should not pose a limitation to the ac-
curacy of lattice clocks any time soon and can be suppressed to the level of 10−19 [112, 114]
or even removed [130] depending on trapping parameters. The multipole spatially depen-
dent shift [128] has not been observed at the level of 1× 10−17 [112] and a situation has
been identified in which the spatial dependence is removed at the cost of a small shift
which should be measurable at the level of 1× 10−18 [115]. The vector polarisability is
absorbed into the field cancellation measurement technique between stretched spin states
[126] and the tensor shift (not present for F = 1/2 states) is minimised for the appropri-
ate field geometries (and can be absorbed into the evaluation of the magic wavelength).
Satisfied that the magic wavelength lattice trapping technique promises an accurate clock
we can go ahead and build one of our own.
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3A Strontium Optical Lattice Clock
3.1 Electronic atomic structure
The periodic table orders and groups elements according to their electronic configuration.
Group-1 elements, known as the alkali metals, contain only one valence electron (like
hydrogen) and are therefore an attractive starting point for studies in theoretical and
experimental atomic physics. The spin 1/2 electron gives rise to a structure of spin doublet
states. A well-known example of these is the 2S1/2 ground state which splits via the
hyperfine interaction to provide the Cs (and Rb) microwave clock transition. Several
strong dipole transitions are allowed from the L = 0 ground state to higher lying L = 1
states. These S → P transitions have been exploited in many laser cooling experiments
over the years, including use in the first demonstrations of laser cooling and trapping
neutral atoms [155, 156], and as a crucial step towards the realisation of the first Bose-
Einstein-Condensate (BEC) [157, 158]. However, the lack of a suitable clock transition in
the optical domain turns our attention elsewhere.
Next in the periodic table is the group-2 alkaline-earth metals, which contain two
valence electrons. The two-electron pairing gives rise to spin singlet (S = 0) and spin
triplet (S = 1) states, for anti-parallel and parallel spin pairings, respectively. Similarly
to alkali metals, broad (almost) closed electric-dipole (E1) transitions suitable for initial
manipulation of atomic motion (slowing, cooling, trapping) exist from S → P , here from
the 1S0 ground state to the
1P1 states. The simplicity of the spin singlet J = 0 ground
state removes the complications of ground state optical pumping and the model of the
2-level atom is nearly ideally realised. However, the number one attraction for optical
frequency standards comes courtesy of the lowest lying excited triplet states of the 3PJ
manifold.
On first sight, transitions between the spin singlet ground state and triplet PJ manifold
appear to be strictly forbidden by the selection rule ∆S = 0, which holds in the Russell-
Saunders (spin-orbit) LS-coupling regime, with J = L + S. However, for heavier atoms
the LS-coupling progressively breaks down and in the extreme case J is better described
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Table 3.1: Sr transition properties.
Transition Wavelength (nm) Transition rate Γ (106 s−1)
1 460.86 190.01
2 293.27 1.87
3 689.45 0.0469
4 698.4 –
5 707.21 39.73
6 688.02 25.89
7 679.29 8.97
8 496.93 12.8
9 483.34 34.35
10 474.33 41.67
11 2603.1 0.2712
12 6.5× 103 3.9× 10−3
13 1.8× 103 2.2× 10−3
14 1.9× 103 1.1× 10−3
15 717 9
by the sum of each individual angular momentum vector, j1 and j2, as J = j1 + j2,
where we are said to be in the jj-coupling regime, and j = l + s uses the individual
electron spin and orbital angular momentum. Here, the spin triplet states are mixed with
the corresponding singlet states and thus ∆S = 1 transitions, commonly referred to as
intercombination lines, acquire an E1 transition moment, although typically much smaller
than their ∆S = 0 counterpart. In the case of the 1S0 ↔ 3P1 spin forbidden transition, the
coupling results in the 3P1 state acquiring a small admixture of the
1P1 wavefunction and
with it a weak electric-dipole moment. Comparing the rates of this transition in Table 3.3
(later in the text) it is clear that the effect is enhanced for heavier atoms). The 1S0 ↔ 3P1
transition has only one decay route back to the ground state and as a result of its narrow
linewidth is well suited to narrow-line Doppler cooling.
For the clock transition we can benefit from violating even more rules. The 1S0 → 3P0
(∆S = 1, J = 0 → J = 0) transition is doubly forbidden, by both spin and angular
momentum. As a consequence the natural linewidth is pretty much zero in bosonic isotopes
(although we can change this with external fields), and 1 Hz in fermions, courtesy of the
nuclear-spin-induced hyperfine interaction. The hyperfine quenched transition linewidth
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Figure 3.1: Strontium Energy Level Scheme - Relevant energy levels for Sr (hyperfine
structure not shown). Transition properties are listed in Tab. 3.1.
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for a selection of candidate reference atoms is given in Table 2.4. The J = 0 → J = 0
transition is ideally suited to clock use, as discussed in section 2.4.3.1.
The electronic structure described here for group-2 atoms is typical of divalent atoms
and is well-suited for implementation as a frequency standard in the optical domain.
Candidate reference atoms for optical lattice clock (OLC) use include group-2 alkaline-
earth elements Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba, group-12 transition metal elements Zn, Cd, and Hg,
and Yb from the lanthanide series, although much of the focus to date has been on Sr (as
first proposed) [116, 117, 126, 131–135], Yb [136, 147, 159, 160], and recently Hg [120, 149].
3.1.1 Strontium
Table 3.2: Stable isotopes of Sr and their natural abundance.
Atomic mass number Nuclear spin Natural abundance (%)
88 0 82.58
87 9/2 7.00
86 0 9.86
84 0 0.56
Strontium, atomic number Z = 38, has four stable, naturally occurring isotopes with
atomic mass numbers 84, 86, 87, and 88, shown in Table 3.2. Generally, for isotopes of
even atomic number and atomic mass number the spin pairing of nucleons results in a total
nuclear spin I = 0. This follows for three of the Sr isotopes, 84Sr, 86Sr, and 88Sr, each
bosonic with nuclear spin I = 0. The remaining odd isotope is fermionic with nuclear spin
I = 9/2, which brings with it hyperfine structure and an intrinsic non-zero clock transition
linewidth ∼1 mHz. Sr has a ground state electronic configuration [Kr] 5s2 and electronic
structure as shown in Figure 3.1.
3.2 A Strontium Source
The first challenge we face in making our clock is producing a vapour in vacuum that
we can work with. For this we require knowledge of the vapour pressure of the atomic
species at a given temperature. This can be modelled by the Antoine equation, which is
an adaptation of the Clausius-Clapeyron relation, as [161],
log10 P = A+
B
T
+ C log10 T +DT + ET
2, (3.1)
where P is the vapour pressure in units of mmHg and T is the temperature in kelvin.
The Antoine equation arises from an empirical fit to experimental data and fits well over
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Figure 3.2: Vapour Pressures - A comparison of vapour pressures for a selection of
atomic species of interest to quantum frequency metrology. Data is taken from Chemical
Properties Handbook [161] and has been extrapolated out of specified temperature ranges
for approximate comparison only.
a given range of temperatures. A, B, C, D, and E are the fit parameters, determined for
each atomic species. For comparison, vapour pressure versus temperature for a number of
relevant atomic species including Sr are plotted in Figure 3.2.
3.2.1 Vapour source
The first disadvantage of Sr (also Ca, and Yb) relative to alkali metals Cs and Rb is
the reduced (by around 2 orders of magnitude) room temperature vapour pressure. To
reach similar vapour pressures, and therefore atomic densities n (following the ideal gas
equation, n = P/kBT ), Sr must be heated to around 600 K. In a volume of gas in thermal
equilibrium (here the atomic vapour), the probability distribution of particle speeds is
described by the Maxwell speed distribution,
f(v) =
4√
pi
1
β3
v2 exp(−v2/β2) (3.2)
where v is the particle velocity,
β =
√
(2kBT/m) (3.3)
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is the most probable velocity, and
v˜ = (2/
√
pi)β (3.4)
is the mean (rms) particle velocity. In a heated sample we have a broader distribution of
particle speeds with a larger mean thermal energy, in contrast to our ultimate aim.
3.2.1.1 Vapour cell
Conveniently, Cs and Rb vapour can be manufactured into simple vapour filled glass cells
suitable for use in simple spectroscopy experiments. A similar cell for strontium is not
straightforward. Alkaline-earth metals are highly corrosive and at elevated temperatures
the reaction with silicates in glass is problematic. Additional constraints are also placed on
vacuum component materials; copper gaskets and brazes, often used in ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) systems, are at risk of corrosion. A number of pursuits into alkaline-earth metal
vapour cells making use of sapphire, which is highly resistant to corrosion and does not
react with Sr (at least at moderate temperatures < 900 K [162]), have been executed with
reasonable success [162, 163]. Notably, an alumina1 ceramic cell with sapphire viewports
was constructed at JILA and used in Sr narrow-line cooling experiments [163]. To achieve
a resilient vacuum tight seal between the viewports and ceramic block a method of glass
frit sealing [162] was adopted. The cell was operated at ∼ 650 K reaching atomic densities
on the order of 109 cm−3, sufficient for loading a MOT. Because sapphire is a uniaxial
birefringent crystal, care must be taken to use the proper crystal axis orientation to avoid
unwanted polarisation changes of transmitted light. For this we require the optic or
extraordinary axis, which in sapphire is the “fast” axis (also c-axis), perpendicular to the
window face or at the “zero angle”, often referred to as c-cut or z-cut. Sapphire also has a
relatively high refractive index (n ≈ 1.76) which leads to a surface reflectivity R ≈ 7.6 %
(R = [(n0−n1)/(n0 +n1)]2) which is about twice that of uncoated glass. An anti-reflection
(AR) coating may be applied to the outer surface but the interior must be kept clear of
corrodible substances.
3.2.1.2 Heat pipe
Another approach is the heat pipe [164, 165]. Although designs usually offer limited optical
access, heat pipes can be useful for simple spectroscopy, for example, in locking lasers to
atomic absorption lines. An example is the Sr heat pipe developed for spectroscopy of the
1S0 ↔ 3P1 intercombination line for the purpose of long term stabilisation of a laser used
in narrow line cooling [166]. Again, sapphire provides a window to the Sr vapour, however,
to avoid the difficulties of vacuum sealing viewports at high temperatures, a buffer zone, in
which a clean vacuum is maintained, exists at either end of the pipe. Standard viewports
1A polycrystalline form of sapphire also known as polycrystalline alumina (PCA).
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(water-cooled as a precaution) are used to vacuum seal the pipe and the Sr vapour is
nominally contained in the central, sapphire and stainless steel enclosed, region, or cell.
Heat is delivered to the cell in close proximity to the sapphire windows to encourage Sr to
deposit elsewhere of the optics. Due to the small oscillator strength of the intercombination
line, a high optical absorption path length is required to provide adequate signal. The Sr
heat pipe described here has an optical path length of 60 mm, requiring an atomic density
of 1012 cm−3, which is achieved at a cell temperature of ∼ 675 K.
3.2.1.3 Benefits and Issues
It is important to maintain a low residual gas pressure, < 10−8 mbar, in the vacuum to
minimise background gas collisions which are detrimental to trap lifetimes [167]. Typically
an ion pump services this requirement. Of course, we aim not to remove the atomic vapour
so will have to tolerate collisions from this background. The vacuum is helped also by the
gettering properties of Sr. Evaporated Sr deposited on the vacuum system walls can, over
time, form a very effective so-called evaporated getter film, which serves in the sorption of
many atmospheric gasses [168, 169]. Generally, due to the recycling nature of vapour cells
and heat pipes we should expect long operational lifetimes, without replenishment of the
sample reservoir, limited only by chemical losses of the atomic sample and of course that
which is sorbed by the vacuum pump. Ultimately, the high temperature environments and
relatively large background pressures are not appropriate for high precision spectroscopy.
In particular, for shallow trap depths, such as the dipole lattice traps used in OLCs, trap
losses from background collisions are essential in determining trap lifetime [170] and can
severely limit clock interrogation times, and therefore achieved Q.
An obvious drawback for clock spectroscopy is the large BBR shift of the clock tran-
sition, which is > 50 Hz at 650 K and is difficult to control over a large volume, especially
where different materials are present. A more subtle consequence of the elevated tem-
perature is BBR quenching of metastable states; a problem which was observed for the
magnetically trapped 3P2 metastable state in Sr [171] and studied in determination of the
3P2 state lifetime [172]. The quenching results from BBR driven excitation to states of the
nearby 5s4d 3D manifold (transitions in the infra-red) which can decay to the ground state
via the 3P1 state (
3P1 state lifetime ∼ 21µs). For the clock transition in Sr the expected
hyperfine induced 3P0 state lifetime is ∼ 132 s. At temperatures of just 340 K the BBR
quenching rate begins to dominate and at 600 K the state lifetime is severely quenched to
∼100 ms (see section 3.8.2).
3.2.2 Atomic beam apparatus
An alternative method, commonly used in atomic physics experiments, is the atomic
beam apparatus. The beam is formed by a controlled expansion of gas into a region of low
pressure (typically UHV, residual gas pressure, Pchmbr, < 10
−9 mbar) from a heated source
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at pressure P . At low source pressures, the geometry of the beam is defined primarily
by the dimensions of the aperture, or nozzle, which connects the heated source to the
experimental chamber. In this way, a highly collimated and intense flux of atoms may be
delivered to the experimental chamber, with the issues surrounding the hot source (3.2.1.3)
far removed.
3.2.2.1 Velocity distribution
For an effusive source with beam exiting along z and Maxwellian source distribution, the
longitudinal velocity distribution (to direction of major flow) is [173],
I(vz) =
2I0
β4
v3z exp(−v2z/β2) (3.5)
where I(vz) dvz is the beam intensity in a velocity interval dvz in units of atoms s
−1 m−2,
such that the total intensity I0 =
∫∞
0 I(vz) dvz. Characteristic velocities are:
• Most probable velocity: vmp = β
√
(3/2)
• Average velocity: vav = (3/4)β
√
pi
• RMS velocity: vRMS = β
√
2
The additional dependence on v in Eq. 19, compared to Eq. 3.2, is apparent from a
consideration of the probability of a particle escaping the source (a fast atom has many
more attempts at finding an accepted escape trajectory, per unit time, than a slow atom).
The transverse velocity distribution is defined by the nozzle geometry, which constrains the
allowed escape trajectories from the source, and is dependent on the longitudinal velocity.
Further details of the atomic beam flow characteristics are given in Appendix A.
3.2.2.2 Sr oven construction
The atomic beam source typically consists of a heated crucible, filled with the atomic
sample (∼ few grams), and a channel nozzle, often heated to temperatures above the cru-
cible to avoid blockages by deposition. For simplicity, heaters can be outside the vacuum,
although it is preferable for reasons of efficiency and thermal isolation to mount them
internally. For some applications it may be preferable to use a commercially available dis-
penser1 source which benefits from its ease of implementation. A Sr dispenser spectroscopy
cell, used for laser stabilisation, has been built and operated at Durham University [174],
where they are also pursuing a compact Sr dispenser fed pyramid MOT [175] apparatus
[176]. Such dispensers offer a simple solution to atomic beam source production but with
only crudely collimated beams much of the sample may be wasted if further apertures
1For example, ALVASOURCES from Alvatec, available for a number of alkali and alkaline-earth metals,
including Cs, Rb, Sr, Yb, Ca, and Mg.
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are required to collimate the output. Such a dispenser may be useful for loading of a 2D
MOT which can capture and compress a relatively large atomic distribution to form a well
collimated atomic beam source (see for example the Sr optical lattice clock project at the
University of Birmingham).
The NPL Sr oven (version 1 - designed by Y. Ovchinnikov) is shown in Fig. 3.3. At
the core of the oven is a heated stainless steel crucible, with capacity for roughly 4 g of
dendritic Sr, and a separately heated nozzle arranged inside two layers of stainless steel
radiation shielding. The crucible and nozzle are press fit into copper surroundings around
which mineral insulated steel sheathed heater wire is wound, enclosed by a stainless steel
outer casing. K-type thermocouples insulated by 2 hole ceramic beads are attached at
points close to the nozzle and crucible and monitored with the aim of keeping the nozzle
temperature above the crucible by >50 K to prevent blockages. The oven assembly is
mounted to a 4.5 ′′CF stainless steel flange by a central stainless steel shaft. In operation,
with the oven heated to 900 K, heat conduction to the flange results in external temper-
atures of only ∼330 K, and radiative heat transfer to the surrounding vacuum walls is
small.
We have tested two nozzle configurations: one multichannel, and one single channel.
The multichannel nozzle consists of around 50 stainless steel tubes, dimensions 200µm
diameter, 10 mm length, packed into a 2 mm diameter stainless steel sleeve which is press
fit into a copper cylinder for heating. The oven ran successfully for an equivalent period of
several continuous months of operation. Inspection of the oven after complete expulsion
of the first Sr load revealed excessive corrosion to the nozzle copper surrounding (Fig 3.3
image d)) and consequently the nozzle was partially blocked. Unfortunately damage was
incurred during retrieval of the nozzle from the copper and a replacement multichannel
nozzle unavailable. Due in part to time constraints, a simplified replacement nozzle was
pursued consisting of a single channel, dimensions 1 mm diameter, 11 mm length, machined
in the centre of a stainless steel cylinder. The additional nozzle heater was removed
and the nozzle block fixed into the end of the crucible. For such a design the peaking
factor is somewhat reduced (see Appendix A) and the centre line beam intensity, which
is sampled downstream by a collimating aperture, begins to saturate, and much of the
initial beam is wasted. A comparison of nozzle dimensions can be made to the average
inter-atomic collisional mean free path to gain insight into the nature of the atomic flow.
Details of the expected flow characteristics and dependence on nozzle geometry are given
in Appendix A. In practice, we are often forced to work in the regime Kn < 1 to achieve
sufficient beam intensity at the experiment chamber (where Kn is the Knudsen number
used to characterise the nature of the flow [see Appendix A]). The collisional mean free
path for 88Sr-88Sr collisions is on the order of 100µm at source temperatures ∼900 K
(Appendix A). Under typical conditions we generally operate in the opaque flow regime
for the multichannel nozzle and in continuum flow for the comparatively large dimension
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Figure 3.3: NPL Sr oven - (Top) Photographs of the NPL Sr oven showing a) fully
assembled oven with thermal radiation shielding, b) oven with shielding removed showing
separate crucible and nozzle heating sections, c) copper aperture with large Sr deposit
built up over period of one full oven discharge, d) multi channel nozzle after use, copper
has been corroded by Sr, showing attached thermocouple in ceramic bead insulation,
and damaged heater wire (bottom), e) inside the crucible with nozzle section removed.
(Bottom) Schematic of oven.
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Figure 3.4: Atomic beam velocity distribution - Longitudinal velocity distributions
taken by fluorescence detection of beam formed by single channel and multi channel noz-
zles as described in the text. Source temperature measured as 873 K and corresponding
Maxwellian distribution added for comparison. Slow atoms are lost in the case of each
nozzle, however, fast atoms are additionally absent from the resulting flow of the large
single channel nozzle (note: distribution amplitudes have been scaled to coincide at the
peak).
single channel nozzle. The subsequent longitudinal velocity distribution has been measured
(by fluorescence detection) for each nozzle and shows characteristic properties of each
associated flow regime, with a loss of slow atoms in each case in comparison to a Maxwellian
distribution of an effusive source, and an additional loss of fast atoms in the continuum flow
regime (Appendix A). A preferable nozzle design would have a high multiple of channels
with channel diameter well below the collisional mean free path length, and channel length
sufficient to operate at the transition threshold from transparent flow to opaque flow to
ensure maximal collimation for minimal channel length. Limitations to this ideal are
usually presented at the manufacturing stage. Multi channel nozzles can be made by
compiling lengths of cut hypodermic needle tubing, although this is typically limited to
inner diameters ∼100µm with wall thickness of ∼50 % inner diameter. Other methods
include stacking micro corrugated stainless steel sheets to form multiple, albeit somewhat
irregular, channels or perhaps more costly precision machining methods such as electric
discharge machining (EDM) or micro drilling could offer precision machined nozzles with
ideal properties.
The atomic beam flux was measured by absorption spectroscopy on the strong 1S0 →
1P1 transition for the single channel nozzle at a distance of 9 cm downstream (centre of
spectroscopy/transverse cooling cross, see Sec 3.5.4.1 for details of UHV apparatus) and
69 cm downstream in the centre of the MOT region in the experimental chamber. A
1 mm diameter collimating aperture is positioned 10 cm downstream of oven nozzle exit
and samples the centreline beam flux. Absorption spectroscopy relies on the fact that
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photons in the spectroscopy beam are scattered out of the beam into random directions
by spontaneous emission diminishing the photon flux in the direction of the spectroscopy
beam. By scanning over an atomic resonance and observing the transmitted beam power
on a photo-detector an absorption feature is observed with amplitude related to the optical
density of the atomic vapour, which for a known average velocity can be interpreted as a
measurement of atomic flux. Following Beer’s law, the absorbed power can be expressed
as,
P (x) = P0 exp(−σegnx) (3.6)
where x is the absorption length, n the atomic density, and P0 the incident power in the
spectroscopy beam. The atomic absorption cross section, σeg, is given by,
σeg =
3λ2
2pi
1
1 + s︸ ︷︷ ︸
g(s)
(3.7)
where g(s) is the power broadened transition linewidth, and λ the transition wavelength.
The atomic column density is found by rearranging Eq. (3.6) and the flux found by,
F = nvavpir
2 (3.8)
where vav is the average atomic velocity (see Appendix A), and r is the atomic beam
radius.
Results of the atomic beam flux measurements are presented in Fig. 3.5 alongside
estimated beam fluxes calculated for an effusive source. The measured total flux in the
cross region is significantly lower than estimated. Some of the difference can be accounted
for by a more complete interpretation of the absorption feature. As the atomic beam here
is highly divergent and the absorption feature Doppler broadened by several γ, to γD, the
peak amplitude does not represent well the total flux and a single transverse velocity class
approximation is no longer valid. The approximate correction provides a factor of ∼ γD/γ
increase, however, the calculated flux remains many times higher. An explanation for this
discrepancy requires further investigation and is not necessary for the advancement of this
work. On the other hand, the flux measured downstream of the collimating aperture is
within order of magnitude agreement with calculation. The saturation of the measured
flux with temperature is proposed to be due to saturation of the centre line beam intensity,
which forms the apertured beam, in comparison to the total beam flux and is characterised
by a diminishing peaking factor and broadening of the beam angular distribution. The
atomic beam spatial distribution was measured at the chamber centre by fluorescence
imaging with a “light sheet” resonant with the 1S0 → 1P1 transition and imaged through
the end viewport. The image was also used to align the atomic beam by manipulating
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Figure 3.5: Atomic beam flux - Measured and calculated atomic beam flux for single
channel nozzle (described in the text) at positions before (cross) and after (chamber) a
collimating aperture. Arrangement of atomic beam apparatus with positions of the “cross”
and “chamber” labelled (top right). Plots of the spatial distribution of atomic beam as
measured in the chamber centre by fluorescence imaging.
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the position of the oven relative to the main chamber; there is a surprising amount of
give in the UHV joints without compromising vacuum (although bellows are often used
to provide this freedom).
The advantages of a beam source are numerous. Removal of the hot source from
the experiment chamber significantly reduces BBR related effects (discussed previously).
As the residual atomic vapour outside the beam is minimal, the vacuum system can be
constructed with standard materials with minimal risk of corrosion, including the use of
AR-coated quartz glass viewports. Out-gassing of vacuum components is also reduced
at lower temperatures making pressures . 10−10 mbar easy to service with differential
pumping schemes. Furthermore, mechanical or optical “shutters” can be implemented to
chop delivery of the atomic beam to the experiment region during sensitive measurement
or shallow trap loading, for example, following completion of initial trap loading in each
measurement cycle. This all adds up to longer trap lifetimes. However, atomic beam
apparatus are typically rather large and inefficient and require slowing of the atomic beam.
An interesting alternative method could utilise laser ablation of a Sr target. The target
could lie within close proximity to the MOT, leading to smaller apparatus and efficient
loading, and benefit from being switched rapidly on demand.
3.3 Laser Cooling Neutral Atoms
We previously discussed the need for cold atoms in reducing the atomic motion, crucial for
high-Q spectroscopy. Additionally for neutral atoms, the confining force experienced by
a neutral atom in a dipole trap is much weaker (typically by a factor ∼108) than that of
trapped ions, resulting in trap depths, U0, of only a few tens of µK(×kB), even at relatively
high optical intensities of ∼ 10 kW cm−2. We therefore require preparation of ultra-cold
atomic samples before trapping in a lattice. The following describes techniques of laser
cooling relevant to slowing and trapping on the 1S0 ↔1P1 and 1S0 ↔3P1 transitions in Sr.
3.3.1 Atom-Light Interaction: The Basics
The development of techniques to laser cool and trap neutral atoms is well documented
[177]. Here we focus on a few of the basic concepts of light’s interaction with matter,
leading to its mechanical action on matter, and discuss some of the important results.
Light displays properties of both particles and waves. A single particle of light (photon)
has, like matter, energy (Eph = ~ω) and momentum (pph = ~k), where the wavevector
k is related to the wavelength of the light, λ, by |k| = k = 2pi/λ. When an atom, with
momentum pat = mv, absorbs a photon of frequency ωabs, exciting it from the ground to
the excited internal state, it receives a momentum impulse ~k and its momentum becomes
pat = mv+~k. If the atoms velocity and light wavevector are anti-parallel then the atoms
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motion is reduced by the recoil velocity,
vr =
~k
m
(3.9)
At some time later, determined by the excited state lifetime, τ = 1/Γ (during which the
atom does not absorb further radiation), the internal state relaxes back to the ground
state and the absorbed energy is released into a random (ignoring stimulated emission)
direction θj (to the light wavevector) as a photon with frequency,
ωemit = ω0 + k
′ · v′ − ~k
2
2m
(3.10)
where k·v is the Doppler shift (Sec. 2.1.2) due to the atoms velocity. The atom recoil in the
direction of the wavevector is thus ~k cos θj . Importantly, the emission is spatially isotropic
(not always, but the principle generally applies) and the net impulse tends towards zero
for a large number, Nsc, of photon emission events, such that,
∆pat =
Nsc∑
j
~k (1− cos θj) ∼= Nsc~k (3.11)
We are left then with the change in momentum only from the direction of absorption
and in this way we may reduce the atom’s motion and thus cool it. For the two cooling
transitions in Sr, at 461 nm and 689 nm, the recoil velocity is vr = 9.8 mm s
−1 and vr =
6.6 mm s−1, respectively. Although this is small, by using “fast” optical transitions (with
Γ ∼ 1× 107 s−1) and scattering many photons, it is possible to slow atoms from several
hundreds of m s−1 to an approximate stand still in fractions of a second.
3.3.2 Velocity dependent scattering force
Due to the Doppler shift, k · v, atoms initially resonant with the laser field, when slowed,
move out of resonance and the slowing process diminishes. For an atom moving in op-
position to the light field wavevector, the frequency of the absorbed photon, ωabs, in the
laboratory rest frame, is given by,
ωabs = ω0 + k · v + ~k
2
2m
(3.12)
such that the effective detuning of the light field is,
∆eff = ωL − ωabs = ωL − (ω0 + k · v + ωr) = ∆− k · v − ωr (3.13)
where ωL is the frequency of the interacting light field, ωr the recoil frequency, and ∆ =
ωL−ω0 is the laser detuning from resonance. The resulting velocity dependent “scattering”
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force can be found by considering the rate, Rsc = N˙sc, at which momentum is transferred
from the laser light to the atom, where each scattering event corresponds to one photon
absorption and re-emission cycle. Including saturation effects of the scattering process we
have,
Fsc = ~kRsc = ~kΓ
1
2
s0
1 + s0 + (2∆eff/Γ)
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρe
(3.14)
where ρe is the excited state fraction, s0 = I/Isat is the on resonance saturation parameter
for the light-atom interaction with saturation intensity,
Isat =
2pi2~cΓ
3λ30
(3.15)
and λ0 the transition wavelength. We may also write s0 in terms of Rabi frequency
Ω = E0d/~, where d represents the dipole matrix (see Sec. 3.7.1), as,
s0 = 2
Ω2
Γ2
(3.16)
3.3.3 Optical Molasses
We may now consider cooling in one-dimension by two identical counter-propagating laser
beams, as depicted in Fig. 3.6. The force experienced by the atom is,
F1D =
~kΓs0
2
(
1
1 + s0 + (2∆1/Γ)
2 −
1
1 + s0 + (2∆2/Γ)
2
)
(3.17)
where, neglecting recoil effects (these are later included as a heating process),
∆1 = ∆− kv (3.18)
∆2 = ∆ + kv (3.19)
The cooling light in each case is red detuned (∆ < 0) such that the Doppler shift due
to opposing motion brings the light into resonance. The atom then preferentially scatters
photons from the opposing light field and experiences a viscous force or “friction” which
scales with velocity, acting to reduce the atom’s motion. In analogy to the viscous “honey-
like” by-product of sugar production, this configuration is named (by Chu and co-workers)
optical molasses. This principle can be exploited to cool atoms in three dimensions and
is the key idea behind Doppler cooling. The force is plotted in Fig. 3.6 for ∆ = −Γ/2
and s0  1, which corresponds to the detuning required to achieve the minimum atomic
temperature. The two Lorentzians from the force due to each light field, offset by ±∆,
are also shown (dashed). For small velocities (v  |∆| /k) we may expand Eq. 3.17 to the
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Figure 3.6: Optical Molasses - Velocity dependent scattering force for a 1D optical
molasses
lowest order in v to obtain the viscous damping force,
FOM ∼= 8~k
2
Γ
s0∆
(1 + s0 + (2∆/Γ)2)
2 v ≡ −βv (3.20)
Assuming the light field is made up of monochromatic laser light, such that the linewidth
of the laser ∆νL  γ, the velocity capture range, vc, for which atoms are likely to be
substantially cooled, is on the order of,
±|∆|+ Γ/2
k
∼ ±Γ
k
= ±Γλ
2pi
= ±γλ (3.21)
For the two cooling transitions in Sr, at 461 nm with γ = 30.2 MHz and 689 nm with
γ = 7.6 kHz, this gives a vc of approximately 14 m s
−1 and 5 mm s−1 respectively. Clearly,
the broad 461 nm transition offers a substantially greater capture range (and is thus
used for first-stage cooling) although still relatively small compared to the most probable
velocity typical of a Sr thermal beam (∼400 m s−1 to 500 m s−1).
To obtain the limit of this cooling process we must include heating effects resulting
from the discrete photon recoil. Taking a closer look at the photon emission process we
can see the atom in fact undergoes a random walk of length Nsc in momentum space,
with step size ~k, constituting a heating process. The average frequency of each absorbed
(emitted) photon (Doppler shifts cancel) is given by ωabs = ω0 + ωr (ωemit = ω0 − ωr).
The average change in kinetic energy of the atom per photon scattering event is thus
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~(ωabs − ωemit) = 2~ωr. For our two beam configuration we scatter photons in to a
random direction at a rate 2Rsc (assuming the laser fields are uncorrelated and saturation
effects can be ignored (s0  1)), corresponding to a heating rate of 4Rsc~ωr. Equating
with the cooling rate, FOM · v, and invoking the equipartition theorem in one dimension,
as 12kBTr =
1
2m〈v2〉, we get the steady state solution,
kBTD =
~Γ
4
(1 + (2∆/Γ)2)
−2∆/Γ (3.22)
which has a minimum value at ∆ = −Γ/2 of,
kBTD(limit) =
~Γ
2
=
hγ
2
(3.23)
which is the well known Doppler cooling limit, valid for a simple two level system. For
atoms with degenerate sub-levels an additional cooling mechanism, known as Sisyphus
cooling, allows sub-Doppler temperatures to be reached. It is instructive here to consider
the recoil limited temperature, Tr, resulting from the kinetic energy gained by a single
photon emission event, Er =
~2k2
2m , leading to,
kBTr =
~2k2
m
(3.24)
This sets the lower limit for laser cooling where a radiative interaction of the atom with
the light persists, although optical techniques to cool beyond this limit do exist [178, 179].
3.3.4 Compensation of the Doppler shift
As previously discussed, the Doppler shift results in a velocity dependent force which limits
the range over which a laser field of fixed detuning is effective. To slow an atom in an
atomic beam from 500 m s−1 to an approximate standstill requires the frequency detuning
of the counter-propagating slowing light to be adjusted over a range of ∼1 GHz.
Chirp Cooling
One solution is to sweep the laser frequency in synch with the slowing process such that the
Doppler shift is continuously compensated and a constant slowing force is experienced by
the atoms [180]. In a thermally distributed atomic beam, atoms are ‘picked up’ throughout
the slowing process and slowed to a final velocity, dependent on the final laser detuning.
This results in a compression of the velocity distribution to a lower speed, such that both
the mean and variance of the velocity is reduced, accounting for both slowing and cooling
processes. The sweep time can be estimated from the number of photon kicks required to
stop the atom, as Nsc = v0/vr. The maximum rate at which an atom scatters photons
is Γ/2 (= 1/2τ) and for stable deceleration, a, we choose a < amax. Thus to slow a Sr
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atom from 500 m s−1 to a stand sill (using the 461 nm transition) requires Nsc = 50833,
with a sweep time of 2τNscamax/a ∼1 ms. This technique is known as chirp cooling and is
effective in producing a high flux pulsed source of slow atoms [181]. However, as it relies
on a temporally tuned interaction, many atoms are not slowed, and the slowing efficiency
in continuous operation is limited by the chirp duty cycle.
Spectrally Broadened Light Source
An alternative method is to use a spectrally broadened laser (SBL) source, covering the
band ω < ωf , where ωf is the detuning required for a final velocity vf = (ωo − ωf )/k,
counter-propagating to the atomic beam. The broadened spectrum need not be continuous
but may consist of a series of discrete frequencies, providing the separation is less than
the homogeneous linewidth of the atomic transition. A problem with this method arises
due to the non-resonant scattering force at the tail of the Lorentzian, which continues to
slow atoms beyond vf . As the force has no spatial (or temporal) dependence along the
beam axis, vf is reached for different atoms at different points along the length of the
interaction region. Thus atoms experience differing amounts of “post-cooling” (referring
to the cooling after vf is reached), leading to a reduction in the velocity compression. To
counter this, in a technique proposed by Hoffnagle [182], a co-propagating monochromatic
beam with frequency ω0 is added to balance the non-resonant light pressure on the slow
atoms, and create a force resembling a 1D molasses. This technique was demonstrated
by Zhu and co-workers [183], and extended to use two SBL sources in a 1D molasses
configuration, combining both acceleration and deceleration of the thermal source to form
a narrow velocity peak at higher velocities. The idea can be extended to a 3D molasses
configuration with an increased capture velocity, and is exploited in the initial stage of
narrow line cooling in Sr optical lattice clocks (see Sec. 3.6).
Zeeman Slower
The final method exploits not a change in the cooling light frequency but a change in
the atomic level spacing experienced by an atom in a magnetic field, B as a result of the
Zeeman effect. The effective detuning, as in Eq. 3.25, is modified to include this frequency
shift as,
∆eff = ∆− k · v − µ′B/~ (3.25)
where µ′ = (geMe− ggMg)µB is the transition magnetic moment, gg,e the Lande´ g-factors
of the ground and excited states, Mg,e the magnetic quantum number, and µB =
e~
2me
is
the Bohr magneton, where me is the electron mass. By appropriate tuning of the B-field,
and thus the Zeeman shift, along the length of the atomic beam, the Doppler shift may be
continuously compensated, for a fixed slowing light detuning, as atoms slow and progress
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through the slower. The apparatus to accomplish this is thus known as a Zeeman slower
and was first proposed [184] and demonstrated [155] by Phillips and co-workers. Much
like the chirp cooling method, atoms at velocities less than the initial capture velocity
are picked up later in the slowing process, however, because we rely here on a spatial
compensation and not a temporal one, this process, and the production of slow atoms,
is continuous. The capture and escape velocities of atoms traversing the Zeeman slower
depend on the details of the slowing light detuning and size of B-field.
If we are to capture atoms with an initial velocity vi, travelling along x, and slow to a
final velocity vf , assuming a constant acceleration, a, the length of slower required is by
simple kinematics,
L0 =
v2f − v2i
2a
≈ − v
2
i
2a
(3.26)
where a is negative for deceleration, and the velocity at position x is,
v(x) = vi
√(
1− x
L0
)
(3.27)
The required field profile to constantly offset the Doppler shift is thus,
B(x) = B0
√(
1− x
L0
)
+Bbias (3.28)
where B0 is total change in magnetic field over 0 ≤ x ≤ L0 and Bbias ≈ ∆/µ′ is the bias
magnetic field used to offset the overall field profile.
Often, the deceleration is not constant; as for a convergent slowing beam geometry with
increasing saturation parameter, s0(x), towards the entrance of the slower, or for a non
ideal profile of the magnetic field. Instead, the desired field profile is found by considering
the local deceleration over the slower length and solving numerically for a single atom
trajectory. The local deceleration considered here is below the local maximum, given by,
amax(x) =
~kΓ
2m
s0(x)
1 + s0(x)
(3.29)
for the given local laser intensity, which provides stability of slowing and increased velocity
compression of the slowed atom flux. The extent to which the deceleration is diminished
is characterised by the parameter  such that,
a(x) =  amax(x) (3.30)
The profile of the magnetic field is then designed to provide slowing with constant . The
length of the slower is then set by capture and exit velocities, and  parameter, which is
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Figure 3.7: Mechanism of a magneto-optical trap - The operating principle of a
MOT shown for the 1D case for a simple J = 0 to J = 1 system. Key to operation
are the angular momentum selection rules which serve to ensure the magnetic sub-states
MJ interact with the corresponding light field, σ
± for MJ = ±1, only, such that angular
momentum is conserved. Coupled with appropriate magnetic field gradient, this ensures
the force always points towards the centre, at which the forces are balanced and the atom
is trapped.
constrained by the available slowing beam power. For further details see Refs.[185–187].
3.3.5 Magneto-optical trap (MOT)
A magneto-optical trap combines the radiative scattering force, as used in an optical mo-
lasses, and the frequency shift due to a magnetic field to produce a robust trap for neutral
atoms. The velocity dependent force of an optical molasses serves to cool atoms, however,
the atoms are free to diffuse out of the light field as there is no position dependence to the
force. The addition of an inhomogeneous magnetic field, together with a particular polar-
isation of light, introduces a restoring force which leads to compression of atoms towards
the field minimum where atoms are trapped.
The trapping force is derived as in Eq. 3.17, but here the effective detuning of each
MOT beam includes the field related shift as,
∆1 = ∆
+ = ∆− kv + µ′B/~ (3.31)
∆2 = ∆
− = ∆ + kv − µ′B/~ (3.32)
whereB is a linear function of position y with gradientA, such thatB(y) = Ay. Expanding
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Figure 3.8: Particle trajectories in 1D MOT - Calculated for parameters: magnetic
field gradient 55 G cm−1, detuning −1.3 Γ and s0 (power for 461 nm MOT with 1 cm beam
diameter) a) 0.06 (1 mW), b) 0.60 (10 mW), and c) 6.0 (100 mW). Position is relative to
trap centre.
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Figure 3.9: 3D MOT configuration -
Eq. 3.17 for small Doppler and Zeeman shifts, the force can be written as,
FMOT ∼= −βv − κy (3.33)
where the first term on the right, as previously defined for the optical molasses, provides
a viscous force, and the second term,
κ =
µ′A
~k
β (3.34)
is the restoring force. Atoms entering the MOT within the velocity capture range then
experience a damped harmonic motion as,
y¨ +
β
m
y˙ +
κ
m
y = 0 (3.35)
The principle of operation is depicted in Fig. 3.7 for the 1D case and is easily extended to
3D (Fig. 3.9), where a quadrupole B-field, generally produced using an (approximately)
anti-Helmholtz coil pair, generates the required field gradients. It is worth noting that the
magnetic field gradient on axis of the coil centres is twice as large as those off axis, such
that,
∂Bz
∂z
=
∂Bx
∂x
= −1
2
∂By
∂y
(3.36)
and is often quoted in the literature for the axial case only.
The capture velocity of a MOT is increased in comparison to a simple molasses. A
simple estimate may be gained by considering the maximum velocity of an atom which is
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Figure 3.10: Capture velocity for various MOT parameters - Numerical results of
the equations of motion for particles entering a 1D MOT. Axes are labelled for the general
case (bottom) and for the 461 nm “blue” Sr MOT (top). Plots show capture velocity
versus: a) trapping beam detuning for a range of intensities at field gradient 2.5γ cm−1
(55 G cm−1 for blue MOT). b) magnetic field gradient for detuning -1.25γ (−40 MHz). c)
trapping beam intensity for detuning -1.25γ and field gradient 2.5 γ cm−1 (55 G cm−1).
MOT beam diameter of 1 cm is used throughout.
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slowed to zero within the dimensions of the MOT laser beams. Using Eq 3.26 the MOT
capture velocity is,
vc = 2
√
arc (3.37)
where rc is the capture radius, generally given by the radius of the trapping beam, and a
is the maximum acceleration realised by the given field gradient and MOT beam power.
A numerical simulation of the atom trajectories within the MOT trapping region has
been carried out and used to calculate the expected capture velocity for various MOT
parameters. The results are presented in Fig. 3.10.
It is preferable to have large MOT capture velocity to load the trap at high rate. When
loading from vapours which are thermally distributed according to Maxwellian statistics
the benefit is obvious. When loading from a Zeeman slowed source, with slow peak that can
be arbitrarily tuned, we may expect the importance of a large vc to diminish. However, as
atoms are slowed, the ratio of transverse to longitudinal velocity increases and the atomic
beam increasingly diverges, reducing the density of slow atoms entering the MOT region.
It is then preferable to keep vc and vf relatively large, with vf < vc.
3.4 Laser Cooling Divalent Atoms
As discussed in section 3.1 there are two transitions we can employ to produce our ultra-
cold sample. A comparison of these cooling transitions for a number of candidate reference
atoms can be found in Table 3.3. Typically, the broad (Γ/2pi ∼ 10′s MHz) electric-dipole
allowed transition between the 1S0 ground-state and the singlet
1P1 excited-state is cycled
in a first stage of cooling to Doppler limited temperatures ∼mK. A second stage of
cooling is then carried out on the spin-forbidden narrow (Γ/2pi ∼ sub kHz to MHz) inter-
combination line to the triplet 3P1 excite-state where much lower temperatures ∼µK
suitable for trapping in the lattice are reached. Further cooling to the motional ground
state of the trap can be carried out using resolved sideband cooling on the 1S0 ↔ 3P1
line. For odd isotopes, the presence of nuclear-spin induced magnetic degeneracy in the
ground-state offers the possibility of Sisyphus sub-Doppler cooling; explored in Sr [188]
and Yb, [189] and used to good effect in Hg where the intercombination line is relatively
broad [190].
3.5 1S0 –
1P1: Initial cooling and trapping Sr
3.5.1 Blue MOT
The first stage of cooling Sr uses the 461 nm “blue” transition which is capable of cycling
photons at a rate 1.9× 108 s−1, corresponding to a maximum deceleration of∼5× 105 m s−2.
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Table 3.3: Properties of Sr cooling transitions for divalent neutral atoms.
1P1
3P1
Species Atomic number, Z λ (nm) Γ/2pi (MHz) λ (nm) Γ/2pi (kHz) Ref.a
Mg 12 285.3 79.6 457.1 0.031
Ca 20 422.6 34 657.2 0.47
Sr 38 460.7 30.2 689.4 7.5 [191, 192]
Ba 56 553.7 18.9 791.4 47.6
Zn 30 213.9 112 307.7 4.71 [150]
Cd 48 228.8 91 326 70 [193]
Hg 80 184.9b 119 254 1300
Yb 70 398.9 28 556 182
aData is taken from the NIST Atomic Spectra Database unless otherwise specified.
bIn the case of Hg the broad cooling transition is not easily accessible with current laser
technology, however, the inter-combination line is suitable for single-stage sub-Doppler cooling
(in odd isotopes) where temperatures ∼2µK have been demonstrated [190].
Table 3.4: Laser cooling properties for first and second stage cooling transitions
in Sr.
Parameter First stage Second stage
λ 461 nm 689 nm
ωr 6.7× 104 s−1 3.0× 104 s−1
Isat 42.7 mW cm
−2 10.1µW cm−2
amax 9.34× 105 m s−2 157.2 m s−2
vr 9.8 mm s
−1 6.6 mm s−1
vD 261 mm s
−1 17.2µm s−1
Tr 1.02µK 458 nK
TD 725µK 182 nK
vc 13.9 m s
−1 5.2 mm s−1
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Figure 3.11: Reduced Sr energy level scheme - Transitions relevant to cooling and
trapping atomic Sr.
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This makes it possible to slow atoms from very high velocities ∼400 m s−1 to a relative
stand still in <20 cm. Once slowed the atoms are trapped in a 3D MOT where, under
optimal conditions, further cooling to the Doppler limit of 261 mm s−1 or 725µK may
be reached (see Tab. 3.4). Often this limit is not reached, as may be predicted from
the MOT parameters used (e.g., see Eq. (3.22)), or because additional heating processes
are present, such as the absorption of spontaneous emission and two-body cold collisions,
which are enhanced in a dense MOT. The dependencies for a range of MOT parameters
versus MOT capture velocity have been modelled and are presented in Fig. 3.10. In typical
operation, a large MOT capture velocity ∼50 m s−1 is expected. The parameters have a
handle on a range of MOT properties which must be considered depending on the subse-
quent application of the trapped atoms. For two-stage cooling it is expected a high degree
of compression, relying on high magnetic field gradients, will be required to aid efficient
transfer to the smaller capture volume of the second stage MOT. The large linewidth of
the 1S0 → 1P1 transition, γ = 30.2 MHz, demands large field gradients, several γ over the
trapping region, and typically >40 G cm−1 is used [188].
Additional complications arise from a slight breakdown of the ideal two-level system
assumed thus far. The 1S0 ↔ 1P1 transition is not fully closed and a weak decay channel
exists from the 1P1 state to the
1D2 state with rate Γ = 3.9× 103 s−1 (branching ratio of
about 1 in 50 000). Decay continues from the 1D2 state to both the
3P1 and
3P2 states
with branching ratio of 2/3 and 1/3 respectively. Atoms in the 3P1 state decay back to the
ground state in around 21µs and (assuming sufficiently large MOT capture volume [163])
re-enter the cooling cycle, however, those in the 3P2 metastable state (lifetime ∼120 s
at room temperature) are shelved and lost from the MOT. The steady-state MOT atom
number NMOT is dictated by the loading rate L compared to the loss rate Γloss as,
NMOT = L/Γloss (3.38)
The total loss rate is a combination of shelving losses, rate Γs, and losses due to background
gas collisions, rate Γbg, as Γloss = Γs+ Γbg, with trap lifetime 1/Γloss. The shelving rate is
determined by the decay rate of the 1P1 excited state fraction to the 5s5p
3P2 state. The
shelving loss rate need not include the 5s4d 1D2 decay rate (as the fraction destined to
reach the 5s5p 3P2 state are effectively lost from the cooling cycle by the time they reach
the 5s4d 1D2 state) and may be written as,
Γs = ρe b(
1D2 → 3P2) Γ(1P1 → 1D2) (3.39)
where b is the branching ratio (= 1/3) and ρe is the excited state fraction (as in Eq. (3.14)).
Assuming the loss rate is dominated by shelving losses and neglecting the background
collision losses, for typical MOT parameters (∆ = −40 MHz and s0 ∼ 6 × 0.5, where
the factor 6 accounts for the total number of MOT beams) the estimated trap lifetime
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is ∼2 ms. For typical loading rates ∼109 s−1 the steady state MOT number is estimated
as NMOT = 2× 106 atoms. Since the loss rate is relatively small the MOT can operate
without additional repumping lasers to clear out the metastable states, nevertheless, the
MOT atom number and trap lifetime are significantly increased when they are used.
3.5.2 Repumping schemes
3.5.2.1 Repumping from the 5s4d 1D2 state
The first repumping strategy one might consider is to drive atoms out of the 5s4d 1D2
state before they further decay to the 5s5p 3P1,2 states. A possible route is to excite to
the 5s6p 1P1 state which decays directly to the ground state at a rate 1.87 s
−1 and to
the 5s5p 1P1 state via the 5s6s
1S0 state at a similar rate. Other decay routes involve
intercombination transitions to the 5s6s 3P1 and 5s4d
3D1,2 states for which the transition
rates are not well known, and some of which branch into metastable states where the atom
is shelved and lost. Regardless, this method has been explored by Vogel [163] and in other
work by Kurosu [194] but with disappointing results, showing an improvement of around
only a factor of two in steady state MOT number.
3.5.2.2 Repumping from the 5s5p 3P2 state
Failing effective repumping from the 5s4d 1D2 state we consider driving atoms out of the
5s5p 3P2 state. As shown in Fig. 3.11 there are three possible routes; to the 5s6s
3S1 at
707 nm, the 5s5d 3D2 state at 497 nm, or the 5s4d
3D2 state at 3µm. Historically, the
707 nm transition has been preferentially used due to the difficulty in realising laser light
at 497 nm and 3µm and we consider this scheme first. The 5s6s 3S1 state decays to all
states of the 5s5p 3P multiplet with 25 % of the atoms pumped out of the 5s5p 3P2 state
being shelved in the 5s5p 3P0 state. Modifying the branching term in Eq. (3.39) to account
for 1/4 loss (b = 1/3×1/4) we gain a factor of 4 increase in steady state MOT number. We
can then apply light at 679 nm to clear out the 5s5p 3P0 state and recover all atoms to the
MOT, providing residual atomic motion does not carry atoms outside the MOT capture
volume in this time. We may then expect only losses due to background gas collisions,
however, as the MOT number increases and high atom densities are reached two-body cold
collision losses emerge dominant and limit the steady state MOT number [163], which is
typically enhanced by a factor of >10 [195].
An alternative is to clear out the 5s5p 3P2 state via the 5s5d
3D2 state which decays
almost completely to the 5s5p 3P2,1 states with only a small fraction, <0.3 %, escaping
to the 5s6p 3P multiplet [196]. The decay to the 5s5p 3P1 is around four times that of
the 5s5p 3P2 providing efficient repumping within only a few 497 nm driven cycles. The
drawback comes in generating light at this wavelength for which diode lasers (to the
author’s knowledge) are not readily available. Light can be generated by second-harmonic
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Table 3.5: Isotope shifts of the 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 1P1 transition
Isotope Lower Level Upper Level Rel. strength Isotope shifta (MHz)
88Sr 5s2 1S0 5s5p
1P1 1 0
87Sr 5s2 1S0 F=9/2 5s5p
1P1 F=7/2 4/15 -12.2
5s2 1S0 F=9/2 5s5p
1P1 F=11/2 6/15 -55.2
5s2 1S0 F=9/2 5s5p
1P1 F=9/2 5/15 -72.2
86Sr 5s2 1S0 5s5p
1P1 1 -124.5
84Sr 5s2 1S0 5s5p
1P1 1 -270.6
a[188, 200]
generation (SHG) in non linear crystals (often KNbO3) of a 994 nm extended cavity diode
laser (ECDL) but this provides extra complication and expense. A third method, employed
by Mickelson et al. [197], utilises the lower lying 5s4d 3D2 state which decays only to the
5s5p 3P2,1 states, with preference to the 5s5p
3P1 state. Again, the difficulty arises in
realising the required wavelength of light, at 3.01µm. This can be achieved with seeded
optical parametric oscillators (OPOs), perhaps using fibre lasers to seed, but with greater
expense and complexity in comparison to diode laser based systems. Ultimately, the results
of these repump methods are similar to the 707 nm plus 679 nm method [197, 198] and the
additional laser at 679 nm is anyway required to clear out the 3P0 clock state during the
readout process (see Fig. 2.4). Both 707 nm and 679 nm wavelengths are easily generated,
and with ample power, with use of simple ECDLs.
Worthy of note here is the potential value of the 1P1 → 1D2 → 3P2 MOT drain
which serves to continuously load cold atoms into the 5s5p 3P2 metastable state which
are magnetically trapped by the MOT quadrupole field. One use is in the formation
of a Bose-Einstein condensate of 88Sr through sympathetic cooling with 87Sr where the
magnetically trapped metastable state serves to store one isotope for extended time periods
during collection and cooling of the other [199].
3.5.3 Experimental details: Laser sources
3.5.3.1 461 nm light source
The 461 nm light is generated by a commercial master-oscillator laser plus optical power-
amplifier (MOPA) and ring cavity enhanced SHG system by Toptica. A Littrow con-
figuration ECDL operated at 922 nm seeds a tapered amplifier which outputs ∼850 mW
of optical power used to pump a non-critically phase matched KNbO3 crystal, held at
∼312 K, in a bow-tie cavity. Up to 400 mW of blue light at 461 nm has been generated
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Figure 3.12: Fluorescence of 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 1P1 line measured in a well-collimated
Sr atomic beam - A fit of Lorentzian peaks for isotopes 88, 87 (three components), 86,
and 84 has been made. The estimated relative abundances are 88 %, 3.3 %, 8 %, and 0.7 %
respectively, in some agreement with the expected values (Tab. 3.2). 87Sr appears reduced
which may be due to the altered spatial radiation profile. The FWHM of the 88Sr peak is
found to be ∼34 MHz, close to the natural linewidth of γ =30.2 MHz.
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with 350 mW typical. The beam quality is however quite poor in both spatial mode and
pointing stability, thought in part to be from thermal lensing occurring in the doubling
crystal. We correct the laser output astigmatism and circularise the beam with a single
cylindrical lens between two spherical lenses of a telescope. The SHG cavity, which is
tunable by a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) on one of the cavity mirrors, is locked by the
Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) method to the master oscillator. This is in turn stabilised to
a low-drift tunable optical cavity by the PDH method, with feedback to the laser current
and PZT, to provide medium term stability of the cooling light (∼MHz per day). The
cavity is formed of a cylindrical Zerodur spacer with two curved mirrors on fused silica
substrates attached at each end, one fixed and optically contacted and the other tunable
over several 10s of GHz, with cavity length 92 mm. The cavity is operated under vacuum
(held at around 1× 10−7 mbar with a Varian Miniature VacIon pump) to minimise air
density fluctuations and isolate from lab temperature fluctuations, which otherwise dy-
namically vary the effective cavity length. The vacuum chamber is actively temperature
controlled and held just above room temperature with instability not exceeding 1 mK per
day typical.
The light at 461 nm is divided between Zeeman slowing (80 mW, −600 MHz), MOT
(30 mW, −40 MHz), probe (10 mW, 0 MHz), and transverse cooling (10 mW, −15 MHz)
applications, which are frequency shifted to the required detuning with acousto-optic mod-
ulators (AOM) and optical power distributed and tuned with λ/2 waveplates and polaris-
ing beam splitter (PBS) cubes. We choose to fibre couple, with polarisation maintaining
fibre, the probe and MOT beams to the vacuum chamber to both clean the beam spatial
mode and address beam pointing instability issues. These issues make it necessary to
intensity stabilise the light at the output of the fibres, which we achieve in the standard
way by servoing the AOM RF drive power, thereby dynamically altering the diffraction
efficiency and optical power in each diffraction order. For this we use a Minicircuits volt-
age controlled RF attenuator, which is effectively a double balanced mixer circuit, placed
between a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) and RF power amplifier. The control volt-
age is derived from the output of a simple integrator circuit which is fed an error signal
from a comparison of a set-point voltage and measurement photo-diode signal. Due to the
poor mode quality at the fibre input we achieve only 60 % coupling efficiency.
Three AOMs, from IntraAction Corp., with tellurium dioxide acousto-optic material
and centre frequency 200 MHz, and another, glass and 60 MHz, are used to produce all
required frequencies (as shown in Fig. 3.13) and (for the former) can be operated over
the range 150 MHz to 280 MHz (provided diffraction angle is compensated). The laser
frequency is set at −450 MHz and a single or double pass (depending on Zeeman Slower
final field configuration) through the glass material AOM, taking the −1 diffraction orders,
provides the required slowing beam detuning. The MOT and probe detunings are achieved
by doubling passing AOMs at drive frequencies 205 MHz and 225 MHz respectively. We
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achieve up to 97 % diffraction efficiency in single pass at high optical powers and note a
high sensitivity to beam waist and degree of collimation, with greatest efficiency achieved
for large (∼1 mm waist) well-collimated beams, and only a small (negligible) sensitivity to
polarisation is observed. We double pass using the spatially separated beams method with
retro-reflection and spatial offset provided by a right angled prism and lens positioned at
the focal length from the AOM crystal centre and prism centre and achieve a double pass
efficiencies of ∼80 %. This method is adopted in preference to the polarisation extraction
method partly for cost reasons but primarily as it provides higher extinction of the light
when switched as there is no reliance on the quality of anti-reflection coatings and purity of
polarisation as is otherwise the case. An in-situ (i.e., no angular correction to compensate
diffraction angle) frequency tuning range of ∼70 % of that for single pass is achieved for the
double passed beam. This comparison was made by measuring the diffraction efficiency in
single pass and double pass versus AOM RF drive frequency over a full range (such that
the diffraction efficiency goes from zero to maximum and back to zero) and compare the
tuning range of each pass, taking 50 % diffraction efficiency as a cut-off. To recycle the
power lost in the zeroth order of the second pass of the MOT AOM we pick off this light
to a second AOM operated in single pass with drive frequency 230 MHz and take the +1
order to generate light at −15 MHz for transverse cooling. Although power efficient, the
dependency of this method on the MOT AOM drive frequency is potentially problematic
and an alternative route would be to setup the transverse cooling light AOM in double pass
at drive frequency 217.5 MHz with a direct feed from the laser. To provide experimental
control the VCOs and RF attenuators are interfaced with Labview via PXI hardware
allowing software control of drive frequency and power. In addition, a TTL controlled
RF switch provides high extinction of the AOM RF drive power for high extinction of the
non-zero AOM diffraction orders, and used together with a mechanical shutter eliminates
direct laser light leakage delivered to the vacuum chamber during frequency measurement
that would otherwise cause large dynamic stark shifts of the clock transition.
It is worth noting here that (ZnSe or GaN based [201, 202]) laser diodes capable of
operating at 461 nm are now becoming available, driven no doubt by the demand for “true-
blue” production in the laser projector market. Such a development potentially offers a
greatly simplified and reduced cost laser apparatus for future Sr experiments.
3.5.3.2 Repump lasers
The repump transitions at 679 nm and 707 nm have natural linewidths γ = 1.4 MHz and
γ = 6.4 MHz, respectively. For cold atoms in the MOT centre broadening effects will be
small and we preferably require power spectral density of the laser source within the nat-
ural transition linewidth. To this end, the repump light at 679 nm and 707 nm is provided
by two in-house built Littrow ECDLs with anti-reflection (AR) coated laser diodes from
Laser2000, model SAL-685-25 and SAL-0705-20, respectively. The diodes are available un-
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coated relatively cheaply and are manufactured by Opnext, models HL6750MG-A (centre
frequency 685 nm) and HL7001MG-A (centre frequency 705 nm) respectively. The coat-
ing, although not absolutely necessary, certainly makes tuning to the correct wavelength
far easier and in some cases essential. The ECDL design is based on a Newport SL25.4BD
gimbal optical mount with micrometer adjusters and an adapter piece made to hold the
grating at the approximate Littrow angle, which mounts via a piezoelectric tube. Plane
holographic gratings of 1800 lines mm−1 are used with Littrow angles of 37.67◦ for 679 nm
and 39.52◦ for 707 nm light. The mount with grating is assembled in a machined Dural
block which forms an end-plate of the ECDL. The laser diode is mounted in a cylindri-
cal brass block which is screwed, using nylon inserts to isolate the metal screw from the
brass (in preference to nylon, or similarly thermally insulating, screws) to another Dural
end-plate with a ring peltier thermo-electric module sandwiched between. The end-plate
acts as the heat-sink to the peltier module which is used to temperature stabilise the laser
diode at the desired temperature with an in-house built temperature controller (see Ch. 4
for details of temperature control). A lens mount is fixed over the laser diode mounting
end-plate in which an achromatic lens in a cylindrical casing is inserted, adjusted to op-
timally collimate the beam, and fixed in place with a grub screw. The two ends of the
ECDL are connected by an aluminium tube which can be cut to an arbitrary length to
produce the desired cavity length. These ECDLs were based on an existing design and
originally intended for use as clock lasers but due to many drawbacks in the design an
alternative ECDL was designed for use in the lab (see Ch. 4). An initial cavity length
of a relatively long 10 cm was implemented with the intention of reducing the fractional
length change of the cavity for a given mechanical perturbation and aid passive frequency
stability. In practice the length makes operation quite tricky as a consequence of a reduced
external cavity mode spacing (∼1.5 GHz) and additional sensitivity to alignment of the
grating, in particular in the non-dispersive, here vertical, plane of the diffraction grating,
and so we plan to reduce the cavity length in the future. The grating is typically used in
the transverse electric (TE) mode with light polarisation (diode polarised along long or
“slow” axis of diode laser facet (the short transverse beam axis in far field)) parallel to
the grating lines (referred to as P-plane polarised). The configuration ensures optimum
resolving power of the grating as the long transverse beam axis covers the maximum num-
ber of grating lines. The gratings are nominally 20 % efficient in the 1st order (fed back
to the laser) which is often sufficient to pull the diode wavelength, however we had some
difficulty reaching 707 nm with some diodes, aided by rotating the diode in its mounting,
and hence polarisation relative to the grating, to increase feedback by partial use of the
more efficient transverse magnetic (TM) mode. It is expected the 685 nm diode must
be cooled to operate at 679 nm and the 705 nm diode heated to reach 707 nm although
no significant benefit was observed either way over a range of approximately ±5 K about
room temperature (20 ◦C).
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The PZT driver and diode current source are in-house designs with the latter adapted
from the design of K.G. Libbrecht and J. Hall [203] by Christopher Edwards. For tem-
perature control we have tested the Maxim MAX1978 EV integrated PID temperature
controller with PWM (500 kHz) H-bridge output topology providing up to ±3 A output
current with high efficiency, which is intended for communications laser diode modules.
Unfortunately, as a consequence of electromagnetic interference, the switching topology
leads to a non-negligible modulation of the laser diode current at the switching frequency,
and in turn the light acquires noise sidebands at ±500 kHz. No real effort was made to
minimise this effect as noise critical applications are better served with a linear output
topology controller. The result, although not ideal, should be adequate for operation of
the repump lasers.
3.5.3.3 Multiple wavelength frequency stabilisation to an optical cavity
ECDLs, exploiting wavelength selective optical elements and extended cavity lengths,
successfully act to reduce the linewidth of a bare laser diode (upwards of a few 10s of MHz)
to ∼100 kHz or below, often limited by current noise of the driving current source which
tunes the laser frequency through charge carrier density driven refractive index changes in
the diode gain medium. However, their medium to long term frequency stability, arising
from thermal and mechanical creep, is generally inadequate for unmonitored spectroscopic
use. To address this, here, the laser frequency is stabilised to a resonance feature of a low-
drift optical cavity. By extracting the derivative of the cavity resonant line feature a
frequency discriminant is obtained from which corrections to the laser frequency may be
instructed (see Ch. 4 for details). Through the action of the laser diode current (“fast”
acting, bandwidth ∼1 MHz) and grating position (“slow” acting, bandwidth several kHz),
the ECDL effective cavity length is compensated to maintain a steady frequency at line
centre of the cavity resonance.
For the Sr lattice experiment there are several optical wavelengths that require stabili-
sation. Here, we propose the locking of four discrete optical wavelengths (922 nm, 679 nm,
707 nm, and 813 nm) to a single low-drift tunable optical cavity using the Pound-Drever-
Hall (PDH) locking method and wavelength separation by optical filters. The optical
cavity is described in Sec. 3.5.3.1 and the proposed locking scheme depicted in Fig. 3.14.
From the cavity mirror coating reflectance data and Eq. (2.3) we can estimate a cavity
finesse of 450 at 922 nm, 2100 at 679 nm, 3100 at 707 nm, and 2500 at 813 nm which are
in a useful range for robust frequency stabilisation. Conveniently, suitable dichroic and
short/long pass filters are available from Thorlabs, and with reference to Fig. 3.14 these
are, D1: DMLP900 dichroic; transmits above 920 nm, D2: DMLP605 dichroic; trans-
mits below 720 nm, F1: FES0700 shortpass; >80 % transmission at 679 nm and ∼0 % at
707 nm, F2: FEL0700 longpass; >80 % transmission at 707 nm and ∼0 % at 679 nm. Fur-
thermore, by using a range of optical modulation frequencies the PDH locking signal prior
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to demodulation may be electronically filtered for more robust wavelength isolation. In
operation, each wavelength may be tuned to the correct cavity mode with the aid of an
optical wavemeter before locking, and the difference between the nearest cavity mode and
required atomic frequency bridged with an AOM. Other than its reduced cost and use
of resources in comparison to duplicating an independent cavity stabilisation scheme for
each wavelength, this scheme intrinsically relates the long term frequency drift of a single
optical cavity to all wavelengths and therefore allows simple multiple simultaneous cor-
rection. By referencing the cavity, quickly and simply, to the 461 nm fluorescence signal,
long term stability of all four wavelengths is achieved.
3.5.4 Experimental details: Apparatus
3.5.4.1 Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV) apparatus
The vacuum apparatus consists of a Sr oven (Sec. 3.2.2), a small spectroscopy cell intended
for transverse cooling, an atomic beam delivery tube allowing space for Zeeman Slowing,
and an experimental chamber. The system is differentially pumped with a 40 l s−1 ion
pump (Varian VacIon Plus 40 StarCell) servicing the “high-pressure” oven side of the
vacuum system (pressure 1× 10−7 mbar typical with oven running), and a 20 l s−1 ion
pump (Varian VacIon Plus 20 StarCell) aided by a non-evapourable getter (NEG) (SAES
Getters CapaciTorr CF 35 base flange and C 400-2 DSK cartridge and heater) pumping the
experimental chamber (pressure ∼1× 10−10 mbar). The NEG efficiently pumps hydrogen
gas, which accounts for the majority of vacuum residual gas content (checked with residual
gas analyser (RGA)), at a specified rate ∼100 l s−1. A 1 mm aperture on axis of the atomic
beam, and immediately downstream of the spectroscopy cell (10 cm from oven nozzle exit),
separates the two sides. This is closely followed by a manually operated viton sealing gate
valve, placed to shutter the atomic beam and allow servicing of the oven without breaking
vacuum to the experimental chamber. All-metal valves (copper seal and bonnet) are
included on each side of the vacuum system to allow initial pumping from air (we use
a Varian Mini Task turbomolecular vacuum pump). The experimental chamber comes
from Kimball Physics and is the 8 ′′ diameter extended spherical octagon, model MCF800-
ExtOct-G2C8A16 in 316LN (non-magnetic) stainless steel. All vacuum components are
connected in the usual way (for UHV) with CF type flanges and copper gaskets. To
aid serviceability, by preventing corrosion, silver plated copper gaskets are used in the
vicinity of the oven. For the viewports we use the softer annealed copper gaskets with
the aim of reducing the required sealing force (derived from the applied tightening tension
required to complete the seal) to minimise stress on the viewport, which may otherwise
lead to unwanted birefringence in the glass. The viewports are from Torr Scientific Ltd
and are a fused silica glass (surface quality 20/10 scratch/dig, flatness < 8λ) with a non-
magnetic tantalum brazed seal to a 316LN stainless steel CF flange, and may be baked to
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∼470 K. Each is AR coated for the relevant wavelengths and for the lattice viewports this
includes 813 nm, 698 nm, and 532 nm (however, the coating would not stretch to include
461 nm in addition to these). Viewports for blue and red MOT beams are coated for single
wavelengths only). For the lattice viewports, where birefringence is highly undesirable, low
stress mounting options were considered. Indium wire is often used to mechanically seal
glass viewports to metal vacuum chambers by virtue of its high malleability and ability
to wet glass (will cold weld to glass so does not require clamping once the seal is made),
but is constrained to low temperature operation (and bake out) by limit of its relatively
low melting point (∼430 K). An alternative is to use lead solder in place of indium which
may be baked at temperatures exceeding 525 K. However, lead solder lacks the cold
welding properties of indium and sealing requires a permanent clamp (see for example
[204, 205]). The force applied to this clamp however can be less than that required to
seal a CF flange and can be carefully applied uniformly across the viewport to minimise
strain. Such a sealing method may be adopted in future revisions of the apparatus.
The slowing beam viewport, which faces the atomic beam, is of z-cut sapphire and AR
coated on the outer surface only to present a corrosion resistant surface to the Sr atomic
beam (see Sec. 3.2.1.1 for details). A Kimball Physics close coupler provides clearance
around the viewport for heater access in aid of clearing Sr deposits from the Sapphire. All
vacuum components are cleaned for UHV and following assembly baked to a minimum of
470 K (limited by viewports) for several days under vacuum to encourage out-gassing of
surface contaminants. The complete apparatus including optical configuration is shown
in Fig. 3.15.
3.5.4.2 Optical access and MOT coils
To allow space for lattice optics the whole system is mounted at a raised height with
chamber centre ∼38.5 cm above the optical table. Blue and red MOT beams are delivered
independently (3 retro-reflected beams for each MOT) with access given by 8 1.33 ′′CF
(DN16) ports and the two 8 ′′CF side flanges (reduced to 2.75 ′′CF (DN40) viewports),
which limits the MOT beam size to ∼1 cm. It is noted that in the current configuration the
MOT beams are not fully orthogonal and are reduced to a 45◦ angle in the transverse (to
coil axis) magnetic field direction on axis of the atomic beam. The confinement in a usual
MOT is anyway twice weaker in the transverse directions compared to the longitudinal
(on axis) direction as a result of the shape of the quadrupole field produced by the anti-
helmholtz coil pair. Here we have an additional asymmetry between transverse beams
and the projected restoring force in the vertical direction is reduced to about 70 % of
usual but should not pose any difficulties. A six-way DN16 cross provides 4-axis optical
access immediately following the oven (centre of cross 9 cm downstream of oven) which
may be used for laser spectroscopy or transverse cooling, although with limited length of
interaction. A 1 mm collimating aperture is secured in the furthest leg of the cross (away
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Figure 3.15: Vacuum Apparatus - (Top) Render of a 3D drawing of the vacuum ap-
paratus as it exists in the lab. Drawing assembled in VariCad (for Linux) using (largely)
component manufacturer provided STEP files). (Bottom right) Photograph of the assem-
bled vacuum system and surrounding MOT optics. (Bottom left) View along the oven
and permanent magnet Zeeman slower.
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from oven) 10 cm downstream of the oven nozzle.
The MOT coils must produce large field gradients>40 G cm−1 and allow rapid (∼10 ms)
switching of the field to ∼1 G for the second stage of cooling. They must also be suited to
providing a uniform field ∼10 G when switched to helmholtz configuration for magnetic in-
duced spectroscopy (see Sec. 3.21). Given the external dimensions of the vacuum chamber,
coils made to fit externally and to this specification present a moderate challenge. For coils
mounted inside the vacuum (see for example the Sr apparatus of PTB or Durham) a small
separation of coils is possible, allowing high field gradients to be reached with relatively
small peak fields. However, having additional pieces inside the vacuum system brings with
it additional complications. Another option is to manufacture non-standard side flanges
which mount the coils within a recess, positioned inside the chamber, to achieve a shorter
coil separation (see, for example, the transportable apparatus of the Florence group [206].
Alternatively, a large coil with a hefty current supply and efficient water cooling can be
used. A suitable coil may be 15 cm diameter, with 90 turns producing 0.66 G cm−1 A−1,
wound with copper tubing to allow efficient water cooling. However, currently, we are
utilising MOT coils intended for a 2D MOT, which were to operate continuously around
a small chamber. They have 500 turns of 0.9 mm polyester enamelled copper wire wound
around an unbroken (no cut to minimise eddy currents) aluminium former of diameter
95 mm, which is mated to a brass cooling ring through which cold water is pumped.
The coils produce an axial gradient 2.4 G cm−1 A−1 requiring 17 A to produce 40 G cm−1.
However, heating is already a problem at 10 A corresponding to an axial field gradient
24 G cm−1 (coils have dc resistance, R ∼4 Ω, power dissipated ∼400 W [almost 3 times
this at 40 G cm−1]), and with relatively high inductance (estimated L ∼30 mH) the circuit
time constant, L/R, is ∼7.5 ms with corresponding switching time (to fully off) estimated
to be ∼40 ms. Subsequent measurements of the field decay of the coils when switched
confirm this estimate. The coils are currently mounted directly to the 2.75 ′′CF viewports
on each side flange. A 5 kW power supply (model EA-PS 8200-70 by Elecktro-Automatik)
is used to power the coils.
3.5.5 Experimental results of the first cooling stage
Initial cooling and trapping has be carried out on the 1S0 ↔ 1P1 transition with the
MOT loaded from a slow atom flux exiting a novel permanent magnet Zeeman slower
[185]. The slower consists of a 2D array of permanent neodymium disc magnets with field
arranged transverse to the atomic beam direction [185]. The capture and exit velocities
are approximately 420 m s−1 and 25 m s−1 with slowing length ∼25 cm and is designed to
operate with 70 mW of optical power in the slowing beam, which is convergent towards
the oven source. Note, due to the transverse field arrangement linearly polarised light
is required, perpendicular to the magnetic field direction, of which only half is resonant
with the spatially tuned magnetic sublevel. For optimum parameters of the slower, we
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Figure 3.16: MOT Isotope Scan - MOT parameters: Axial field gradient ∼20 G cm−1
and individual MOT beam power∼4 mW with waist∼5 mm. Note, the frequency detuning
is relative to that for maximum loading of the 88Sr MOT.
measure a slow atom flux of ∼3.5× 109 atoms s−1 centred at ∼30 m s−1 for 88Sr, from an
atomic beam of total flux 1× 1011 atoms s−1, and load ∼2.5× 107 atoms in to a MOT
operating the same 1S0 ↔ 1P1 transition. Further details of the slower can be found in
Refs. [186, 187], which includes full characterisation of the slower by measurements of the
longitudinal velocity distribution at the slower exit and MOT loading rates for various
slower operating parameters. An enhancement in MOT number of around 17 is achieved
with the addition of repump lasers at 707 nm and 679 nm, as previously discussed, with
loading time ∼0.5 s.
To validate the slowing and capture of atomic Sr the 1st stage cooling laser frequency
(slowing beam and MOT beams together) was scanned over isotopes 86Sr, 86Sr, and 86Sr
by tuning the length of the optical cavity to which the master laser at 922 nm is stabilised.
The MOT fluorescence is collected on a home-built large area photodetector (using Hama-
matsu S3590-18 Si PIN photodiode) and the measured signal presented in Fig. 3.16. The
relative atom number between isotopes is in good agreement with expectation from natural
abundances.
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Figure 3.17: Second-Stage Cooling - (Top) Semiclassical radiative force versus position
for the 689 nm MOT along z, with gravity included. (Bottom) The corresponding trap
potential in temperature. An axial magnetic field gradient of 5 G is used throughout (2.5 G
along z). Here, the transition linewidth γ is 7.4 kHz and s0 (which is for each MOT beam)
is calculated for beam waist w0 = 2 mm (beam power ranges from 50µW to 500µW.)
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3.6 1S0 –
3P1: Second-stage cooling Sr
3.6.1 Red MOT
Following cooling and trapping on the 1S0 –
1P1 transition described above, atoms are
loaded into a red MOT operating on the narrow (∼7 kHz) 1S0 – 3P1 transition at 689 nm,
allowing Doppler cooling to recoil limited temperatures ∼1µK suitable for efficient loading
into weak conservative potentials. In contrast to the first stage of cooling, which has
Γ/ωr ∼ 3× 103, the narrow cooling line is characterised by Γ/ωr ∼ 1.6 and the cooling
forces are comparable to the local gravity with amax/g = 16 (see Fig. 3.17) and requires
only moderate magnetic field gradients (1 G cm−1 to 10 G cm−1). As a consequence the
atoms find equilibrium below centre of the MOT and appear to sag under the influence
of gravity. Such a system provides an opportunity to investigate both semiclassical and
quantum mechanical cooling processes, the dynamics of which have been exhaustively
studied elsewhere in previous works [207–209]. We reserve the following discussion for
detailing the apparatus required to realise such a narrow line MOT in extension to the
initial cooling.
3.6.2 Experimental details: 689 nm light source
To take advantage of the cold temperatures offered by narrow line Doppler cooling we
require a light source with similar (or better) spectral property. We must also be able to
spectrally broaden this source to cover the extent of the Doppler profile arising from the
residual atomic motion following first-stage cooling. Assuming a temperature of ∼mK a
bandwidth of 0.5 MHz to 1 MHz (∆ν =
√
TkB/m) directed to higher detunings should be
sufficient.
The 689 nm cooling light is generated by an in-house ECDL which is locked using the
PDH method to a high-finesse optical cavity. The PDH locking method is a form of FM
spectroscopy applied to detecting an optical cavity resonance and providing feedback to
the laser frequency to maintain resonance. Details of the PDH locking method will not
be given here, however, the interested reader is referred to the thesis of T. Day [210]
and the original paper by Drever et al. [55]. Additionally, and of particular use to the
experimenter tasked with stabilising diode lasers, the chapter produced by R. Fox et al.
for “Cavity-Enhanced Spectroscopies” [211] provides a very useful manual.
The optical cavity (which previously served as the clock cavity for the NPL Sr ion
project) consists of a horizontally mounted 10 cm cylindrical ULE spacer with two curved
mirrors on a ULE substrate optically bonded at either end and a ventilation hole drilled
transversely to centre. The cavity finesse was measured to be ∼65 000 by cavity ring-
down spectroscopy, corresponding to a cavity bandwidth (FWHM of resonance feature) of
∼23 kHz and a mirror reflectance of 99.995 % at 689 nm. Typically, cavity mirrors exhibit
losses due to imperfections on or within the mirror coating, which may be caused simply
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by surface contaminants that may be removed with cleaning. The combined scattering
and absorption losses, characterised by L, may be determined by a measure of the cavity
finesse together with the cavity transmission, used to determine the mirror transmittance,
T , where R + T + L = 1. The cavity finesse may then be determined approximately
according to (L+ T )−1. Typical losses of the ‘best’ available mirrors are in the region of
a few ppm, which is consistent with the results here.
The cavity is operated under vacuum (held at around 1× 10−7 mbar with a Varian
VacIon 2 l s−1 pump) to minimise air density fluctuations and isolate from lab temperature
fluctuations, which otherwise dynamically vary the effective cavity length. For example,
consider the refractivity (n − 1), where n is the local refractive index of air at room
temperature along the optical path length as a function of pressure [212],
n− 1 ≈ 2.5× 10−7P (mbar) (3.40)
where P is the pressure in units of mbar. The effective cavity length determines the cavity
free spectral range as νFSR =
c
2Ln and the relative frequency shift of the cavity resonance
is,
δνP
ν
= (1− 1/n) ≈ 2.5× 10−7P (mbar) (3.41)
For a frequency stability ∼1 kHz (fractional frequency instability ∼2.3× 10−12) a cav-
ity operated at atmospheric pressure (∼1 bar) requires a fractional pressure stability of
1× 10−5, which is unrealistic. At a pressure of 1× 10−7 mbar this is relaxed significantly
accommodating fluctuations as large as 10 000 % (for the clock laser where a fractional fre-
quency instability ∼1× 10−15 or better is required, the constraint on pressure fluctuation
here is at the 10 % level which is likely achieved in most vacuum apparatus operating in
a well-defined steady state environment).
The vacuum chamber is wrapped with Constantan heater wire and actively temper-
ature stabilised at just above room temperature with instability not exceeding 1 mK per
day typical (lab temperature stability ±0.1 K typical). This is aided by a layer of rubber
thermal insulation which is wraps around the cavity vacuum chamber and also lines an
aluminium sheet box which sits over the vacuum chamber. At room temperature the ULE
linear coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) is αL ∼1× 10−8 K−1. It is then necessary
that the cavity sees temperature fluctuations no bigger than 100µK if we are to maintain
a frequency instability of ∼1 kHz. As the cavity is somewhat isolated from conductive
and convective heat transfer mechanisms we expect a reduced response to environmental
fluctuations with a thermal time constant dominated by radiative heat transfer. One ap-
proach then is to apply substantial radiative shielding to the inner chamber using very low
emissivity materials (i.e., highly reflective surfaces, such as polished aluminium or gold
[chemically stable]). Here we rely on the shielding of the machined stainless steel vacuum
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chamber (emissivity ∼0.14). Finally, a decreased temperature sensitivity may be achieved
by stabilising the temperature of the cavity to correspond to the minima of the ULE CTE,
which is targeted at room temperature but often falls several degrees off depending on the
ULE batch. Such a measurement is easily made (providing one has a second system for
beat note comparison or an optical frequency comb handy) by (very) slowly ramping the
cavity temperature and measuring the locked laser frequency, which should turn around
at the CTE minima. Such a measurement has not yet been made for this optical cavity
but is expected to be below room temperature, requiring a redesign of the cavity vacuum
chamber thermal control.
In addition to environmental temperature perturbations, the energy supplied by the
laser to the cavity mirrors can result in noticeable heating effects. Given a finesse of 130 000
with power enhancement factor N = F/pi the intracavity power is Pintra = 4× 104Pinc,
which even for a small input power of 10µW (coupled into the cavity) results in a significant
circulating power of 0.41 W. Calculating the shift due to this heating is not straightfor-
ward and depends on the physical properties of the mirror substrate and coating. Some
experimental investigation carried out with a similar cavity [213] (finesse ∼400 000) re-
ports a dependency of 15 HzµW−1 of coupled light. We typically use ∼10µW incident to
the cavity (set by increasing the light level just above the locking system’s electronic noise
floor to ensure optical limited noise near the shot noise limit) with a free-running stability
of <1 %, and as such poses no threat to the laser’s frequency stability at the required level.
Fig. 3.18 shows the schematic of the locking setup. The ECDL is of Littrow design
(see Ch. 4) and generates about 10 mW of optical power at 689 nm. The output beam
is first circularised with an anamorphic prism pair (APP) and passes through an optical
isolator (∼40 dB) to prevent unwanted optical feedback to the laser diode. The majority
of light is sent to the experiment via a double passed AOM which bridges the gap from the
nearest optical cavity mode and atomic resonance (measured with an optical frequency
comb to be 440 MHz) and allows frequency modulation necessary for efficient cooling,
described above. A small amount of light is picked off for the cavity lock. This light is
first polarised, here with a standard polarising beam splitting cube (extinction ratio TP /TS
104:1 in transmission; Glan-Thompson polariser can be used if higher extinction required),
before entering the electro-optic modulator (EOM) (Leysop EM200A-PM) driven by a
high-voltage FET oscillator (serving as the local oscillator [LO]) for phase modulation
(PM). It is important to set the polarisation correctly for pure PM, i.e., with the light
linearly polarised along the extraordinary crystal axis (z-axis or optical axis), as rotation
of the polarisation (resulting from a polarisation which samples the crystal birefringence)
will lead to an unwanted amplitude modulation (AM) following subsequent polarising
optics. This AM produces in-phase blue and red sidebands (in contrast to anti-phase
PM sidebands) at the EOM modulation frequency which do not cancel when mixed on
the in-loop optical detector. When this signal is demodulated to baseband in a step to
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produce the locking error signal this AM results in an offset (known as the optical offset)
in the frequency of the lock point. The offset can be compensated with an electrical
offset, however, dynamic variation of the AM will result in an instability of the laser
frequency. Here it is sufficient to ensure proper alignment through the EOM to minimise
AM, however, in more demanding situations it may be necessary to introduce a scheme
for active correction of the residual AM [214, 215]. Care must also be taken to avoid
additional etalons in the optical path which act to modulate the relative amplitudes of
the PM sidebands, leading to further offsets of the error signal which vary with frequency
of the laser. Such etalons are generally formed between surfaces of optics in beam path
normal to the laser wavevector and the cavity mirrors, and vary with changing beam path
distances resulting from air currents and temperature fluctuations. Generally, choosing
a low modulation frequency minimises the influence of such parasites but is traded for
reduced lock capture range and is usually solved by careful arrangement of optics.
Following the EOM, light is directed into the TEM00 spatial cavity mode with a pair
of steering mirrors (the second is in fact a glass plate) and mode matching lens (for details
of mode matching see, for example, Ref. [216]). The glass plate allows the reflected cavity
signal to be extracted for locking and is used in preference to a λ/4 waveplate plus PBS
(typically used) to minimise the aforementioned AM. The cavity transmission is viewed
with a CCD camera during alignment to monitor the cavity mode and subsequently with
a silicon PIN photodiode. The reflected signal is focussed onto a small area avalanche
photodiode (APD) which is AC coupled and amplified. The detected signal contains a
measure of the laser frequency noise as a pedastal of noise sidebands around a central beat
at the modulation frequency, f . This signal is bandpass filtered to eliminate frequencies
near DC, 2f and higher and mixed with the LO signal in a double balanced mixer (DBM).
It is important to eliminate common signals at multiples > 1 of f as these will demodulate
to cause spurious DC offsets to the error signal. The baseband signal is extracted with
a low pass filter (f0  f) and fed to the laser current and PZT via the loop filter (see
Ch. 4). A locking bandwidth of ∼400 kHz is achieved and a sub kHz laser linewidth is
estimated.
3.7 One-Dimensional Optical Lattice Trap
3.7.1 Dipole force
We previously considered the radiative force experienced by a two level atom for an atom-
light interaction where detuning, ∆, is small (∆  Ω). We now turn our attention
to the case for large detuning, |∆|  Ω, in which the influence of photon scattering is
substantially reduced. Instead, we are concerned with the perturbation of energy levels by
the presence of the laser field, such that we may create conservative trapping potentials
by exploiting laser field intensity gradients. We start by considering the atom as a simple
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oscillator in a classical radiation field [217].
Classically, an atom placed in an oscillating electric field E(r, t) = eˆE0(r) exp(−iωt)+
c.c. experiences an oscillating induced dipole moment p(r, t) = eˆ p(r) exp(−iωt) + c.c.,
related by the frequency dependent complex polarisability α as,
p = αE (3.42)
The interaction potential, Udip, between the electric field and the induced dipole moment
is given by the time average of the instantaneous electrostatic interaction energy, Vint, as,
Udip = 〈Vint〉 =
∫ 〈E〉
0
−d(E) · dE = −1
2
〈pE〉 = −1
2
Re(α) 〈E2〉 (3.43)
which differs from that of a permanent dipole moment by the factor 1/2. Substituting for
intensity, I, using the relation I = 0c〈E2〉, we have,
Udip = − 1
20c
Re(α) I (3.44)
This accounts for the dispersive interaction concerned with the real part of the polarisabil-
ity, which arises from the in-phase component of the dipole oscillation. In a non-uniform
electric field the atom experiences a force, known as the dipole force, given by,
Fdip(r) = −∇Udip(r) = − 1
20c
Re(α)∇I (3.45)
The idea of using this force to trap particles was first proposed by Letokhov [218] (and
later by Ashkin [219]). The imaginary part of the polarisability, which describes the out-
of-phase component of the dipole oscillation, accounts for absorption of the field. The
power absorbed is given by [217],
Pabs = 〈p˙E〉 = ω
0c
Im(α) I (3.46)
and is later re-emitted as dipole radiation. Assuming a quantised field with photon energy
~ω and neglecting saturation effects, we may consider the discrete absorption and re-
emission of power as a photon scattering event with corresponding rate given by,
Rsc =
Pabs
~ω
=
1
~0c
Im(α) I (3.47)
Adopting the Lorentz model of a classical oscillator we may find the form of the polaris-
ability. Here, we consider an electron at position r with elementary charge e, and mass me,
elastically bound to the core of the atom and undergoing harmonic motion with oscillation
eigenfrequency ω0 (in analogy to a mass on a spring). The electron’s motion is damped
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as a result of energy lost by dipole radiation (the classical analogue to spontaneous emis-
sion), as described by the well-known Larmor equation concerning the power radiated by
an accelerated charge. The equation of motion for a driven oscillation of the electron is
thus,
r¨ + Γr˙ + ω20r = −
e
me
E(t) (3.48)
Assuming the solution has the same form as the oscillating field, such that r(t) = eˆr0 exp(−iωt),
we arrive at the expression for the polarisability,
α =
e2
me
1
ω2 − ω20 + iωΓω
(3.49)
where we have used the relation p = −er = αE, and the classical damping rate,
Γω =
e2ω2
6pi0mec3
(3.50)
Introducing the on resonance damping rate Γ ≡ Γω0 = (ω0/ω)2Γω, the polarisability can
be written as,
α = 6pi0c
3 Γ/ω
2
0
ω2 − ω20 + i(ω3/ω20)Γ
(3.51)
A semi-classical approach, where we consider a two-level quantum system interacting with
a classical electric field, yields the same result for α but with a modification to the radiative
decay rate, given by,
Γ =
2ω30
6pi0~c3
|d|2 (3.52)
where d represents the dipole matrix element 〈e|d |g〉, for the the dipole moment operator
d = −er, and Γ is equivalent to the Einstein A21 coefficient. Invoking the rotating wave
approximation (RWA), valid for |∆|  ω0, such that ω/ω0 ≈ 1 (but not valid for ω = ω0),
and ∆ = ω−ω0, where ω is the frequency of the interacting light field, the dipole potential
can be written as,
Udip(r) =
3pic2
2ω30
Γ
∆
I(r) (3.53)
and scattering rate,
Rsc(r) =
3pic2
2~ω30
(
Γ
∆
)2
I(r) (3.54)
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and are related by,
Rsc =
Γ
~∆
Udip (3.55)
We can conclude two general results that will help us in designing our trap.
• Sign of detuning: As mentioned in Sec. 2.4 we can build traps with ∆ < 0
(∆ > 0), where we are said to be red (blue) detuned, and trap atoms in the intensity
maxima (minima) of the light field. Due to the intensity profile of a Gaussian beam,
it is simple to construct a trap in 3D using a single focussed Gaussian beam for
the red detuned case. Trap geometries for the blue detuned case are less simple
although benefit from the reduction in intensity experienced by the trapped atom
(see for example hyperpolarisability 2.4.3.3, also note the reduced scattering rate
which manifests in a reduced trap heating rate).
• Trap depth: ∆ vs I:
Udip ∝ I/∆ (3.56)
Rsc ∝ I/∆2 (3.57)
It is then generally the goal to operate at large detunings and high intensities to
minimise the scattering rate for a given potential depth. Of course, for our magic
wavelength lattice we do not have this freedom of choice.
3.7.2 Lattice Potential
The simplest lattice configuration, and one first considered for frequency metrology [113], is
that of a one-dimensional (1D) red-detuned optical lattice trap formed of a retro-reflected
tightly focussed gaussian laser beam (waist w0 ∼50µm is typical) with wavelength λL.
We may construct the electric field amplitude of our 1D optical lattice as a superposition
of two counter-propagating Gaussian beams. Starting with one beam propagating along
z we have the real part of the electric field as,
E(r, z, t) =
w0
w(z)
e−(r/w(z))
2
E0 eˆ cos(kz − ωt), (3.58)
where k = 2pi/λ is the wave vector along the z-axis, r is the radial coordinate in the
transverse direction, ω = 2pic/λ is the oscillation angular frequency, and t is time. The
beam waist is given by w(z) = w0(1 + (zR/z)
2) with Rayleigh length zR = piw
2
0/λ (the
distance along z in which w(z) =
√
2w0, with w0 at z = 0). The longitudinal or Gouy phase
ξ(z) = − arctan(z/zR), and wavefront curvature R(z) = z(1+(zR/z)2), are not important
here and have been neglected. Our superposition of two identical counter-propagating
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waves is then,
EL(r, z, t) = E1(r, z, t) + E2(r, z, t) = 2
w0
w(z)
e−(r/w(z))
2
E(t) eˆL cos(kLz) (3.59)
where the oscillating electric field amplitude E(t) = E0 cos(ωt), and we have used the
conditions,
ω1 = ω2 ≡ ωL, e1 = e2 ≡ eL, k1 = −k2 ≡ kL, w1 = w2 ≡ w0, E1 = E2 = E0 ≡ EL
2
,
Taking the intensity IL = ε0c 〈E2〉, where the angle brackets indicate a time average, ε0 is
the permittivity of free space, and c is the speed of light, and the unit polarisation vector
has the property eˆ∗ · eˆ = 1, we have,
IL(r, z) = 2ε0c |E0|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
4I0
(
w0
w(z)
)2
e−2(r/w(z))
2
cos2(kLz). (3.60)
The field is typically described as a standing wave or 1D optical lattice. The trapping
potential energy UL(r, z) corresponding to a state |a〉 is determined by the ac Stark shift
δEStarka such that,
UL(r, t) = U0
(
w0
w(z)
)2
e−2(r/w(z))
2
cos2(kLz) (3.61)
where,
U0 = δE
Stark
a = −
1
2
αa〈E2〉 = −αa 4P
ε0cpiw20
. (3.62)
Here, P is the total optical power in one of the incident beams, and αa is the polarisability
of state |a〉 calculated in Sec. 5.1. In a retro-reflected 1D optical lattice configuration, P is
the total power input to form the lattice. It is often useful to express the peak trap depth
as a temperatue, given by Ttrap = U0/kB, where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Atoms in
the centre of the potential with temperature Tat < Ttrap will remain trapped.
For αa > 0, which occurs for a lattice frequency tuned to the red side of the dominant
interacting dipole transition, atoms are confined at the intensity maxima of the lattice-
field, resulting in a sin2 (kLz) spatially modulated trapping potential. Each lattice site is
separated by half the lattice wavelength, λL/2, and is roughly “pancake” shaped, described
by the radial and axial characteristic trap frequencies νr and νz, respectively. For small
displacements of z and r from the trapping centres, such that sin2(kLz) ≈ kLz, the axial
and radial harmonic-like components of the potential are UL(z) ≈ U0(kLz)2 and U(r) =
U0[−2(r/w0)2]. Equating to a harmonic oscillator potential Uho = 12mω20x2, where m is
the atomic mass, and replacing the characteristic oscillator angular frequency ω0 with 2piνr
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Figure 3.19: 1D Optical Lattice Potential - A cross section of the lattice potential
showing tight axial confinement and weaker radial confinement (top), and the peak trap
depth versus lattice waist per watt of one way optical power (bottom).
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and 2piνr, the trap frequencies are determined as,
νr =
√
4U0/m (2piw0)
2 (3.63)
νz =
√
2U0/mλ2L (3.64)
The radial confinement is relatively weak with trap frequencies typically on the order of
100 Hz. The axial confinement is much tighter, 100 or so times higher than in the radial
direction, offering Lamb-Dicke confinement in 1D, accessed when probed collinear with
the lattice beam.
The peak trap depth, U0 is typically described in terms of the recoil energy associated
with the absorption of a lattice photon, ER = p
2/2m = h2/2mλ2L and axial trap frequency
νz (which can be measured by observing the resolved motional sidebands), as,
U0 = ν
2
z
m2λ4L
h2
ER (3.65)
A typical trap depth for Sr operated at the magic wavelength λm ≈ 813 nm, is on the
order of 100ER, corresponding to axial sidebands at ±68 kHz (compare with ion-traps
with νz ∼ ±1 MHz). Finally, comparing the radial and axial trapping frequencies,
νz
νr
=
√
2piw0
λL
(3.66)
gives us a spectroscopic measure of the beam waist, useful for characterising the trapping
conditions seen by the atoms.
3.7.3 Spectroscopic effects of the trapping potential
In reality our optical lattice trap only approximates a harmonic potential close to the
motional (vibrational) ground state. The sin2(kz) potential becomes increasingly anhar-
monic, deviating from the infinitely deep harmonic potential (Uho =
1
2mω
2z2), as we move
from the trap zero-energy. As a result, νz decreases for higher levels of n and transi-
tions between vibrational states at different levels of n generates a sideband spectrum
with broken degeneracy. As required, our carrier is unaffected, providing the criteria for
Lamb-Dicke confinement is satisfied (η  1, see Sec. 2.3.1).
Another effect concerning the 1D trap is due to motion in the weakly confined radial
direction. This is largely responsible for the asymmetric line shape observed in trap
sideband spectra and results from the changing trapping potential experienced by an atom
oscillating in the radial direction around trap centre. The atom ‘sees’ a lower intensity at
the trap extremities leading to a reduced trap frequency, and the sideband is ‘washed-out’
to lower frequencies (see Fig. 3.20). As the atomic motion depends on the temperature
of the atomic sample, the sideband lineshape may be used as a measure of the sample
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Figure 3.20: Trap Anharmonicity - (Left) Comparison of harmonic trapping potential
with eigenvalues versus the sin2 z lattice potential (for illustration only). (Right) Typical
spectrum showing resolved motional sidebands in an optical lattice potential (courtesy of
NIST).
temperature.
The atomic motion also implicates the Rabi frequency and peak clock excitation frac-
tion achievable, which is covered in some detail in the thesis of Boyd [124].
3.7.4 813 nm laser source
An ECDL (developed as part of this work, see Ch. 4) operated at 813 nm (laser diode from
Eagleyard, model: EYP-RWE-0840-06010-1500-SOT02-0000) is used to seed a commercial
tapered amplifier (Toptica BOOSTA) to provide 500 mW of optical power for lattice use
(it is noted that 1 W modules are now available). We expect to operate with a 50µm
lattice waist with approximately 300 mW available for trapping, producing a trap depth
of ∼120ER or ∼20µK.
3.8 The 1S0 –
3P0 Clock Transition: Allowing the forbidden
The clock excitation takes place on the spin- and angular-momentum-forbidden intercom-
bination line from the 1S0 to the
3P0 excited-state. In odd isotopes the clock transition
is weakly allowed via inherent hyperfine state mixing, providing a permanent natural
linewidth of a few mHz which is directly accessible with a single tuned laser. Details
of the hyperfine quenching leading to this transition rate can be found, for example, in
Refs. [125, 146, 220].
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3.8.1 Magnetically Induced Spectroscopy
The clock transition in even-isotopes, possessing zero nuclear spin, could be considered
metrologically superior to that of odd-isotopes due to an increased insensitivity to lattice
polarisation and the absence of a first-order Zeeman shift. However, the lack of hyperfine
structure, while greatly simplifying level structure, presents a clock transition of (near
enough not to matter) zero linewidth, forbidding direct optical excitation. Several tech-
niques, including electromagnetically induced transparency and multi-photon excitation,
have been proposed [221] but often require complex phase locked laser systems with pre-
cise control of several laser intensities and are not straightforward to implement. Perhaps
a more attractive scheme is a field-induced state mixing technique (known as magnetically
induced spectroscopy, or MIS) in which a non-zero linewidth can be engineered, enabling
direct optical excitation of the forbidden clock transition [222]. First demonstrated in
174Yb [159], the technique is simple employing only an additional uniform magnetic field
and can be easily implemented in existing optical lattice clock experiments as demon-
strated in 88Sr [140].
3.8.1.1 Magnetic state mixing
To gain insight into the field parameters required to implement MIS in our experiment we
first consider the atom-field interaction, following the treatment given in Refs. [128, 147].
We start by writing the modified Hamiltonian as,
Htot = Ha +Hmag (3.67)
where Ha is the unperturbed atomic Hamiltonian and the magnetic interaction Hmag =
−µ ·B. The magnetic moment, in the absence of nuclear spin, is given by µ = µB(gLL +
gSS), with gL = 1 and gS ≈ 2. As a result of the magnetic interaction, the upper clock
state acquires a small admixture of states ψ, and its wavefunction is modified according
to first order perturbation theory as,
∣∣3P ′0〉 = ∣∣3P0〉+ ∑
ψ 6=3P0
〈ψ|µ ·B ∣∣3P0〉
~∆ψ
|ψ〉 (3.68)
which sums over all relevant states of ψ with frequency detuning ∆ψ from the
3P0 state.
As the interaction is dominated by the contribution of the |3P1,MJ = 0〉 state we may
truncate our sum to include only this state and consider a simple 3-level model, as shown
in Fig. 3.21, such that we may write Eq. (3.68) as,
∣∣2′〉 = |2〉+ 〈3|µ ·B |2〉
~∆32
|3〉 = |2〉+ ΩB
∆32
|3〉 (3.69)
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Figure 3.21: State mixing - Parameters relevant to the MIS technique. Diagram repro-
duced from Ref. [147].
where ΩB = 〈3|µ · B |2〉 /~ is the Rabi frequency resulting from the magnetic coupling
interaction. The normalisation factor, N , of the mixed state |2′〉 may be written as
N =
(
1 + ΩB∆32
)−1/2
, such that |2′〉 = N
(
|2〉+ ΩB∆32 |3〉
)
. However, for the small field
perturbations considered here, N is close to unity and can be neglected. For the states
here represented by |2〉 and |3〉 it can be shown that ΩB ≈
√
2/3 µB |B| /~, [147]. A weak
transition may now occur between clock states |1〉 and |2′〉 with Rabi frequency,
Ω12 = 〈1|d ·E
∣∣2′〉 /~ ≈ ΩB
∆32
〈1|d ·E |3〉 /~ = ΩLΩB
∆32
(3.70)
where ΩL = 〈1|d · E |3〉 /~ is the Rabi frequency resulting from the coupling of states
|1〉 and |3〉 by the applied oscillating electric field E at frequency ω ≈ ω12. Here, this
corresponds to the intercombination transition 1S0 → 3P1 which is weakly dipole allowed
via the intercombination interaction (Sec. 3.1) with decay rate Γ31. We may interpret the
result of Eq. (3.70) in the picture of a two-photon transition, with Ω12 the on-resonance
two-photon Rabi frequency. The first photon is detuned by ∆32 from the |1〉 → |3〉 one-
photon resonance and the magnetic coupling of states |2〉 and |3〉 corresponds to a second
photon of zero frequency such that the two-photon resonance satisfies ω = ω12. The decay
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rate of the upper clock state then becomes [128],
Γ21 ≈ Γ31 Ω
2
B + Ω
2
L
∆232
(3.71)
We may write Eq. (3.70) in terms of fields E and B as,
Ω12 =
〈||d||〉〈||µ||〉(E ·B)
~2∆32
= α
√
IB cos θ (3.72)
where 〈||µ||〉 and 〈||d||〉 are the reduced magnetic and electric dipole matrix elements
corresponding to transitions 3P0 → 3P1 and 1S0 → 3P1 respectively, I is the probe light
intensity, B is the magnetic field amplitude, and θ is the angle between a linearly-polarised
E-field and B-field. The coefficient α contains all other quantities, including the evaluation
of the transition matrix elements.
3.8.1.2 Field related clock shifts
The necessary application of these fields presents two of the largest shifts in even-isotope
clocks that must be evaluated; namely that of the second-order Zeeman shift arising from
the applied magnetic field, and probe light induced ac Stark shift as a result of off-resonant
interactions. Keeping for now to our three level model, the perturbation to the clock states
caused by the magnetic field interaction is, according to second-order perturbation theory,
∆
(2)
B = −|〈3|µ ·B |2〉|
2
~2∆32
= − Ω
2
B
∆32
(3.73)
and the ac Stark shift resulting from the light field interaction is,
∆L =
Ω2L
4∆32
(3.74)
We may rewrite Eq. (3.70) in terms of field related shifts (for a light field linearly polarised
in the direction of B) as,
Ω12 = 2
√
|∆L∆B| (3.75)
The quadratic Zeeman shift is sufficiently estimated within this three level model and
using the previously given result of the matrix element we may evaluate Eq. (3.73) to
give,
β =
∆B
B2
= 2pi ×−23.3 Hz mT−2 (3.76)
where we have used the value ∆32 = 5.60 THz for the fine structure splitting [223]. This is
in agreement with the value measured in Ref. [134]. Evaluation of the probe light induced
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clock shift, which arises due to the differential polarisability of the clock states, requires a
multilevel treatment for sufficient estimation. Using the values α(1S0) = 343.75 a.u. and
α(3P0) = 946.90 a.u. obtained from the polarisability calculations for λ = 698.4 nm (see
Sec. 5.1, Tab. 5.2), we get,
κ =
∆L
I
= 2pi ×−28.2 Hz/W cm−2 (3.77)
which is in good agreement with the experimental and theoretical values quoted in Ref. [152].
This differs from the approximate value κ = 2pi ×−18 Hz/W cm−2 given in Ref. [128], al-
though this may be obtained by truncating the polarisability calculation to include only
coupling of states 5s5p 1P1 and 5s6s
3S1 to the ground and excited clock states respectively,
as is alluded to in the text of Ref. [128].
Estimation of the induced Rabi frequency Ω12 as given by Eq. (3.72), may be written
as [128],
Ω12 = ξ
√
|∆L∆B| cos θ (3.78)
where the dimensionless factor ξ ≡ α/√βκ accounts for the fact that not all of the field
coupled states contributing to shift the clock states contribute to enhance the induced
transition rate, e.g., for the simple 3 level model, where only the light shift of the ground
state to the 3P1 state contributes, ξ = 1. Including only coupling to the
3P1 state, we find
α(1S0) = 8.94 a.u. for 698.4 nm probe light, corresponding to ∆L = 2pi×0.417 Hz/W cm−2.
Using Eqs. (3.72) and (3.75) and our estimated shifts for the 3 level system we arrive at
a value for α/2pi = 197.1 Hz/T
√
mW cm−2, in agreement with Refs. [128, 147] (note a
factor of 2 discrepancy in Ref. [128] resulting from a differing definition of field used in
determination of the light shift). It is then easy to find ξ = 0.237 and we may proceed to
calculate the field parameters required to induce a suitable clock transition rate. Assuming
sub-hertz laser linewidths, we can expect to achieve coherence times ∼1 s so a Rabi fre-
quency of ∼1 Hz should be sufficient. Table 3.6 lists field parameters required to induce a
1 Hz Rabi frequency with fields set to minimise the overall frequency measurement uncer-
tainty. The associated shifts and expected achievable experimental uncertainties are given.
With our best uncertainty estimate the MIS technique should not limit the measurement
uncertainty at the level 1× 10−17.
3.8.2 BBR Quenching
As discussed in Sec. 2.4.4.1 one way to measure the effect of BBR is to heat the environment
surrounding the atoms and measure the resulting frequency shift. A potential problem
arises due to quenching of the excited clock state by thermal radiation. This issue was first
encountered in Sr for magnetic trapping of the 3P2 metastable state, following loading in a
vapour cell MOT [188]. The elevated temperatures necessary to the vapour cell operation
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Figure 3.22: Magnetic induced spectroscopy - Field-induced Rabi frequency for the
1S0 → 3P0 clock transition in Sr.
Table 3.6: MIS example parameters for Rabi frequency Ω12/2pi ≈ 1 Hz
(Γ12 ∼ 10−6 s−1).
B (mT) I (mW cm−2) ∆B/2pi ∆L/2pi ∆B ∆I δν/ν
14.0 1.4 -45.69 -0.41 10−3 10−1 1.4× 10−16
5.0 2.5 -145.63 -0.15 10−4 10−1 4.8× 10−17
14.0 1.4 -45.69 -0.41 10−4 10−2 1.4× 10−17
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Table 3.7: Branching terms of relevant to the BBR quenching of metastable
states. Frequency is in units 1× 1015 rad s−1.
Initial state, a Final state, k λ (nm) ωak ΓLkLa (10
5 s−1) bak
5s5p 3P2 5s4d
3D1 3067.02 0.6142 3.45 1/36
5s5p 3P2 5s4d
3D2 3011.83 0.6254 9/36
5s5p 3P2 5s4d
3D3 2923.36 0.6443 1
5s5p 3P0 5s4d
3D1 2603.13 0.7236 3.45 20/36
5s5p 3P0 5s4d
3D2 2563.26 0.7349 0
5s5p 3P0 5s4d
3D3 2498.90 0.7538 0
5s4d 3D1 5s4d
3P1 – – 3.45 9/36
5s4d 3D2 5s4d
3P1 – – 27/36
5s4d 3D3 5s4d
3P1 – – 0
5s5p 3P1 5s
2 1S0 – – 0.469 1
result in a BBR driven excitation to states of the nearby 5s4d 3D manifold (transitions
in the infra-red) which may then decay to the ground state via the 3P1 state (
3P1 state
lifetime ∼ 21µs). An estimation of this quenching in relation to observed trap lifetime is
given in Ref. [188] and was subsequently measured by Yasuda et al. [172].
A simple estimate of the BBR-induced relaxation rate RBBR can be obtained using
[172],
RBBR =
∑
akg
bakgΓLaLk
[
exp
(
~ωak
kBTenv
)
− 1
]−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n¯
(3.79)
where ΓLaLk is the transition rate from states of an initial term La to final term Lk, ωak
is the angular frequency of the |a〉 ↔ |k〉 BBR driven transition, and n¯ is the photon
occupation number corresponding to a BBR field with characteristic temperature Tenv, as
seen by the atoms. The branching term bakg is determined for each possible excitation and
decay route as the product of branching terms bak (as in Sec. 5.8) from the metastable
state to the ground state, including all intermediate states.
The 3P2 metastable state has an expected natural lifetime of 1050 s [220] and was
measured in 88Sr as 520+320−140 s [172]. The BBR quenched lifetime is found by considering
the possible quenching routes, as shown in Fig 3.23, and there associated branching terms
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Figure 3.23: BBR quenching of metastable states - The levels involved in BBR
quenching with excitation (red) and decay routes (blue) shown.
as,
3P2 → 3D1 → 3P1 → 1S0 bag = 9/362 (3.80)
3P2 → 3D2 → 3P1 → 1S0 bag = 243/362 (3.81)
Adopting λ = 3.01µm for each excitation, the sum over akg may be evaluated and the
total branching term bakg = 7/36 used, as in Ref. [172]. Decay to the ground state is
relatively rapid and may be neglected here. The room temperature BBR quenched 3P2
lifetime is then reduced to ∼120 s (at 300 K) and falls off exponentially with temperature.
For the clock transition in Sr the expected hyperfine quenched 3P0 state lifetime is ∼ 132 s
[146]. Only one quenching route is allowed,
3P0 → 3D1 → 3P1 → 1S0 bag = 5/36 (3.82)
Due to the shorter wavelength, λ = 2.6µm, of the 3P0 → 3D1 excitation the quenching
rate is significantly reduced in comparison to the 3P2 state. For example, at 300 K the BBR
quenched lifetime is ∼2000 s, which does not effect that due to the hyperfine interaction.
However, if we plan to expose our Sr sample to BBR fields of Tenv in the range of 400
to 500 K then our expected lifetime is reduced to 20 s down to 1 s, respectively, at which
point we’d expect to suffer decoherence effects.
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4Diode Lasers for Precision
Spectroscopy
4.1 Extended Cavity Diode Lasers
An extended cavity diode laser (or ECDL) is a semiconductor based laser formed of a laser
diode chip with output coupler (here, the diode laser front facet) replaced by an external
optic, often with frequency selective properties. While other approaches exist [224], the
most common employ the dispersive property of a diffraction grating to provide frequency
selective feedback to the laser diode; arranged in either Littrow [225] or Littman-Metcalf
[226] configurations, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The apparent simplest arrangement is Littrow,
which consists of a diffraction grating set such that the 1st diffraction order is reflected
back to the diode laser and the zero order (or specular reflection) coupled out. Tuning is
accomplished by rotating the angle of the grating and by translating the grating position
to vary the cavity length in the horizontal plane (assuming grating is oriented with rulings
running along the vertical direction), both of which vary the output beam position. In
addition, the effective cavity length is tuned by varying the diode laser current which acts
to adjust the refractive index of the laser chip by charge carrier density. In Littman-
Metcalf configuration the grating position is fixed at near grazing incidence and the zero
order coupled out. The 1st diffraction order, however, is not coupled directly back to
the diode but is retroreflected by an adjustable mirror and the 1st diffraction order of
this light is coupled back to the diode. As a result the laser frequency can be tuned by
adjusting the position of the mirror without affecting the output beam direction. The
twice diffracted optical feedback provides superior frequency selection in comparison to
the Littrow configuration, but with the additional loss of the zero order on the second
diffraction, applications sensitive to the available optical power could be disadvantaged.
Littman-Metcalf designs also benefit from the ability to self correct for misalignment of
the cavity optics in the vertical plane by using a prism reflector in place of the mirror
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Figure 4.1: Littrow and Littman ECDL configurations -
[227]. The requirement for adjustment in the vertical plane is thus removed aiding robust
operation and simplifying the construction.
As part of this work, Littrow configuration ECDLs, with the benefit of higher optical
output power, to operate at wavelengths centred around 813 nm and 698 nm have been
designed and built. One of the major drawbacks of the Littrow design is in the steering
of the output beam when the grating angle is tuned. To overcome this, a compensating
output mirror is added, fixed to track parallel to the grating, and the beam steering is
reduced to a small lateral shift proportional to the grating-mirror separation distance
[228]. Furthermore, if so desired, this residual lateral shift can be essentially eliminated
with use of a triangular prism in place of the mirror [229].
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4.1.1 Littrow Grating Configuration
A ray of light incident on a diffraction grating at angle i (to the grating normal) is diffracted
at angle r according to the grating equation [225],
mλ = d(sin i+ sin r) (4.1)
where m is the diffraction order, d the grating period, and λ the wavelength. Of interest
here are angles where the laser diode ‘sees’ itself in the grating, i.e., for i = r and we are
now have,
mLλL = 2d sin i (4.2)
where the label L refers to the Littrow configuration and the grating serves as a Littrow
reflector for a given wavelength λL. To ensure a high performance operation of the ECDL
we proceed with the following design goals:
• optimise wavelength selectivity
• minimise optical losses
To begin, we set λ = λL in Eq. (4.1) and substitute λL from Eq. (4.2) to give,
2m
mL
− 1 = sin r
sin i
(4.3)
Diffracted orders, or modes, are arranged in symmetric pairs about the grating normal,
with value ∣∣∣∣2mmL − 1
∣∣∣∣ (4.4)
For example, for 1st Littrow order, mL = 1, sin i is fixed and we have,
m = 0 ⇒ −1 = sin r
sin i
⇒ r = −i (4.5)
m = 1 ⇒ 1 = sin r
sin i
⇒ r = i (4.6)
m = 2 ⇒ 3 = sin r
sin i
⇒ r > i (4.7)
Modes are classified as either ‘inner’ or ‘outer’ depending on whether they lie inside or
outside of the angular range of the Littrow and zeroth orders. Inner pairs are simply
eliminated by choosing mL = 1, while outer pairs are eliminated according to the following
criteria [225],
1
2
λL < d <
3
2
λL (4.8)
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To further reduce losses at λ 6= λL, we now consider minimising the half-width of the
Littrow reflection,
∆λ =
λL
p
(4.9)
where p is the total optical path difference across the illuminated area of the grating. A
high angle of incidence increases p. From Eq. (4.2) we therefore require a small grating
period, d, to maximise p and thus minimise ∆λ. In addition, maximising the spectral
angular dispersion [225],
dr
dλL
=
mL
d cos r
=
[(
d
mL
)2
−
(
λL
2
)2]− 12
(4.10)
improves the wavelength selectivity, and is achieved for d approaching the limit λL/2. The
grating resolving power is given by,
R =
λ
∆λ
= mN (4.11)
where N is the number of illuminated diffraction ‘slits’ and is also increased for decreasing
d and increasing apparent beam size.
In summary, we aim to satisfy the following criteria,
1. Eliminate all diffraction orders other than the 1st and zeroth to reduce unnecessary
losses by satisfying,
1
2λL < d <
3
2λL
2. Increase number of illuminated grating ‘slits’
- Increase beam spot size
- Decrease grating period
3. Increase wavelength selectivity by increasing dispersion
- Decrease d→ λL/2
4.1.2 Synchronous Tuning of the Extended Cavity
We consider here the effects of translation and rotation of the diffraction grating and the
case of an optimum pivot point which provides the appropriate amount of each to achieve
a wide continuous tuning range without mode-hop.
I begin by pointing the reader to Fig. 1 in Ref. [230] where the two modes of grating
translation and one of rotation are depicted together with corresponding tuning profiles.
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1. Longitudinal translation. The standing wave inside the cavity is stretched leading
to a continuous change in wavelength. However, this also changes the diffraction
angle from the grating. Eventually, a longitudinal mode with one more λ/2 periods
will be directed into the laser, with the lower losses, and a mode hop back in frequency
will occur.
2. Transverse translation. The distance between each grating period and laser diode
is unchanged, therefore λ remain the same even though the cavity length effectively
increases.
3. Rotation around central vertical axis. By changing the angle of the grating
the Littrow wavelength is changed. A mode hop to a new wavelength occurs when
the next mode has lower losses.
4. Rotation and translation. For each ‘slit’ along the grating length (in direction
of increasing y) an additional λ/2 period is accommodated by the cavity. In case
a), due to the varying cavity length across the beam, a longitudinal translation of
the cavity produces a fractionally different wavelength shift across the beam. So,
to ensure mode hop free tuning over an extended range we aim here to elongate
all λ/2 periods equally by combining both rotation and translation in the correct
proportions simultaneously.
4.1.2.1 Optimum Grating Pivot Point
We now consider a simple geometry to satisfy item 4) of the above discussion and follow
the geometric framework as set out by Nilse et al. [231]. In a Littrow configuration with
beam striking the grating at an angle i, tuned by an angle α, the on axis cavity length
Lα, as depicted in Fig. 4.2, is determined simply as,
Lα = x− y tan(i− α) (4.12)
and the Littrow reflection wavelength is,
λL = 2d sin(i− α) = λ0 sin(i− α)
sin i
(4.13)
The cavity standing wave criteria requires,
Lm = mα
λL
2
(4.14)
where m is the principal cavity mode number. For mode-hop-free tuning to occur we
require the Littrow reflection wavelength to tune synchronously with the principal cavity
mode. While we might expect the mode number to remain constant for mode-hop-free
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operation, the act of pivoting the grating results in a transverse translation and the axial
mode number is changed by ±1 for each grating period that passes the x axis. The total
change in mode number for the geometry pictured (Fig. 4.2), as a continuous function of
α (providing Lα  λm), is given by [231],
∆mα =
y/ cos i− y/ cos(i− α)
d
(4.15)
and we have,
mα = m0 + ∆mα =
2L0
λ0
+
2y sin i
λ0
[
1
cos i
− 1
cos(i− α)
]
(4.16)
=
2
λ0
(
x− y sin i
cos(i− α)
)
(4.17)
Substituting for Lα and mα we arrive at an expression for the principal cavity mode
wavelength,
λm = λ0
x− y tan(i− α)
x− y sin i/ cos(i− α) (4.18)
which has a solution equivalent to the Littrow reflection wavelength for x = 0. We
may conclude that a infinite tuning range is achieved for a grating pivot at position
x = 0 and y = −Lα cot(i − α). To validate this result and calculate the positional
tolerance of the pivot required to satisfy a large tuning range we require calculation of the
frequency tuning range, ∆ν, as a function of pivot point position. We consider the limit
of continuous tuning, and therefore the point at which a mode-hop occurs, to occur when
the frequency corresponding to the principal cavity mode, νm, differs from the Littrow
reflection frequency, νL, by greater than half of the cavity free-spectral-range (FSR) as,
|νL − νm| = 1
2
c
2Lα
(4.19)
The tuning range is thus given by,
∆ν = |νm(α+)− νm(α−)| (4.20)
For further details of this calculation refer to the paper by Nilse et al. [231]. In practice,
attaching the pivot at the point x = 0 in the plane of the grating, as determined above,
places heavy constraints on the mechanical design. A further investigation considering a
more general geometry, which includes an offset of the grating plane relative to the pivot,
is carried out, again by Nilse et al., and it is found that a high mode-hop-free tuning
range is achieved for a band of values along y = − cot i for x < L0. Additionally, it is
perhaps preferable to work away from the “optimum” pivot point at x = 0. While this
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Figure 4.2: Simplified Littrow geometry - Grating, at initial angle i and cavity length
L, is tuned by angle α to cavity length Lα.
compromises the ultimate mode-hope-free tuning range, the positional tolerance is relaxed
with increasing x (see Fig. 4 Ref. [231]) and also allows for a more compact geometry. For
a correct design of pivot we would expect a mode-hop-free tuning range ∼100 GHz.
4.1.3 Extended Cavity Opto-Mechanical Design
4.1.3.1 Design of the Grating Pivot Mechanism
In realising the ECDL mechanics we are faced with a design choice concerning the nature
of the grating pivot mechanism. A flexure hinge element offers a simple lubrication-free
sprung pivot, without friction and with limited hysteresis, and is highly suitable to opto-
mechanical design. Some investigation into a flexure grating pivot mechanism was carried
out, however, due to the limited experience of the author and constraints on time, a
conventional 3-point (cone, flat, and ‘v’-groove) sprung kinematic mount was chosen to
position the grating. Such a mechanism also provides a large range of tunability allowing
the cavity to accommodate a reasonable range of wavelengths (typically > ±20 nm for a
given grating) around its central design wavelength.
The movable kinematic frame which houses the grating and compensation mirror (here
referred to as the grating arm) is machined from a single piece of aluminium (see Fig. 4.5),
and while not an ideal material (moderately high thermal expansion coefficient and low
density) it has been chosen in a first instance for its economy of machining. The ‘v’-groove
on the grating arm is formed by two parallel hardened steel dowels fitted in slots machined
vertically at the top horizontal pivot location. This provides constraint in the horizontal
direction while allowing freedom of motion in the vertical direction for actuation of the
vertical pivot). The common kinematic pivot point is located by a simple hole (typi-
cally a cone or trihedral cut out) in which the end ball of the actuator sits, undersized
in comparison to the actuator ball diameter. The ‘flat’ is provided by the end of a ce-
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Figure 4.3: The collimator assembly. - End and cross-section views of the laser diode
collimator assembly. The lens holder is internally threaded to accept a Thorlabs C110TME
aspheric lens. On the outer an ultra-fine thread is machined, with its counterpart on the
inner of the diode mounting tube, and a nylon-tipped grub screw secures the lens holder
in place following adjustment. The diode is clamped into a recess in the tube end with a
brass ring secured by three M2 screws. The completed assembly screws into a cut-out in
the laser cavity housing.
ramic piezoelectric (PZT) stack (Thorlabs part: AE0203D04F, range: 4.6µm over 150 V)
which is glued into a recess in the grating arm. The actuators used to manipulate the
kinematic mount are from Fine Adjustment and boast 170 TPI, or equivalently a 150µm
translation per turn. The material is brass and the outer bushing is interference fit (and
on occasion secured with bearing glue) into the aluminium fixed frame mount. The fixed
frame mounting forms part of the cavity housing, which includes a threaded hole in which
the diode and collimator assembly is secured (Sec. 4.1.3.2). The arm is held in place with
two steel coiled extension springs (from Lee Spring Ltd) which are secured under tension
with retaining dowel pins, located in grooves in the cavity housing and grating arm. The
grating arm and cavity housing are both hard anodised.
The grating (dimensions 12.7 × 12.7 × 6 mm) is glued to the grating arm on top
of a piezoelectric disc (Piezomechanik part: Pch150/7x7/2), which provides up to 2µm
(over 150 V range) of linear translation of the grating, and is used for ultra-fine tuning
of the cavity length, and therefore laser wavelength, both manually, and as one of the
actuators in a wavelength stabilisation servo scheme. The PZT stack on the grating arm
provides a secondary electro-mechanical actuator for fine tuning and long term cavity drift
correction. The compensating mirror is of the same dimensions as the grating and is glued
to the mirror support on the grating arm.
4.1.3.2 Design of the Collimator
The laser diode output beam can be characterised by its divergence from the short (long)
output facet dimension, known as the fast (slow) axis, of typically 30◦ (10◦). In the far-field
(which is anything greater than about a few hundred microns), this produces a beam of
elliptical profile with approximately 3:1 major:minor axis ratio. The beam is shortest along
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the long axis of the diode end fact, which is the direction in which the light is polarised.
As previously discussed (Sec. 4.1.1) it is desirable to maximise the number of diffraction
lines covered, and so we choose to operate the laser oriented with its short axis (or long
axis of the beam) in the horizontal direction with the grating lines vertically oriented.
The polarisation is thus parallel to the grating lines (said to be P-plane polarisaed) and
the grating is operated in transverse electric (TE) mode. The collimation is chosen to
provide the desired beam dimensions at the laser output, and in addition to maximise,
but not exceed, coverage of the grating. The nominal beam diameter, as determined by
the marginal ray, is given by,
Beam Diameter = 2 · EFL ·NA (4.21)
where EFL is the effective focal length of the collimating lens, NA = sin θ is the numerical
aperture of the source, and θ is the divergence half angle. Here, collimation is achieved
with an aspheric lens (Thorlabs part: C110TME-B) which has EFL = 6.24 mm and
NA = 0.40 (maximum NA of diode is typically ∼ 0.26). Positioning of the lens within
the extended cavity is critical to providing optimum lasing performance of the ECDL and
must be positioned to provide optimum beam collimation. The mechanical design of the
ECDL must therefore provide a means of adjustment for the position of the lens relative
to the laser diode. It is decided here that fine adjustment of the transverse lens position
relative to the laser diode centre is not necessary (manufacturing tolerances of diode and
lens allowing) and it is sufficient to consider adjustment of only the axial distance of the
lens from the laser diode. Such a simple linear translation of the lens is achieved by
mounting it in a finely threaded tube, which may be screwed in to and out of a fixed
complementary part. The “collimation tube” is machined from brass, which has a self-
lubricating property, as a result of its lead content, and provides a low friction interface
for the fine threads to move smoothly. A long, large diameter thread is used to minimise
the effect of unwanted play. The final position of the lens is secured by a locking nylon
tipped grub screw which clamps the thread of the collimation tube in place (see Fig. 4.3).
In practice, due to a small eccentricity of the lens and laser diode, a small, but tolerable,
steering of the emerging collimated beam is experienced during positioning of the lens.
Alternatively, and to eliminate this problem, the lens may be (approximately) linearly
translated by a simple flexure mechanism, but as previously discussed this approach was
not pursued here. The complete collimator assembly is screwed, with a coarse thread, in to
the cavity housing up to a shoulder on the inner side. The position of the collimator may
be tuned with the insertion of a spacer ring, stacked on to the housing shoulder, to provide
adjustment of the laser diode position relative to the grating pivot point. This allows for
optimisation of the pivot location for a range of operating wavelengths to provide a large
mode-hop-free tuning range. The diode is clamped into a recess in the back end of the
collimator, designed to accept 9 mm diodes and 5.6 mm diodes with the addition of an
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adapter ring.
4.1.3.3 Design Parameters of the ECDLs
The design parameters of the 813 nm ‘lattice’ ECDL and 698 nm ‘clock’ ECDL are listed in
Tab. 4.1. The ECDLs are intended to provide a high level of tunability around the design
wavelength while maintaining high mechanical stability and minimal displacement of the
output beam. The geometry is configured to provide a large mode-hop-free tuning range.
To achieve a narrow linewidth of the ECDL a long cavity length is preferable, however, the
extent to which the cavity is extended must be balanced with the achievable mechanical
stability of the cavity and the desired frequency tuning range, both of which suffer with
increased cavity length. The clock ECDL, in particular, has been optimised to achieve
a narrow linewidth and a generous cavity length of ∼6 cm is here chosen. The longer
wavelength lattice ECDL has a ∼4 cm cavity length, which corresponds to a cavity mode
number of almost half that of the clock ECDL. Perhaps more key to narrowing the ECDL
linewidth is suppression of neighbouring laser diode cavity modes whose competition is
expected to provide a line broadening mechanism [232]. Investigations have shown a
greater dependence of the ECDL linewidth on the grating resolution than both the cavity
length and cavity finesse [232], and so here we use a 2400 lines mm−1 grating for the clock
ECDL. The number of grating lines covered is further enhanced as a result of the increased
corresponding Littrow angle, of ∼57◦, which increases the projected area of the laser beam
on the grating.
4.1.4 Environmental Considerations
In its exposed form the extended cavity is sensitive to air currents and barometric varia-
tions in the lab environment which translate directly to variations in the effective cavity
length and thus the operating wavelength of the ECDL. In addition, the laser diode is
tuned by temperature and therefore we require a means to control and stabilise diode
temperature. We also require the diode casing (ground), which is electrically coupled to
the ECDL housing, to be electrically isolated from the optical table earth.
An aluminium box, which includes an o-ring sealed lid, is machined to house the
ECDL cavity and provide a hermetic environment for the ECDL to operate. An AR-
coated window, 25.4 mm in diameter and 5 mm thick, is glued at the beam exit of the box
and is positioned at a sufficient angle to prevent back reflections from coupling back into
the laser cavity and also to prevent self interference of the beam.
4.1.4.1 Temperature Control
The cavity housing is secured on top of a 4 cm square Peltier module (RS part: 618-730),
positioned with its cold face to the ECDL cavity and the hot side to the box, which serves
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Table 4.1: ECDL parameters
Parameter ECDL Centre Wavelength (nm) Unit
813.4 698.4
Gating Frequency 1800 2400 lines mm−1
Littrow Angle 47.07 56.87 ◦
Cavity Length 41 59 mm
Cavity FSR 3.66 2.54 GHz
Lens EFL 6.24 6.24 mm
Beam Size (long axis) ∼3 ∼3 mm
Grating Coverage 7928 13174 lines
Screw Actuator (est.) 535 464 GHz turn−1
PZT Stack (est.) 110 95 MHz V−1
PZT Disc (est.) 81 53 MHz V−1
Grating Feedback ∼20 ∼10 %
Grating Mirror Separation 6.5 6.5 mm
Output Beam Displacement (est.) 26 72 µm nm−1
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Figure 4.4: Pictures of Assembled ECDLs - Photographs and scale drawing of the
assembled lattice (top) and clock (bottom) ECDLs. Cavities are enclosed in an aluminium
box which provides the opportunity for hermetic sealing, and serves as a heat sink for the
cavity Peltier module.
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Figure 4.5: ECDLs - Various views of the 813 nm and 698 nm ECDLs.
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as the heat sink for the thermoelectric heat pump. To provide electrical and thermal
isolation of the diode and cavity housing to the box and outside system, nylon inserts are
used in the bolt holes of the ECDL cavity mounting. The laser diode temperature is then
controlled through the cavity housing to which it is thermally coupled. A PID control loop
is implemented to stabilise the cavity temperature to typically within 5 mK over a day.
The temperature controller is home built and is based on a single op-amp implementation
of a PID control loop filter, which is typical of those used throughout this work. The
control loop error signal is formed of the amplified output of a Wheatstone measurement
bridge containing a single NTC thermistor (10 kΩ at 25 ◦C) in one leg of the bridge. The
thermistor is glued to the ECDL cavity housing in close proximity to the laser diode. The
bridge output is amplified by a two op-amp instrumentation amplifier circuit. The loop
filter output signal controls a simple transconductance amplifier which drives the Peltier
module.
4.1.4.2 Tuning the PID Controller
Critical to a high performance of the temperature controller is the correct tuning of the
PID parameters of the loop filter. Several heuristic methods exist to estimate the required
values of the proportional, integral, and differential gains. We have experimented with two
such popular methods, Ziegler-Nichols [233] and Tyreus-Luyben (modified Ziegler-Nichols)
[234], but with mixed success. The methods require determination of the so-called ultimate
gain and ultimate period, which correspond to the minimum proportional gain required
to produce sustained oscillations of the control loop output and the period thereof. It is
noted that this ultimate gain can be very time consuming to reach, given the long time
constant typical of a thermal system, and may even be unobtainable if the thermoelectric
actuator or drive circuitry has insufficient capability.
We opt instead to measure the relevant portion of the thermal transfer function of the
plant and adjust the loop filter accordingly to provide stable control. The process requires
measurement of the plant response, both the amplitude and phase, to a series of driven
sinusoidal perturbations. To achieve this, the loop filter is removed from the control loop
and the loop filter output replaced by a sine wave of required frequency, with amplitude
sufficient to measure a system response at the output of the amplified measurement bridge.
The system response is measured for a range of discrete frequencies and logged together
with the input signal, here using LabView. A comparison of the measured output to the
input allows determination of the system transfer function. Bode plots of the measured
system amplitude and phase response for the lattice ECDL, which includes the response
of the amplified measurement bridge, are shown in Fig. 4.8, labelled ‘System’.
The loop filter, or PID controller (or sometimes lead-lag network), is used to provide
the correct in-loop compensation to ensure stable control of the system. The aim is to
provide an optimised control bandwidth while avoiding overall positive feedback (phase
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Figure 4.6: The loop filter - A single op-amp implementation of a PID controller. Am-
plitude and phase response bode plots are sketched for clarity.
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∼−180◦) above unity gain which will result in system oscillations. We use here a single
op-amp (OPA277 is suggested) PID controller, see Fig. 4.6, with the integrator gain set
by R1 and C2 and the gain of the differentiator by C1 and R2. R3, which is typically
small, is set to limit the high frequency gain of the differentiator, and C3, also small,
rolls off the gain of the amplifier at high frequencies. The proportional gain is set by the
ratio of R2 to R1, however changing this also adjusts the zero corner frequencies of the
integrator and differentiator, as does adjusting the integrator and differentiator gains by
C2 and C1 respectively. It is often useful to picture the gain transfer function of the PID
controller as three lines of gradient -1, 0, and +1 corresponding to the integral, propor-
tional, and derivative gains, as shown in Fig. 4.6. It then becomes evident how adjusting
the gain of each component interacts with the controller zero corner frequencies. The in-
tegrator provides a 90◦ phase lag, and the differentiator a 90◦ phase lead, and transitions
by +90◦ around each zero when heading towards higher frequencies. The loop filter re-
sponse is simple to calculate with an elementary consideration of the complex impedance
of the amplifiers extraneous components, and has amplitude and phase response, ignoring
components R3 and C3 (not relevant to the PID operation), given by,
|Gain| =
[(
C1
C2
+
R2
R1
)2
+
(
2pifC1 R2− 1
2pifC2 R1
)2]1/2
(4.22)
φ = tan−1

(
2pifC1 R2− 12pifC2 R1
)
(
C1
C2 +
R2
R1
)
 (4.23)
The loop filter response is plotted, see ’Loop filter’ Fig. 4.8, for appropriate component
values to produce the desired overall control loop response, see ‘Total’ Fig. 4.8. We
aim to achieve a high low-frequency gain to provide ‘tight’ control towards the set point
temperature. The loop filter differential stage acts to compensate the roll off of the system
gain and phase to extend the control bandwidth. The system gain is ∼45 dB at DC and
rolls off with slope −6 dB per octave, as is expected of a first order low pass filter (the
integrator), down to the system ‘zero’ at around unity gain where the gain flattens out.
For stability, a phase margin of around 45◦ at unity gain and a gain margin greater than
6 dB at phase −180◦ is targeted.
The error signal of the stabilised system was measured over a ∼24 h period, and Al-
lan deviation plotted in Fig. 4.7. A control loop instability of ∼250µK at 10 000 s is
demonstrated (no independent temperature measurement is reported here). The method
described here has proven to be reliable in providing robust control parameters of the PID
controller, and removes the guess work from the tuning process. We apply this technique
to tuning of all temperature control loops used throughout this work.
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Figure 4.7: In-Loop Temperature Instability - Allan deviation of in-loop temperature
controller error signal measured over ∼10 000 s. A noise floor corresponding to ∼250µK
fluctuations is achieved at 8000 s.
4.1.5 Characterisation of the ECDL
The clock laser ECDLs are to be stabilised to a high finesse optical cavity by the PDH
method, with the aim of reaching sub-hertz laser linewidths at 1 second. To aid diagnostics,
two identical clock ECDLs were constructed to allow for beat note comparison of the
laser linewidths. The characterisation of each ECDL towards this goal is reported in the
following text. Characterisation of the lattice ECDL is not reported.
4.1.5.1 Tuning range
To measure the tuning range of the ECDL the laser light is aligned into a scanning confocal
Fabry-Perot interferometer (TekOptics SA2) which is continuously scanned over at least
one cavity free spectral range (here FSR = 2 GHz). The resulting cavity fringes are
viewed on an oscilloscope and the time axis of the scope calibrated to frequency. The laser
frequency can then be tuned and the extent measured. The measured tuning properties
of the PZT disc, PZT stack, and screw actuator (required to measure full extent of mode-
hop-free tuning range) are provided in Tab. 4.2.
Measured values are in good agreement with the design parameters estimated in
Tab. 4.1. The mode-hop-free tuning range is comparable to leading commercial designs,
although no effort was made to optimise it. It is anticipated that fine adjustment of the
pivot point, by either offsetting the grating arm with actuator adjustment, or by shim-
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Figure 4.8: Compensating the system response. - Bode plots showing the amplitude
(top) and phase (bottom) response for the measured the thermal system (green), the
calculated loop filter (red), and the result of the two combined (blue).
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Table 4.2: ECDL tuning range
Parameter Clock ECDL Unit
Mode-hop-free 49 GHz
PZT Stack 100 MHz V−1
PZT Disc 30 MHz V−1
Figure 4.9: Determination of the clock ECDL linewidth - The beat signal resulting
from the frequency mixing of two identical free-running clock ECDLs.
ming the collimator spacer ring, could further improve the mode-hop-free tuning range.
Although not important here, the mode-hop-free tuning range can be enhanced further
by complementary tuning of the laser diode current, in a feed-forward scheme, as is stan-
dard in several commercial systems. Ultimately, we expect the limit to come from cross
talk between the horizontal and vertical degrees of freedom in the grating arm, requiring
realignment of the vertical direction over a large tuning range.
4.1.5.2 Free-running instantaneous ECDL linewidth
Characterisation of the clock ECDL linewidth is aided by the availability of an identical
second system. The free-running laser linewidth is determined by combining the output
of each laser onto a high bandwidth avalanche-photo-diode (APD) and measuring the
linewidth of the resulting beat. Making the assumption that each ECDL has a similar
linewidth we can deconvolve the measured linewidth to give an estimate of the individual
laser linewidth. A typical beat signal is shown in Fig. 4.9 and has a linewidth of ∼100 kHz,
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Figure 4.10: Laser Stabilisation Scheme - Schematic of the control loop for frequency
stabilisation of the ECDL.
which corresponds to an ECDL linewidth of ∼70 kHz. The ECDL tunes by 160 Hz nA−1
and it is anticipated that the laser linewidth is limited by noise present on the laser diode
current source.
4.1.5.3 Frequency stabilisation
To stabilise the frequency of the ECDL we require a means to measure fluctuations of the
laser frequency, compared to the point to which we aim to stabilise, and provide suitable
feedback to the ECDL to correct for the frequency deviations. The PDH locking method
is one such approach and utilises the reflected signal from an optical cavity (containing
both the cavity reflected field and cavity leakage field) to measure optical frequency in-
formation below the cavity resonance bandwidth, ∆νcavity, and optical phase information
above ∆νcavity. The PDH error signal is derived from mixing of the cavity sampled laser
carrier and the applied modulation sidebands, which have optical powers Pc and Ps re-
spectively. Because detection is shifted to a high modulation frequency, where the laser
intensity noise is small (technical noise typically <100 kHz) and can approach the shot
noise limit, PDH locking provides a high measurement S/N ratio and is relatively insensi-
tive to intensity fluctuations. The demodulated error signal is dispersion shaped and has
an approximately linear slope between minimum and maximum amplitude, known as the
frequency discriminator, and is given by [210],
D =
8
√
PcPs
∆νcavity
(4.24)
We may measure this simply as the peak to peak height of the error signal divided by the
cavity bandwidth (which may be determined by cavity ring down spectroscopy).
To correct frequency fluctuations, the error signal is fed back to the ECDL drive current
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Figure 4.11: Cavity Transmission Fringe - Depiction of a side-of-fringe frequency
discriminator used for characterisation of the laser current modulation frequency tuning
transfer function.
and piezo tuning mechanisms. Similarly to the temperature control loop, stable control
requires implementation of a loop filter which provides the required in-loop compensation
between error signal and system. The system response may be decomposed into the cav-
ity transfer function and the ECDL current modulation transfer function, which we may
characterise in isolation. The cavity response may be dealt with simply and modelled as a
first-order low pass filter with corner frequency given by the cavity bandwidth. Determi-
nation of the ECDL current modulation transfer function requires a measurement system
similar to that which the control loop error signal is derived to provide a suitable frequency
discriminant. We use here the ‘side’ of a cavity transmission, T , fringe of a low finesse
optical cavity (finesse ∼100; the cavity and detector bandwidth must be greater than the
anticipated ECDL modulation bandwidth ∼MHz). The side-of-fringe discriminator slope,
pictured in Fig. 4.11, is given by [210],
dT
dνL
=
T
∆νcavity
(4.25)
where dνL is the change in laser frequency around the point T/2, and dT is the correspond-
ing change in cavity transmission. A low finesse of optical cavity provides a relatively low
discriminator slope to which the action of the free-running laser noise is small in compar-
ison to the applied modulation response.
The ECDL current modulation amplitude and phase response is measured over a range
of modulation frequencies and the transfer function is constructed, see Fig. 4.12. With
knowledge of the discriminator slope of the measurement cavity we can characterise the
amplitude response of the ECDL in terms of the frequency change for a given modulation
signal amplitude, which is applied to the ECDL current source with sensitivity 1 mA V−1.
The cavity response, also see Fig. 4.12, is modelled as a first order low pass filter and scaled
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Figure 4.12: ECDL and Cavity Transfer Functions - Bode plots of the measured
amplitude and phase response of the ECDL current modulation (left top and bottom
respectively) and the calculated cavity response (right top and bottom).
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Figure 4.13: System, Loop Filter, and Total Transfer Functions - The loop filter
filter transfer function is adjusted to compensate the measured response of the system.
The ‘Total’ response is that of the compensated system and provides stable control.
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Figure 4.14: Laser Stabilisation Loop Filter - Circuit schematic of the signal critical
components of the laser stabilisation scheme loop filter.
according to the measured frequency discriminator of the PDH error signal. The clock
optical cavity used for stabilisation of the clock laser is a high-finesse ULE spacer cavity
of length 7.75 cm and has a vertically oriented mounting to provide an increased vibration
insensitivity [58, 235]. For the cavity bandwidth of ∆νcavity ∼ 10 kHz and the measured
error signal peak-to-peak amplitude of 200 mV, for typical optical powers Pc ∼ 10µW,
the discriminator slope is ∼20µV Hz−1. Note, changing the optical power has the effect
of changing the total gain of the system and may be compensated simply with an overall
gain control placed before the loop filter (potentiometer R6 Fig. 4.14).
Compensation of the system response is achieved with a loop filter, Fig. 4.14, of similar
form to that in Fig. 4.6, and is tuned as previously described, but differs in several ways.
Switch SW1, positioned in series with R4 and across the integrating capacitor, is effectively
the lock switch and is used to ‘reset’ the integrator and prevent integrator ‘windup’ during
acquisition of the lock. When closed, the low frequency gain is set according to the ratio
of R4/R1 and the corner frequency of the capped integrator provided by the RC network
formed of R4, C2, and R2. The option of a second integrator stage is included to provide
enhanced gain at low frequencies and may be switched in and out of the system with switch
SW2. With SW2 ‘open’ (second integrator switched ‘out’) the circuit behaves as a simple
PID controller. The error signal is compared to the systems electrical ground and the
difference nulled by the action of the loop filter. However, the error signal often contains a
small DC offset (due in part to residual amplitude modulation) which must be cancelled to
ensure locking to the centre of the cavity fringe. To compensate, a precision 5 V reference
(Analog Devices AD586L) is implemented to provide a tunable stable offset (which must
be stable to <20µV for <1 Hz frequency stability of the laser)) of range ∼100 mV about
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electrical ground and is applied to the error signal via a unity gain inverting amplifier
stage. The loop filter output is fed to modulation inputs of both the ECDL current and,
via an additional integrator, to the ECDL PZT disc. The additional integrator on the PZT
channel acts to cancel the output of the loop filter over the bandwidth of the PZT disc
actuator. A servo bandwidth of ∼1 MHz is anticipated for current tuning and the PZT
disc has a measured bandwidth ∼1 kHz (limited by the drive electronics). It is preferable
to have a high bandwidth of the PZT channel as corrections made here do not produce
amplitude modulation (or very little) of the laser light, which otherwise occurs as a direct
consequence of current tuning.
The loop filter is designed with remote operation in mind, as the clock laser system
is intended to operate in a remote ‘quiet house’ where disturbances should be kept to
a minimum, and therefore all switches (labelled SW1, SW2, SW3, and SW4) are TTL
operated (Vishay DG411HS and 70803 are used). This also enables rapid reconfiguration of
the controller, including isolation from the control loop, intended to allow implementation
of several useful schemes. One such scheme, although not yet carried out, is the rapid
loss and recapture of the lock which provides the opportunity for repeated cavity ring
down spectroscopy. This is achieved by operating switch SW3 to isolate and loop filter
input and hold the integrator value while the output is switched to the alternative input
by SW4 where a perturbing signal is configured to rapidly servo the laser frequency away
from resonance. When returned to the original state the integrator value should retain
the correct lock point and the lock rapidly reacquired.
Using the method described above the clock ECDL frequency is stabilised to <1 kHz
and is expected to be improved further to the hertz level with careful optimisation of the
loop filter parameters.
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5Atomic Polarisability: Magic
wavelengths, probe light shifts,
and the BBR shift
5.1 Calculation of the ac Dipole Polarisability
To estimate our optical trap depth and identify the possible “magic” wavelengths we must
first calculate the dipole polarisability. From Eq. (3.51) and Eq. (3.52) we may write the
polarisability of the lower state, indexed by a, of a transition with frequency ω0 as,
αa =
2
~
|d|2 ω0
ω20 − ω2L
(5.1)
where ωL is the frequency of the interacting light field with amplitude E0, and d is the
transition matrix element. In a multilevel system, several levels, of label k, contribute to
the shift the energy of the level a, with total shift given by the sum over all levels of k.
We may then write a general expression for the dynamic polarisability as,
αa =
2
~
∑
k
|dak|2 ωak
ω2ak − ω2L
(5.2)
Using the relation,
δωa = − 1
2~
αa 〈E2〉 = − 1
4~
αaE
2
0 (5.3)
we may calculate the corresponding frequency shift by,
δωa =
E20
4~
(
2 |dak|2
~
ω0
ω2L − ω20
)
(5.4)
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We now need to know the dipole matrix element dak for each contributing transition, which
is related to the |a〉 → |k〉 transition rate as in Eq.(3.52). A slight complication arises
due to the available data for transition rates. The literature tends to give total decay
rates, Γ(2Sk+1Lk → 2Sa+1La), corresponding to the transition rate from one LS multiplet
to another, or equivalently as state lifetime τ = 1/Γ (providing no other significant decay
path), but we require the transition rate from a specific sublevel, that of the clock state.
The total transition rate must be subdivided according to fine, magnetic, and hyperfine
substructure. The problem is a geometric one concerned with angular momentum selection
rules and requires use of the well-known Wigner 6-j and 3-j symbols.
We start by considering the line strength, SJaJk , for a transition from a lower level
|LaSaJa〉 to an upper level |LkSkJk〉 between LS multiplets (see for example Ch.9.2
Ref. [236]) which is related to the transition probability Γak as,
Γak =
4ω3ak
3~c3
ga
gk
Sak =
2ω2ake
2
mc3
fak (5.5)
where ga and gk are the state degeneracy factors.. Also included here is the relation to
the oscillator strength, fak, which will be useful later in determining the completeness of
our calculation. To calculate the relative dipole branching between states |LaSaJa〉 and
|LkSkJk〉, we use the relation [195],
Xak =
|〈LaSaJa||d||LkSkJk〉|2
|〈LaSa||d||LkSk〉|2
= (2Ja + 1)(2Jk + 1)
{
La Ja Sa
Jk Lk 1
}2
(5.6)
where the terms in the curly bracket represent the Wigner 6-j symbols (which are easily
calculated with standard available codes [237]), and index a refers to the initial (lower)
state of interest and k the final (upper) state. The double vertical lines, ‖, enclosing the
dipole moment operator, indicate the reduced dipole matrix element, which is independent
of magnetic substates MJ , and squared is equal to the Ja → Jk line strength, SJa,Jk . Note,
this gives only a relative branching ratio between levels. To gain an absolute line strength
we consider the decay from the upper level to all levels of the lower multiplet as a fraction
of the total decay rate of the upper multiplet to the lower one. As state Jk can potentially
decay to all Ja states within the LaSa multiplet, we must normalise with respect to the
sum of Xak over all Ja states to obtain the absolute decay fraction to the state of interest.
Using the following sum rule [195],
∑
Ja
(2Ja + 1)(2Jk + 1)
{
La Ja Sa
Jk Lk 1
}2
=
2Jk + 1
2Lk + 1
(5.7)
we may write the branching ratio for the transition rates between fine structure states
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|LaSaJa〉 and |LkSkJk〉 as,
bJaJk =
Xak∑
Ja
Xak
= (2Ja + 1)(2Lk + 1)
{
La Ja Sa
Jk Lk 1
}2
(5.8)
which is valid in the LS-coupling approximation and,
ΓJaJk = bJaJkΓLaLk ; ΓLaLk =
∑
Jk
∑
Ja
ΓJaJk (5.9)
where ΓLaLk is the transition rate from the lower LaSa multiplet to the upper LkSk
multiplet. Due to the frequency dependence of the transition rate (see Eq. (3.52)) and
the non-degeneracy of the fine structure states within each LS manifold, the branching
ratio determined by Eq. (5.8) requires a slight modification to account for the deviation
of the transition frequency away from the weighted average, ωLaLk = (ELkJk − ELaJa)/~,
to which ΓLaLk corresponds. For example, consider the decay of the 5p
2 3P1 state to the
states of the 5s5p 3PJ manifold, which contains the clock transition. The total decay rate
from the state 5p2 3P1 is split amongst states of the lower manifold as,
ΓJkLa = Γ3P0 + Γ3P1 + Γ3P2 =
2
6pi0~c3
(
ω3P0
12
36
|dak|2 + ω3P1
9
36
|dak|2 + ω3P2
15
36
|dak|2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ω3cm|dLaLk |2
(5.10)
where the fractions 12/36, 9/36, and 15/36 are the branching ratios, and ωcm is the centre-
of-mass frequency, given by an average of the individual transition frequencies weighted
by their branching ratio as,
ω3cm =
∑
Ja
bJaJkω
3
JaJk
(5.11)
We must also consider the coupling strengths between specific magnetic components. This
requires use of the well-known Wigner-Eckart theorem which relates the dipole matrix
element of a transition between particular MJ components to the reduced dipole matrix
element of the Ja → Jk transition times a coefficient determined by the Wigner 3-j symbol,
|〈LaSaJaMa| dA |LkSkJkMk〉|2 =
(
Ja 1 Jk
−Ma A Mk
)2
|〈LaSaJa||d||LkSkJk〉|2 (5.12)
where the degree of polarisation A is, as before, zero for linear and ±1 for σ± circular
polarisations respectively. We require the coupling strength of a particular Ma component
to all Mk components of the parent Jk level. Again, the relative branching ratios must be
normalised with respect to the total decay rate of each upper component divided amongst
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each Ma component. Using the sum rule,
∑
Ma,A
(
Ja 1 Jk
−Ma A Mk
)2
=
1
2Jk + 1
(5.13)
we have the normalised magnetic branching ratio,
bMaMk =
∑
Mk,A
(2Jk + 1)
(
Ja 1 Jk
−Ma A Mk
)2
(5.14)
We may now write a general expression for calculation of the dynamic polarisability as,
αa(ω) = 6pi0c
3 ωJaJk
ω3cm(ω
2
JaJk
− ω2L)
bJaJkbMaMkΓLaLk (5.15)
which is expressed in atomic units by multiplying through by the factor 1/(4pi0a
3
0). The
static polarisability, α(0), can be found using Eq. (5.15) with ωL = 0. Before proceeding to
calculate the clock state polarisabilities induced by our trapping field we make the following
simplification. Our clock states are J = 0 with MJ = 0 and as discussed in Sec. 2.4.3.1 we
require a linearly polarised (or pi-polarised) light field. For these conditions the magnetic
branching term evaluates to unity for all transitions and we may subsequently ignore it.
To calculate the polarisabilities of the ground and excited clock states we first identify the
main dipole transitions to which they couple (see Fig 3.1). The 5s2 1S0 ground clock state
couples to all higher lying 5snp 1P1 states. The 5s5d
3P0 excited clock state involves levels
of several terms, coupling to 5snd 3D1 and 5snd
3S1 states, and the doubly excited 4d
2 3P1
and 5p2 3P1 states. Table. 5.1 contains details of the even parity states (clock state has
odd parity, transition requires parity inversion) included in our polarisability calculation.
The ground state polarisability is dominated by the 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 1P1 transition
which contributes at the 97 % level to the total static polarisability. Experimental work
by Yasuda et al. [191] of photoassociation spectroscopy provides a value for the 5s5p 1P1
state lifetime of 5.263± 0.004 ns corresponding to an uncertainty 0.076 %. The remaining
1P1 transition rates are less well known. Here we use the values determined by the work
of Parkinson et al. as given in Ref. [223] which have stated uncertainties in the region of
10 % to 15 %. The 5s5p 3P1 state also contributes at a similar level to the higher lying
1P1
states. The state lifetime has been measured in an atomic beam apparatus by directly
observing fluorescence decay, providing a value of 21.3± 0.5µs. An estimate of the total
uncertainty of the 5s2 1S0 polarisability for this calculation is ∼0.5 %.
Many of the transition rates from the 5s5p 3P0 excited clock state to higher lying
states are taken from the theoretical work of Ref. [196] and where available experimental
values have been included. Considering first the 5snd 3D1 states we start with the lowest
lying 5s4d 3D1 state which dominates the static polarisability (and dynamic BBR shift,
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y = 18.43 at 300 K, see Sec. 5.25). A measurement of the radiative lifetime of the 5s4d 3D
multiplet, which decays only to the 5s5p 3P multiplet, has been made by Miller et al.
as 2.9± 0.2µs. A theoretical value of 2.4µs is presented in the work of Porsev et al.
[152] and here we adopt the mean value of the two. The 5s5d 3D1,2,3 state lifetimes
have been measured by Andra¨ et al. with ∼1 % uncertainty, in close agreement several
others measurements (see Table IX Ref. [196]), and the 5s5d 3D1 state lifetime is given
as 16.49± 0.10 ns. A small fraction of this 3D1 state decays to the 5s6p 3P manifold
(see Ref. [196]) which is accounted for in the determination of the tabulated (Tab. 5.1)
transition rate. Lifetime measurements of the higher lying 3D states are available at the
∼5 % level but are complicated by the additional branching to higher lying 3P states.
Instead, the theoretical values of Werij et al. have been here used (Table IX Ref. [196]).
We next consider the 5sns 3S1 states. The transition to the first 5s6s
3S1 state dom-
inates the dynamic polarisability induced by the clock probe light and magic wavelength
optical lattice (Tab. 5.2) due to its proximity to wavelengths 698.4 nm and 813.4 nm, re-
spectively. However, the spread in measured state lifetime data is large (∼30 %). An
estimate of the 5s5p 3P → 5s6s 3S transition rate was obtained in Ref. [238] by treat-
ing Γ as a free parameter and fitting calculation to the observed Stark shift around the
1S0 → 3P1 magic wavelength (at ∼914 nm). A transition rate of 85× 106 s−1 was obtained
[238], which is within the upper limit of previously reported measurements, although in
∼20 % disagreement with theoretical values reported in Ref. [196] and [152]. However, for
calculations performed here we use the weighted mean value of experimental data pre-
sented in Werij et al. [196]. Several experimental values of the 5s7s 3S state lifetime are
presented in Table VII Ref. [196] with a spread of around 15 %. Here we use the weighted
mean state lifetime of 35.0 ns and the theoretical transition rate to the higher lying 5s6p 3P
multiplet to arrive at the 5s5p 3P → 5s7s 3S transition rate of 21.6× 106 s−1 which is in
good agreement with the theoretical value given in Ref. [152]. For the remaining higher
lying 5sns 3S states we use the theoretical values of Werij et al. [196].
Finally we consider the doubly excited 5p2 3P and 4d2 3P states. Several experimen-
tally determined lifetimes of the 4d2 3P1,2 states are presented in Table XI Ref. [196]. The
most precise of these is by Andra¨ et al. with a value of 7.89± 0.05 s for the 5p2 3P2 state
lifetime. Here we use the experimental 5p2 3P state lifetime of 8.3 ns from Corliss and
Bozman (presented in Ref. [196]). The rate for the 5s5p 3P0 → 4d2 3P1 transition is taken
as that listed in Ref. [223].
The results of the calculation are presented in Fig. 5.1 and in tabulated form in Tab. 5.2
for the individual intermediate state contributions. We find the magic wavelength for the
red-detuned optical lattice at 809 nm and those blue-detuned at 389.9 nm and 360.7 nm in
line with experimentally determined values [114]. Magic wavelengths also exist at 347 nm
339 nm although their proximity to neighbouring transitions and steep tuning sensitivity
makes them undesirable for use.
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The probe light induced clock shift can be estimated from the differential polarisability
at the wavelength 698.4 nm and is presented in Sec. 3.8.1.2.
As a check of the completeness of the calculation we make use of the corresponding
oscillator strengths and the Thomas-Kuhn sum rule which states,∑
k
fak = N (5.16)
where N is the number of valence electrons. The oscillator strength, fak, is related to the
transition rate as,
fak =
gk
ga
2mepi0c
3
e2
ωakΓak
ω3cm
(5.17)
where ga and gk are the degeneracy factors. For the calculation of the ground state po-
larisability we find
∑
k fak = 1.98, very close to the required N = 2, and the excited
state
∑
k fak = 1.57. We may make the assumption that much of the remaining oscillator
strength is due to the higher lying states heading into the continuum. In a crude approx-
imation we lump these states at the first ionisation threshold and calculate the transition
rate for the residual oscillator strength. Inclusion of this contribution moves the red-
detuned magic wavelength by 42 nm to 853 nm. In a similar treatment to that carried
out by Ido et al. described above, we can adjust Γ for the 5s5p 3P → 5s6s 3S transition
to obtain ∆α(813.4 nm) = 0 and estimate the 5s5p 3P → 5s6s 3S transition rate to be
∼62× 106 s−1, in some agreement with the measurement of Jo¨nsson et al. [239]. In reality,
however, the error may lie elsewhere, for example in an over estimate of the 5s4d 3D state
lifetime, which if addressed would result in the magic wavelength being pulled towards
lower wavelengths, strengthened by the reduced contribution at the ionisation threshold.
5.2 The Dynamic Stark Shift in a BBR Field
We may also estimate the BBR shift from our polarisability calculation. For this we
consider the shift due to the dynamic polarisability induced by a component of the BBR-
field, d〈E2〉, at angular frequency ω, and integrate over the entire spectrum as,
δωa = − 1
2~
∫ ∞
0
α(ω)d〈E2〉 (5.18)
and with Eq. (5.2) this becomes,
δωa = − 1
2~
2
~
∑
k
|dak|2
∫ ∞
0
ωak
ω2ak − ω2
d〈E2〉 (5.19)
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Table 5.1: Parameters for calculation of the clock state polarisabilities. Frequencies are
in units of 1015 rad s−1. All wavelengths are for in vacuum and derived from energy level
data in Ref. [223]. Starred values, ‘*’, are for ΓJaJk which includes the branching term
(we set bJaJk = 1 and ωcm = ωak in all calculations). Values with ωcm inside parenthesis
are for Jk to La and therefore require the branching term but ωcm = ωak. Transition
rates to the ionisation threshold are calculated from the residual oscillator strengths and
are representative only of the remaining higher lying Rydberg states into the continuum
(discussed in the text).
Clock state Level λ (nm) ωak ΓLaLk (10
6 s−1) bJaJk ωcm
5s2 1S0 5s5p
1P1 460.862 4.087 190.0
a 1 4.087
5s6p 1P1 293.269 6.423 1.87
b 6.423
5s7p 1P1 257.024 7.329 5.3
c 7.329
4d5p 1P1 242.883 7.755 17
c 7.755
5s8p 1P1 235.504 7.998 18
c 7.998
5s9p 1P1 230.797 8.162 11.5
c 8.162
5s10p 1P1 227.592 8.276 6.6
c 8.276
5s11p 1P1 225.396 8.357 3.7
c 8.357
5s2 1S0 5s5p
3P1 689.449 2.732 0.0469*
d – –
5s2 1S0 1st ionisation 217.712 8.652 10.6 1 8.652
5s5p 3P0 5s6s
3S1 679.289 2.773 74.58
e 1/9 2.701
5s7s 3S1 432.766 4.353 21.6
f 4.280
5s8s 3S1 378.160 4.981 8.22
f 4.909
5s9s 3S1 355.446 5.299 4.53
f 5.227
5s10s 3S1 343.525 5.453 2.77
f 5.411
5s5p 3P0 5s4d
3D1 2603.13 0.7236 0.381
g 5/9 0.666
5s5d 3D1 483.339 3.897 61’
h 3.880
5s6d 3D1 394.192 4.779 26.7
f 4.761
5s7d 3D1 363.018 5.189 14.2
f 5.171
5s8d 3D1 348.099 5.411 8.51
f 5.394
5s9d 3D1 339.326 5.551 5.51
f 5.534
5s5p 3P0 5p
2 3P1 474.325 3.971 120
i 1/3 3.917
5s5p 3P0 4d
2 3P1 330.753 5.703 59*
c – –
5s5p 3P0 1st ionisation 316.309 5.955 9.77 1 5.955
aExp. Ref. [191]
bExp. by Parkinson et al. reported in Ref. [152]
cRef. [223]
dExp. Ref. [192]
eWeighted Av. of Exp. Ref. [196]
fAv. Theory and Exp. Ref. [196]
gAv. Exp. Ref. [240] and Theory Ref. [152]
hExp. lifetime measurement Ref. [241]
iExp. Corliss and Bozman presented in Ref. [196]
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Table 5.2: Individual contributions (ICs) to the ground and excited clock state polaris-
abilities.. Frequencies are in units of 1015 rad s−1. All wavelengths are for in vacuum and
derived from energy level data in Ref. [223]. Polarisability due to the the residual oscillator
strengths and are calculated at the ionisation threshold and are representative only of the
remaining higher lying states into the continuum (discussed in the text).
Clock state Level λ (nm) α(698.4 nm) α(813.4 nm) α(0)
a.u. % a.u. % a.u. %
5s2 1S0 5s5p
1P1 460.862 329.03 95.72 273.58 97.74 185.74 97.25
5s6p 1P1 293.269 0.36 0.11 0.34 0.12 0.30 0.16
5s7p 1P1 257.024 0.58 0.17 0.56 0.20 0.50 0.26
4d5p 1P1 242.883 1.46 0.42 1.41 0.50 1.28 0.67
5s8p 1P1 235.504 1.35 0.39 1.31 0.47 1.20 0.63
5s9p 1P1 230.797 0.79 0.23 0.77 0.27 0.71 0.37
5s10p 1P1 227.592 0.43 0.12 0.42 0.15 0.38 0.20
5s11p 1P1 225.396 0.23 0.07 0.22 0.08 0.21 0.11
5s2 1S0 5s5p
3P1 689.449 9.02 2.62 0.82 0.29 0.23 0.12
5s2 1S0 1st ionisation 217.712 0.49 0.14 0.48 0.17 0.44 0.23
5s2 1S0 All – 343.75 – 279.89 – 190.99 –
5s5p 3P0 5s6s
3S1 679.289 766.19 78.44 136.69 45.14 41.36 9.20
5s7s 3S1 432.766 3.11 0.32 2.67 0.88 1.92 0.43
5s8s 3S1 378.160 0.60 0.06 0.54 0.18 0.42 0.09
5s9s 3S1 355.446 0.24 0.03 0.22 0.07 0.18 0.04
5s10s 3S1 343.525 0.13 0.01 0.12 0.04 0.97 0.02
5s5p 3P0 5s4d
3D1 2603.13 -20.93 2.14 -29.19 9.64 269.79 60.03
5s5d 3D1 483.339 77.95 7.98 62.79 20.73 40.62 9.04
5s6d 3D1 394.192 11.51 1.18 10.25 3.39 7.85 1.75
5s7d 3D1 363.018 4.11 0.42 3.74 1.24 3.00 0.67
5s8d 3D1 348.099 2.02 0.21 1.86 0.61 1.52 0.34
5s9d 3D1 339.326 1.16 0.12 1.07 0.35 0.89 0.20
5s5p 3P0 5p
2 3P1 474.325 84.82 8.68 69.24 22.87 45.70 10.17
5s5p 3P0 4d
2 3P1 330.753 19.59 2.01 18.21 6.01 15.21 3.38
5s5p 3P0 1st ionisation 316.309 26.26 2.69 24.59 8.12 20.87 4.64
5s5p 3P0 All – 976.89 – 302.81 – 449.41 –
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where the sum is over all intermediate states which are coupled to the state of interest
by the BBR field. Details of the BBR field are contained within Planck’s Radiation Law
which describes the spectral radiance as a function of frequency and is related to the time
averaged square of the electric field as,
d〈E2〉 = 4pi
3
1
0
duBBR(ω, Tenv) =
1
3
~
0pi2c3
ω3
exp
(
~ω
kBTenv
)
− 1
dω (5.20)
where uBBR(ω, Tenv) is the radiation energy density (as in Eq. (2.13)). The factors 4pi and
1/3 account for the integration of the energy density over 4pi steradians and the fact that
the field is isotropic. The shift of level |a〉 is then,
δωa = − 1
3~pi2c30
∑
k
|dak|2
∫ ∞
0
ωak
ω2ak − ω2
ω3
exp
(
~ω
kBTenv
)
− 1
dω (5.21)
which we can write as [242],
δωa = − 1
6~pi2c30
∑
k
|dak|2
∫ ∞
0
(
1
ωak + ω
+
1
ωak − ω
)
ω3
exp
(
~ω
kBTenv
)
− 1
dω (5.22)
= − 1
6~pi2c30
(
kBTenv
~
)3 ∑
k
|dak|2 F (y) (5.23)
where the function F (y) contains all details of the dynamic Stark shift dependence on the
black-body spectral distribution as,
F (y) =
∫ ∞
0
(
1
y + x
+
1
y − x
)
x3
exp(x)− 1 dx ≈︸︷︷︸
|y|1
2pi4
15y
+
16pi6
63y3
(5.24)
with,
y =
~ωak
kBTenv
x =
~ω
kBTenv
(5.25)
The numerical integration of F(y) is presented in Ref. [242] from which the influence of
the BBR field in relation to the energy of the transition from the state of interest to the
coupled intermediate state can be determined. For low values of y (< 2.616) the function is
negative, corresponding to an attraction of the state of interest, i.e., a positive Stark shift.
Thereafter the function is positive (the usual region for optical wavelengths) resulting in a
negative shift. At the point y = 2.616 the net influence of the BBR field results in a zero
Stark shift. Substituting the matrix element for the transition rate (using Eq. (3.52)) we
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arrive at the expression for the BBR induced frequency shift,
δνBBRa = −
3
4pi2
(
kBTenv
~
)3 ∑
k
bJaJkΓLaLk
ω3cm
F (y) (5.26)
As the field is unpolarised, containing all components of A = 0,±1, the magnetic branching
factor
∑
k bMaMk = 3 for all considered transitions and has been included in the above
expression (this cancels with the previous factor 1/3 included to account for the isotropic
nature of the field).
We may separate the BBR shift into static, δνstata , and dynamic, δν
dyn
a , contributions
such that,
δνBBRa = δν
stat
a + δν
dyn
a (5.27)
For the static case, setting ω = 0, the value of x vanishes and F (y) = 2pi4/15y and we
have,
δνstata = −
pi2
10
(
kBTenv
~
)4∑
k
bJaJkΓLaLk
ω3cmωak
(5.28)
= − 1
2h
αa(0)c1T
4 (5.29)
where c1 is as given in Eq. (2.13). The dynamic contribution is then given by the remaining
terms for which we replace the function F (y) in Eq. (5.26) with G(y) given by,
G(y) =
∫ ∞
0
(
1
y + x
+
1
y − x −
2
y
)
x3
exp(x)− 1 dx ≈︸︷︷︸
|y|1
16pi6
63y3
(5.30)
For the BBR shift written in the form of Eq. (2.14) we find the parameter ηj as,
ηj = − 2h
c1T 4αa(0)
3
4pi2
(
kBTenv
~
)3 ∑
k
bJaJkΓLaLk
ω3cm
G(y) (5.31)
≈ 120pi
2
63
(
kBTenv
~ωak
)2
(5.32)
Using the data presented in the previous section, the BBR shift at 300 K has been
calculated for the ground and excited clock states. A more complete evaluation should
also take into acount the interaction of the core electrons with the radiation field. The
polarisability can be divided into two parts as,
α(ω) = αv(ω) + αc(ω) (5.33)
where the superscripts v, and c refer to interactions due to valence electrons, and core
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Figure 5.2: BBR shift. - Blackbody radiation shift of the 5s2 1S0 → 5s5p 3P0 Sr clock
transition.
electrons respectively. In Sr this core interaction is evaluated to be 5.4 au and is approx-
imately equal for both ground and excited states [151]. Including this in the BBR shift
estimation of the clock transition we find the total dynamic shift of the ground and excited
states, at 300 K, to be,
δνBBRg = −1.690± 0.008 Hz (5.34)
δνBBRe = −4.039± 0.810 Hz (5.35)
with overall shift,
δνBBR = −2.349± 0.818 Hz (5.36)
in good agreement with results obtained in a rigorous ab initio theoretical treatment by
Porsev et al. [151]. Here, we obtain static polarisabilities for the ground and excited clock
states of 196.4 a u and 454.8 a u , as tabulated in Tab. 5.3, in good agreement with the
accepted literature values of 197.2 a u and 458.3 a u [151]. The corresponding static BBR
shift is,
δνstatg = −1.687± 0.008 Hz (5.37)
δνstate = −3.907± 0.810 Hz (5.38)
with overall shift,
δνstat = −2.220± 0.818 Hz (5.39)
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Table 5.3: Calculated polarisabilities of key optical wavelengths. Angu-
lar frequencies are in units of 1015 rad s−1 and polarisabilities are given
in atomic units.
λ (nm) ω α(5s2 1S0) α(5s5p
3P0) Comment
698.4 2.697 343.3 946.9 including continuum
813.4 2.316 279.9 299.8 including continuum
808.8 2.331 281.4 304.7 including continuum
808.8 2.331 280.9 280.9 excluding continuum
848.5 2.222 269.6 269.6 including continuum
– 0 191.0 449.4 sum of ICsa
– 0 196.4 454.8 inc. αc and continuum
a‘IC’ refers to individual contributions from states listed in Tab. 5.1.
These differ by 0.17 % and 3.26 % from the dynamic terms, respectively, corresponding to
dynamic contributions of −2.795 mHz and −131.4 mHz. Due to the high energy of states
coupling to the ground state the dynamic contribution is small and approximates well
the static polarisability, with the transition to the lowest lying 1P1 state accounting for
99 % of this dynamic term. The quoted uncertainty in the ground state shift is derived
from the measurement uncertainties of the transition rates, as discussed above. As is
clear from Tab. 5.2 the ground state polarisability is dominated by the lowest lying 1P1
state which contributes at 97 % and has a small measurement uncertainty of <0.1 %. The
considered states also form over 99 % of the expected total oscillator strength suggesting
the completeness of the calculation is satisfactory.
The story is a little different for the excited state. The relatively low energy transition
to the 5s4d 3D1 state at 2.6µm contributes a significant dynamic component, accounting
for ∼97.6 % of the excited state dynamic term. Due to the lack of convincing literature
values for several transition rates, the excited state estimated uncertainty is significantly
larger. Here, there are four main contributing transitions, as highlighted in Tab. 5.2.
Above all, the 5s5p 3P0 → 5s4d 3D1 transition dominates accounting for around 60 % of
the total polarisability. As a rough estimate we have used the spread in the two transition
rates used here to obtain an uncertainty of around 20 %. This is deliberately conservative
to account for errors arising due to the neccessary calculation of branching ratios and
the crude inclusion of the significant remainder (∼21.7 %) of oscillator strength at the
ionisation threshold.
To reduce the uncertainty of our calculated BBR shift it seems logical to carry out fur-
ther experimental work to lower the uncertainty of relevant transition rates. For this, focus
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should be first given to the 5s5p 3P0 → 5s4d 3D1 transition as this currently dominates the
uncertainty evaluation. Of next importance is determination of the 5s5p 3P0 → 5s6s 3S1
transition rate, as the experimental data currently has a large spread. Perhaps a refine-
ment of this value can be obtained from improved measurements of the probe light induced
frequency shift at 698.4 nm, as this state accounts for ∼78 % of the excited state shift here,
combined with the constraint of the 813.4 nm magic wavelength. An alternative, or sup-
plementary approach, is to measure directly the atomic polarisability. The static (dc)
polarisability can be measured by observing the clock transition frequency shift of atoms
when exposed to a strong dc electric field. Many such experiments have been carried out
for Cs, amongst others, and work is currently being undertaken at PTB for Sr [154] and
at NIST for Yb [243] to determine the static polarisability with a high precision [244]. It
is expected that an experimental uncertainty of 7× 10−4 should be achievable [154] cor-
responding to a fractional frequency uncertainty of 4× 10−18 for the static contribution.
The uncertainty in the calculated BBR shift arising due to measured transition rates is
then reduced to the remaining dynamic contribution, which even for our extremely con-
servative error estimation corresponds to a fractional frequency uncertainty of 6× 10−17.
Refinement of the 5s5p 3P0 → 5s4d 3D1 transition rate to an uncertainty of a few percent
will then provide a total fractional frequency uncertainty of the BBR shift coefficient below
10−17. Finally, a direct measure of the BBR shift may provide additional confidence in
the derived value, as discussed in the following section.
5.3 Measurement of the BBR shift
The T 4 dependence (to first approximation) of the BBR-induced clock frequency shif of-
fers a healthy leverage for determination of the BBR shift coefficient when measured at an
elevated temperature. We propose to measure directly this shift in a differential measure-
ment scheme which periodically alternates between “hot” and “cold” BBR environments.
The key idea is to employ an optical lattice with long Rayleigh range to provide opti-
cal transport of the atomic ensemble into either of two measurement chambers (or BBR
tubes) with well-defined but contrasting black-body environments. The delta BBR shift
will be directly indicated by the offset observed between clock frequencies measured in
each BBR tube, which can be determined without an optical frequency comb by mon-
itoring the clock laser AOM frequency. A similar scheme using a single cryogenic tube
(to effectively null the shift) is underway at PTB [154] and a mechanical translation of
the magic wavelength optical lattice is achieved. We opt here to use an optical transport
system for reasons of superior speed and mechanical simplicity. The vacuum apparatus,
including BBR measurement tubes, is shown in Fig. 5.3.
Due to the difficulty in achieving high optical intensities and sufficient Rayleigh range
(to ensure sufficient confinement away from beam waist minimum) with laser sources at
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Table 5.4: Suggested lattice trapping parameters for transport and magic lattices.
λ Waist Rayleigh range Power State Trap depth Scattering rate
(nm) w0 (µm) zR (cm) P, (W) (ER) (µK) (s
−1)
532 200 23.6 3.0 1S0 84 32 0.51
3P0 54 21 0.01
813 50 0.97 0.3 1S0 117 19 0.03
3P0 117 19 0.01
813 nm, we have elected to use a transport optical lattice at 532 nm provided by a 10 W
Verdi laser. The decreased detuning of this lattice from the main coupled transitions also
leads to an enhancement in trap depth, by factors 2.68 and 1.73 for ground and excited
states respectively, in comparison to the 813 nm lattice for equivalent trapping intensity.
The clock interrogation must take place with magic trapping and so requires transfer of
the transported atoms to the waist of the 813 nm lattice for the duration of the clock
interrogation, and then back to be transported out of the tube for clock readout fluores-
cence imaging. The position of the magic lattice waist must be periodically alternated
between BBR measurement tubes, as required, which we aim to achieve with a simple
mechanical translation of an optical delay path. The simplified optics schematic is shown
in Fig. 5.4. The beam waist of the magic lattice is chosen at 50µm to provide sufficient
trap depth for the available 300 mW one way optical power (without complications of
a lattice enhancement cavity). A 200µm waist is suggested for the transport lattice to
give a Rayleigh range of ∼24 cm. These lattice parameters are listed in Tab. 5.4 with
corresponding trapping potential and scattering rate for ground and excited clock states.
The lattice is accelerated by imparting a relative frequency shift between opposing
lattice beams which is controlled with double passed AOMs and the transport velocity
given by,
vtrans =
λ
2
∆ν (5.40)
A linear acceleration of 40 g is suggested, moving the atoms to a peak velocity of ∼4 m s−1
in 10 ms and back to rest in a further 10 ms over a distance of ∼5 cm. Fig. 5.5 shows the
trapping potential modified by a 40 g acceleration.
The operational measurement cycle is:
1. Collect and cool atoms in the chamber centre (blue and red MOTs)
2. Load atoms into 532 nm transport optical lattice
3. Shuttle atoms into BBR measurement tube 1
4. Transfer to 813 nm magic optical lattice
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Figure 5.4: Optics schematic of transport and magic lattices. - Optical delay
paths are mechanically translated to position the waist of the magic lattice and clock laser
beams in either of the BBR measurement tubes. Atoms loaded into the transport lattice
are shuttled into and out of BBR tubes by controlling (with AOMs 1 and 2) a travelling
wave component of the standing wave
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Figure 5.5: Transport optical lattice potential. - (Top) Ground and excited clock
state trapping potentials of 532 nm optical lattice with 3 W one-way optical power and
200µm waist; for 40 g accelerated lattice (solid lines), and stationary lattice (dotted lines).
(Bottom) Trap depth and Rayleigh range versus beam waist.
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5. Interrogate clock transition
6. Transfer back to 532 nm transport optical lattice
7. Shuttle atoms out of BBR tube into to the chamber centre
8. Readout the clock excitation fraction
• After “N” cycles move 813 nm and 698 nm beam waists and transport into BBR
measurement tube 2 and carry out the same procedure for another “N” cycles. The
number of cycles in each tube, “N”, should be adjusted as necessary to provide best
results of the two tube comparison.
A possible simplification could arise from using a single zero order Bessel beam optical
lattice at 813 nm which has a central radial intensity distribution which does not vary
with position along z, allowing sufficient trapping conditions to be maintained over long
distances with modest lattice power. Long one-way transport distances of up to 20 cm
have been demonstrated for ultra-cold Rb and return-trips distances of 20 cm achieved for
a Rb BEC, maintaining a significant condensed fraction on return [245]. A further simpli-
fication could come from adopting the non-destructive clock readout technique developed
at SYRTE [125, 246]. Here, neither fluorescence or absorption imaging is used, but a phase
detection technique which exploits the phase shift experienced by near resonant light in-
teracting with an atom in a particular atomic state (depending on the detection transition
used). A weak measurement beam propagating co-linearly with the optical lattice, which
forms one leg of a Mach-Zender interferometer, accumulates a phase shift depending on
the atomic sample and is mixed with an unshifted local oscillator beam. The optical access
requirements allow clock readout to occur without transport back out of the BBR tube.
Furthermore, the measurement cycle of subsequent clock interrogation cycles can be im-
proved further if sufficient non-destructive measurement is achieved, such that collection
and cooling processes are not required for each cycle and the existing atomic sample can
be re-used [246].
The BBR tubes are machined from OHFC copper (which has high thermal conduc-
tivity) and are constructed in two parts: 1) the BBR measurement tube, and 2) the
heater feedthrough, which are screwed together. A standard 2.75 ′′CF packaged viewport
is used for the lattice and is mounted on top of the heater feedthrough which serves as
the CF copper gasket. The heater feedthrough/gasket has been repeatedly cycled from
room temperature to ∼470 K and back with no detected leak at 1× 10−11 mbar helium
partial pressure, and required no additional tightening. To ensure a good black body it
is essential to achieve a high emissivity of the inner tube surface. We opt here to use a
graphite tube insert which has emissivity >0.96 depending on surface finish. The graphite
was prepared for vacuum by baking under vacuum at ∼670 K for several days to remove
contaminants. Type E thermocouples (calibrated to within ±0.1 K absolute) are attached
at the tip and base of the BBR tube. At present the experimental chamber contains a
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single “test” tube, as the final tube design is yet to be achieved.
Our target measurement inaccuracy is determined as follows. In an asynchronous dif-
ferential frequency measurement we may expect to reach a relative instability approach-
ing ∼1× 10−16 at ∼1000 s [73]. For tubes of temperature 300 K and 400 K the expected
BBR shifts are −2.354 Hz and −7.440 Hz, respectively, with differential shift of magnitude
5.086 Hz, or 1.185× 10−14 in fractional units. The BBR quenching rate at 400 K leads to
an estimated excited clock state lifetime of ∼20 s, which presents no problem. Assuming
the absolute temperature is stable and known to within ∼0.1 K and the tube geometry
sufficiently suppresses external influence, the target measurement inaccuracy for the BBR
shift coefficient is thus at 2× 10−17 in fractional units.
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6Conclusions and Outlook
It is the aim of this thesis to describe in general terms the development of a Sr optical
lattice clock apparatus, giving consideration to the parameters of operation and required
technologies. I report the majority of work completed on the Sr optical lattice clock
experiment at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), to date, since its beginnings in
2007. In this time, the lab has developed from an empty optical table in “Building 3” on
the old site of NPL, to the capable mass of equipment it is now, moved into a new lab
on the ‘new’ site of NPL. A highlight of the work to date is a novel permanent magnet
Zeeman slower for Sr, which has been designed, constructed, and characterised, and which
provides a simple alternative to the conventional solenoid Zeeman slower. The initial Sr
experiment vacuum system constructed incorporated a 2D deflection MOT chamber to
guide atoms out of the atomic beam into a small measurement chamber. However, due to
a change in the plans regarding measurement of the BBR shift this has been abandoned
in place of a vacuum system with capability to measure directly the BBR shift. Many
hours have been invested in development and construction of multiple laser systems and
associated control electronics, required for clock operation, and represents a large chunk
of the work carried out so far on the project.
In a broader view, Sr offers an attractive prospect for laser cooling experiments ow-
ing to its simple, yet enriched, level structure, which may be accessed in the most part
with conventional diode laser technology. In recent years Sr has gained huge popular-
ity throughout the frequency metrology community, and also further afield in studies of
ultra-cold gases [247, 248], cold molecules [249], and in studies of Rydberg atoms [250].
Sr optical lattice clocks, operational in laboratories around the world, have demonstrated
agreement at the level <1× 10−15 and are growing in abundance, providing a great chance
for further corroboration. A current topic of interest, and some dispute, concerns the inves-
tigation of ultra-cold collisions [251]. Recently, atomic interaction sidebands of the clock
transition have been observed with high-precision spectroscopy of well-confined ultra-cold
87Sr [252], which highlights the amazing precision of these apparatus. Through further
understanding and control of the cold collision shift and knowledge of the BBR shift, Sr
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should have no trouble reaching fractional frequency uncertainties at the 10−17 level and
beyond, which challenges the performance of leading ion optical clocks. A departure from
Sr to atoms such as Hg (with reduced intrinsic field-sensitivity) may prove necessary to
secure the future of optical lattice clocks. Ultimately, such a standard may be best placed
to serve as an intermediate reference for an ion clock of superior accuracy, exploiting the
stability of the many-atom lattice clock. However, much work, in particular regarding
optical oscillators, still lies ahead to fully realise the exceptional short term stability of the
lattice clock. Finally, if one is really keen to make an exceptional clock one might consider
pursuing the radio isotope 229-Thorium [253], which possesses a very intriguing nuclear
transition in the optical domain (with expected wavelength around 160 nm).
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Appendix A
.1 Flow characteristics
.1.1 Beam flux and angular spread
The nature of the flow, defined by collisions within the beam (in particular, in and sur-
rounding the nozzle) can be characterised by the Knudsen number,
Kn =
λ˜
w
(1)
where λ˜ = 1/(nσ
√
2) is the interatomic collisional mean free path1, σ is the interatomic
elastic collisional cross-section, and w is the relevant physical length scale. For the con-
dition λ˜  w (Kn  1), where w represents the characteristic dimension of the source
aperture (for a slit this is simply its width), the flow through the aperture is relatively
void of interatomic collisions and molecular effusion, also termed free molecular or Knud-
sen flow, ensues. At higher source densities, λ˜ is eventually reduced below w and gas–gas
collisions lead to a viscous flow regime (Kn  1), described in the framework of hydro-
dynamics.
For the simple case of an aperture of negligible thickness and moderate source pressure,
such that molecular effusion occurs, the aperture approximates a cosine-emitter. The
number of atoms effusing from the source per second in a solid angle dΘ at angle θ to the
1λ˜ is derived from a simple “billiard ball” model of particle collisions. For a particle approximated
by a hard sphere with diameter d, a collision with an identical particle occurs when particle centres are
separated by twice their radius. The collision boundary or collisional cross section is then σ = pid2. A
particle travelling with velocity v˜ sweeps out a volume v˜σ per second. In a unit volume V , occupied by
N particles, the number of collisions per second is then given by z = nv˜σ, where n = N/V . As other
particles in the volume are also moving we must transform into the two-body reduced mass frame and
consider the relative particle motion. We replace mass in Eq. 3.4 (for v˜) with the reduced mass m/2 (for
identical particles). The average distance between collisions, or mean free path, is then given by v˜/z = λ˜.
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Figure 1: Sr collisional mean free path versus source temperature - 88Sr – 88Sr
interatomic collisional mean free path. Collisional cross section data taken from Ref. [198]
normal of the plane of the aperture is [173],
dF =
dΘ
4pi
n0v˜As cos θ (2)
where As is the area of the source aperture, v˜ the mean source velocity, and n0 the particle
density at entry to the source exit. The total flow rate, or flux, Ftot, is then found by
integrating dF over a 2pi solid angle in the forward direction (taking Θ as 2pi sin θ dθ and
integrating over dθ from 0 to pi/2), which gives,
Ftot =
1
4
n0v˜As (3)
For a circular channel nozzle of non-negligible length (thickness) L and radius r, direct
escape trajectories are increasingly constrained with decreasing r/L, resulting in a beam
with higher collimation, such that the total atomic flux is diminished for a given axial
beam intensity. In addition, assuming diffuse scattering1 throughout the channel, such
that the cosine law describes the angular distribution of atoms leaving the channel wall
following an atom–wall collision [254], the total transmission probability, W , of an atom
which enters the nozzle later emerging in the forward direction at the nozzle exit, depends
only on the nozzle geometry [255]. For a circular channel nozzle, with L > r, the so-called
1In contrast to reflection, where reflection refers to atom–wall interactions with characteristics of
emergence dependent on the incident collision.
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Clausing factor is found to be [255],
W ≈ 8r
3L
(
1 +
8r
3L
)−1
(4)
The resulting atomic flux, which holds for λ˜ & L, where gas–gas collisions are negligible
throughout the nozzle, is then given by [173],
Ftot = W
1
4
n0v˜As (5)
which in the limit L r is,
Ftot ≈ 2pi
3
n0v˜r
3
L
(6)
and the axial peak beam intensity I(0), where I(θ) is the atomic flux per steradian at
angle θ (in radians) to the central beam axis,
I(0) =
1
4pi
n0v˜(pir
2) (7)
The angle θ1/2, satisfying I(θ1/2) = I(0)/2, is the beam full-width half-maximum (FWHM)
and is useful in characterising the beam divergence, given as [256],
θ1/2 = 1.68
r
L
(8)
To ease the comparison of channels in different operating conditions it is useful to introduce
the peaking factor κ, which normalises the axial beam intensity to the total flow rate as,
κ = pi(I(0)/Ftot) (9)
where the factor of pi ensures κ = 1 for a cosine emitter. The a circular channel nozzle
and free molecular flow κ = W−1. Highly collimated beams are most efficiently created
with use of multi-channel nozzle arrays, each with κ  1 and L . λ˜, where the beam is
formed by a superposition of channel flow. It is often desirable to further collimate the
beam with an aperture(s) downstream of the source. The axial beam flux, Fa, flowing
through an aperture of area Aa at a distance la from the source, with la  Aa, is given
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by,
Fa =
Aa
l2a
I(0) (10)
As previously described, two distinct flow regimes, molecular and viscous, are reached
depending on the relative dimensions of the source aperture and collisional mean free path
(which is a function of the source density, or pressure). In addition, for a circular channel
nozzle with characteristic dimensions, length, L, and radius, r  L, two flow sub-regimes
are present within the limits of molecular flow [256],
I) Transparent : λ˜ L (11)
II) Opaque : L λ˜ r (12)
For the case of transparent flow (for which the above results apply) both the total flux,
F , and peak beam intensity, I(0), are proportional to the pressure differential either side
of the connecting channel, of conductance C, such that [257],
F = C(P − Pchmbr) ≈ CP (13)
and the beam shape and conductance are given simply by the geometrical constraints of
the nozzle (a constant), as governed by gas–wall collisions [255].
At higher source pressures, where the probability of an atom passing through the
length of the channel without collision is negligible, the opaque flow regime is reached.
The total flux remains proportional to source pressure and C remains a constant, however,
the beam shape is modified by gas–gas collisions within the nozzle and the peak intensity
is no longer proportional to P . We may consider the resulting flow in three contributions,
as described by Beijerinck and Verster [258].
i) At large angles of θ the intensity distribution is determined primarily by the gas–
wall collision rate near the end of the channel, and remains as in the transparent
regime.
ii) As θ decreases towards zero we gain an increasing contribution from atoms scattered
into this direction by gas–gas collisions. Those which escape into this direction
following a gas–wall collision near the channel entry are increasingly attenuated by
subsequent gas–gas collisions.
iii) Finally, in the forward direction where the atom-wall interaction is absent, there are
particles which pass without collision. As L/λ˜ increases beyond unity this contribu-
tion is increasingly diminished and we may consider only the contribution of type-ii
particles.
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A measure of the channel opacity can be gained by the ratio of channel length to the mean
free path, given as a reduced density,
n∗ = n/n′ = L/λ (14)
where n′ is the source density at which λ = L, such that n′ = 1/(Lσ
√
2). In a simple
model [259], which considers only type-ii particles up to a point, we assume a linear
density gradient, n/L along the length z of the channel, with local density n(z), such that
n(L) = n0 down to a zero exit density n(0) = 0. At a distance z = L
′ the local density
satisfies λ[n(L′)] = L′ = Ln∗−1/2 and is given by n(L′) = nn∗−1/2. We may now make
the assumption that the surface pir2 at position L′ acts as the effective channel entry and
the subsequent flow is in the transparent regime. Assuming no further attenuation by
collisions, we can then estimate the axial beam intensity by,
I(0)opaque = I(0)n
∗−1/2 (15)
As the flow rate is unaffected by the opaque conditions, the peaking factor is given simply
by κ = W−1n∗−1/2. In the model of Giordmaine and Wang [256], a full integration
over elements of volume pir2dz is carried out and the contribution from type-iii particles
included. Their result differs from that of Hanes by only a factor of (pi/2)1/2 as,
I(0)opaque =
(
3v˜r
64σ
√
2
Ftot
)1/2
(16)
which is valid for,
L ≥ 2.5
(
L
√
2
n0σ
)1/2
= Λ (17)
where Λ is the critical length at which the channel becomes opaque (previously L′). An
increase in L beyond Λ is expected to have a negligible effect on the beam collimation
[256]. The beam FWHM can be estimated from [256],
θ1/2 ≈
1
1.78
(
3σ
√
2
piv˜r
Ftot
)1/2
(18)
Finally, for λ˜ < r we enter the viscous flow regime and gas–gas collisions dominate
throughout the length of the nozzle. The conductance and therefore total flow rate gains
a dependence on the source pressure [257]. Calculating the full beam characteristics for
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these conditions is non-trivial. At high densities, due to collisions within or just outside
the nozzle, a “cloud” is formed whose boundary serves as the effective source of atoms.
.1.2 Beam velocity
For an effusive source with beam exiting along z and Maxwellian source distribution, the
longitudinal velocity distribution (to direction of major flow) is [173],
I(vz) =
2I0
β4
v3z exp(−v2z/β2) (19)
where I(vz) is the beam intensity at velocity vz in units of atoms s
−1 m−2, such that the
total intensity I0 =
∫∞
0 I(vz) dvz. Characteristic velocities are:
• Most probable velocity: vmp = β
√
(3/2)
• Average velocity: vav = (3/4)β
√
pi
• RMS velocity: vRMS = β
√
2
The additional dependence on v in Eq. 19, compared to Eq. 3.2, is apparent from a
consideration of the probability of a particle escaping the source (a fast atom has many
more attempts at finding an accepted escape trajectory, per unit time, than a slow atom).
The transverse velocity distribution is defined by the nozzle geometry, which constrains the
allowed escape trajectories from the source, and is dependent on the longitudinal velocity.
For long channels operated with L > λ (in opaque or continuum flow regime) it is noted
that the axial velocity distribution deviates from the above Maxwellian source distribution
as a result of collisions occurring throughout the nozzle [258, 260]. Observations in the
opaque flow regime show losses at low velocities moving the mean translational energy to
higher velocities. At the transition to continuum flow, losses occur at both high and low
velocities towards the mean translational energy [261]. A suggested energy exchange model
was used to qualitatively describe the result [261]. The effect is decreasingly observed at
increasing beam angles where the distribution is determined by wall collisions towards the
exit of the nozzle and at large angles remains unchanged.
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